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Sammanfattning 

Bakgrund Mässor har funnits väldigt länge och de är fortfarande en av de mest popu-
lära marknadsföringsaktiviteterna hos företag. Ett stort problem som utstäl-
lande företag har haft under en lång tid är att det är svårt att utvärdera vilket 
värde som mässorna kan ge till de utställande företagen. När det är dåliga 
ekonomiska tider är det lätt för ledningen i ett företag att skära ner mäss-
budgeten eftersom företagen oftast inte har några siffror på vilka fördelar 
det ger att ställa ut. Jönköpingsregionen är ett område med många underle-
verantörer och är också sedd som en väldigt central plats i Sverige eftersom 
det är ’nära’ till allt. Underleverantörerna har inga egna produkter utan till-
verkar dem i nära samarbete med sina kunder. Därför är mötet med kun-
derna jätteviktigt och mässorna är ett viktigt medium för att träffa andra 
från branschen.  

Syfte  Syftet med den här uppsatsen är att undersöka vilket värde som mässorna 
ger till utställande underleverantörer i Jönköpingsområdet.  

Metod  Metoden som har använts i den här uppsatsen är kvalitativ med djupinter-
vjuer med åtta företag som ställer ut på Elmia Underleverantör. Detta gjor-
des för att samla data från många företag med olika synsätt och perspektiv 
på vad värde är och vilket värde mässorna ger till deras företag. Studien är 
av beskrivande karaktär då detta passar bra in på den kvalitativa metoden 
som vi använt.  

Resultat Värdet som företagen får av mässdeltagandet sammanfattas i ordet kvalitet i 
bemärkelsen det kvalitativa mötet, budskapet, upplevelsen, imagen av att 
vara ekonomiskt stabilt och trovärdigt, förstärkta kontakter, förstärkt varu-
märke, internt och ekonomiskt värde, värdet i att se nya möjligheter, pre-
sentera nya varumärken och möta nya kundgrupper. För att förenkla en ut-
värdering av mässan bör utställarna sätta upp mer kortsiktiga mål som lätta-
re kan mätas och relateras enbart till mässan.  
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Abstract 

Background Trade fairs have existed for a very long time but it is still one of the most 
popular marketing activities performed by companies. One big problem that 
has faced exhibiting companies for a long time is that it is hard to evaluate 
what value the trade fairs can bring to the exhibiting company. In rough 
economical times it is easy for the top management in a company to cut in 
the trade fair budget since commonly they do not have any numbers provid-
ing the benefits of exhibiting. Jönköping is a region where many subcon-
tracting companies are located and it is also seen as a central place in Swe-
den by many companies since it is ‘close’ to everything. The subcontracting 
companies do not have any own products but instead make them in close 
collaboration with their customers. Therefore the meeting with customers is 
of great importance and the fair is an important medium for meeting with 
the industry.  

Purpose  The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what value the trade fairs bring to 
the exhibiting subcontracting companies in the Jönköping region.  

Method  The method that has been used in this thesis is qualitative with deep inter-
views with eight companies exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors. This was 
done in order to gather data from many companies with different views and 
perspectives of what value is and what value that trade fairs can bring to 
their companies. The study is of descriptive character since this is corre-
sponding to the qualitative method used.  

Result  The value that the companies receive from the trade fair participation can 
be summed up in the word quality in the sense of the qualitative meeting, the 
message, the experience, the image of being economically stable and trust-
worthy, to strengthen contacts, to strengthen the brand, internal and finan-
cial value, the value in seeing new possibilities, to present new brands and to 
meet new target groups. In order to ease an evaluation of the fair, the ex-
hibitors should set more short term goals that are easier to measure and that 
are easier to connect only to the fair. 
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1 Why Trade Fairs and Value?  

In the first chapter of this thesis, the subject will be introduced by presenting a background and the research 
opportunities. This will be narrowed down into a research question a purpose.   

1.1  Background 

The focus of marketing has for a very long time been put towards making new people buy 
products and not much effort has been put on keeping the existing customers. Currently, it 
has changed towards aiming at the opposite which means that companies focus more and 
more on keeping the existing customers and to provide more and better services to them 
(Grönroos, 2000 and Solomon, 2004). The communication noise has also made marketing 
in daily papers, posters and direct mail less critical for reaching customers and customers 
can at the same time much easier find the information they need today (Jansson, 2004).  

Even though people communicate more than ever through electronic technologies, they 
still tend to prefer to be able to see, feel, smell, taste and touch and this is what makes trade 
fairs superior to other communication channels (Jansson, 2004, Blythe, 1999, and Mason, 
2006). Robbe (2000) means that the trade fair is the only medium that can simultaneously 
offer all these effects. Additionally on most of the markets in the world there is an excess 
of products. Those factors have increased the importance of having personal meetings and 
to create personal relationships with customers (Bodner, 1995; Jansson, 2004 and Lawson, 
2000).  

Historically, there has always been a general market place to which people can go to sell 
products, and still Pickton & Broderick (2005) argue the trade fair market place to be a 
unique way to connect people at a neutral place. Marketing theory stresses the superiority 
of trade fairs (Robbe, 2000 and Blythe, 1999) and so do the trend setters (Jansson, 2004). 
The trade fair medium is with no doubt a hot topic, and by many (Jansson 2004; Lawson, 
2000) expected to be a future tool for proposing even more advantaging experiences with 
‘magic’ meetings leading to new or strengthened business relations between people at the 
fairs (Pine & Gilmore, 1999). Contradictory to this statement Fenich (2005) argues that the 
actual participation at trade fairs has actually lowered. He further says that the trend the 
past few years has been that companies spend less money on exhibitions and that they at-
tend less trade shows each year. Additionally Herbig, O’Hara & Palumbo (1998) argue that 
the executives perceive trade fairs as non-selling activities or at best social activities for tho-
se employees that attend the fair. 

Robbe (2002) claims that trade fairs mean big expenditures to a company for a short (guar-
anteed) time of exposure since much of the companies’ marketing budget is spent on trade 
fairs. At the same time, show rooms and other events (own or together with other compa-
nies) are alternative options to companies, and in hard economic times, one optional cost 
to cut can be the advertisements and the trade fairs. 

At a fair, companies can have personal meetings with existing and potential customers as a 
first important step in order to create a lasting relationship with them and this is something 
that adds value to a company. Everything that a company does is about creating some kind 
of value– to get more in return than what is invested. Value does not always have to be 
money; it can be strong relations or to have a strong brand name. The trade fair value can 
moreover be increased by the exhibiting companies if they plan the exhibiting and put ef-
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forts into pre, during and after activities. The setting of objectives and the making of 
evaluations are factors that trigger for a good outcome (Robbe, 2000 & Fairlink1, 2002). 
Furthermore, the value can be increased by having good and friendly personnel in the 
booth that acts in a way that the company likes them to do (Alan, 2006 and Pickton & 
Broderick, 2005).  

It is hard for companies to see what value that trade fairs can bring to them since it is hard 
to evaluate (Blythe, 1999) and see if the objectives were achieved or not (Test, 2006). Sales 
can be measured before, at and after the fair (Siskind, 1997) but it is hard to know what 
role the fair played in this added value to the company. Additionally, it is hard to measure if 
the brand has been strengthened or not and also to know what to measure and when to 
measure. If companies cannot evaluate the results from the exhibition they will not know 
what value they can receive from it. And if companies cannot tell the value with exhibiting, 
the marketing department will most likely cut these activities in the marketing budget (Her-
big et.al., 1998). Even though the trade fairs are claimed to be one of the most outstanding 
marketing tools, it may also be one of the hardest ones to evaluate and to see the value that 
it brings.  

1.2 Research Opportunities 

Even though trade fairs have generally been regarded as an important communication tool, 
comparatively little research has examined the trade fair medium effectiveness (Blythe, 
1999). When comparing how much investment that is put into trade fair exhibition, it is 
surprisingly little that is spent on research within the trade fair effectiveness and how much 
value the exhibiting actually brings to companies (Herbig et.al., 1998). Quantitative investi-
gations in this area have been conducted by Nu-Gruppen2 (2000) but there is a lack of deep 
investigations although there is a need for it. 

Around the Jönköping region there are many subcontracting companies and many of them 
base their income on the meetings with other companies at the fairs. Within the subcon-
tracting industry, companies only produce parts of larger products and therefore it is im-
portant for these companies to meet with their customers in order to together discuss and 
to find a solution to an existing problem. Since the best way to discuss these kinds of prob-
lems is to meet in person, the trade fairs offer a great opportunity for this. At a fair, com-
panies are able to meet and to see what other companies that would be suitable coopera-
tion partners. Cummings (2000) and Herbig et.al., (1998) argue that the trade fairs provide 
the meeting that adds most value to companies. This is the reason for investigating the 
value of trade fairs at a subcontracting trade fair in the Jönköping region.  

The centre of attention in this thesis is set on trade fairs and the value those bring to the 
exhibiting companies. The value is according to Cummings (2000) subjectively interpreted 

                                                 

1 Fairlink is an organization owned by the trade fair organizers in the Nordic countries. Their purpose is to 
increase the knowledge of fairs and how to use them in the best way to get as much value out of it as possi-
ble. Fairlink has educations, lectures, they support research within the area and write reports (Fairlink, 
2002). The main difference between Fairlink and the individual trade fairs is that the individual trade fairs 
work a lot with promoting specific fairs while Fairlink promote the exhibition medium (Å. Dahlqvist, per-
sonal communication 2006-03-10). 

2 Nu-Gruppen was founded in 1986 and it is a company that does market researches. The main areas where 
the company operates are places for meetings, society, marketing and education. They do telephone inter-
views, personal interviews and also send surveys via email (Nu-Gruppen, retrieved 2006-03-28). 
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by each and everyone, but it is also the result of a comparison between the objectives and 
the outcome of a trade fair participation (Murphy, 1990). Setting objectives and conduct 
pre, during and after work to the trade fairs have an impact on the result of the fair for the 
exhibiting companies (Allen, 2005; Bodner, 1995 and Robbe, 2005).  

In order to see what the value of exhibiting is, companies need to evaluate different aspects 
of it. The meeting, the message and the experience are of great importance and useful to 
companies when looking at what they have been able to achieve when using the trade fair 
event as a medium and what value it has brought to them (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). It is 
not enough to only calculate sales; other aspects also need to be covered. The crucial sig-
nificance of evaluation is argued by some to be the drawbacks of fairs, since those results 
are hard to measure. When measuring is unfeasible and not visible, people tend to believe 
that they are not existent, that there are no results worth measuring (Herbig et.al., 1998). 

This means that the value of exhibiting is not visible for neither those companies that 
choose to exhibit nor those who choose not to. This might lead to that it is hard for com-
panies to increase their fair budgets and also to persuade new companies to exhibit. It can 
be questioned whether the reason for companies not having an evaluation tool for evaluat-
ing fairs, is the fact that not enough such research yet been set. Those facts attract to fur-
ther research about the value that trade fairs bring. Using the meeting, message and experi-
ence as filters when looking for the company value from trade fairs, the research question 
of this thesis is stated as follows: 

Can the value for the exhibiting companies be evaluated somehow and how can it be defined? 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate what value the trade fairs bring to the exhibiting 
subcontracting companies in the Jönköping region. 
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2 Trade Fairs in a Value Perspective 

In ‘Trade Fairs in a Value Perspective’ the theoretical framework will be presented. It starts with a histori-
cal view over the trade fair’s development and continues with different models discussing how value can be 
added by exhibiting as well as how it can be measured. 

2.1 Brief Trade Fair History 

The word ‘exposition’ in Latin means ‘to set forth’ or ‘to explain’ but the last couple of 
years, the meaning of the word is more about ‘displaying or showing products and services 
for public or private view’ (Huynen, 1973). 

Exhibitions have existed for a very long time although it has not always been called by this 
name. Thousands of years back in time people have met at ‘the market day’ to show their 
goods, to meet with others and to buy products. The bible also talks about that wealthy 
kings showed their abundances to the ‘ordinary’ people (Robbe, 2000). Fenich (2005) also 
discusses the market places and the market days. However, he claims that the trade fairs did 
not begin until the middle Ages in Europe. Although there are some disagreements on 
when the trade fairs actually started, one can tell that trade fairs have been around for quite 
some time.  

In 1798 one of the first expositions that showed final industrial products was arranged in 
France. Before this, the exhibitions had mostly been about tools and machines for indus-
trial use so this was a big change for the fairs in the world. After 1798 the fair was held on a 
regular basis and it increased both in the number of exhibitors and in duration of the fair. 
After 1820, more countries started to create their own exhibitions with the aim of showing 
off the production in their countries. During these years, the expositions were only open to 
domestic producers. The trade fairs and exhibitions that we today talk about were 
‘founded’ in 1851 in London. This was the first time that an exhibition was open to exhibi-
tors from different countries and the purpose was to create cooperation between the dif-
ferent countries (Huynen, 1973).  

At the end of World War II, people became more flexible and mobile than ever before. 
This gave the opportunity for trade fairs to invite people from all over the world to the ex-
hibitions (Robbe, 2000). After World War II (1945) the development in trade fairs was to 
have specialized fairs where a few people could find a lot. Before this the trade fairs were 
organized according to ‘something for everyone’ (Huynen, 1973). Fenich (2005) claims that 
thanks to the variety of communication possibilities that the trade fairs offer, the industry 
has grown since the mid twentieth century. In Europe and other foreign countries, the 
trade fair has come to play a much larger role as a medium than it does in the US (Herbig 
et.al., 1998). 

2.2 Value 

Value can be defined as the importance or usefulness that something has or that one be-
lieve that it has (Cobuild, 1995). Murphy (1990) says that the value of the fair is to be found 
when comparing the objectives with the outcome. To see the value that the trade fair 
brings to exhibiting companies the exhibit efficiency can be looked upon. This can be 
measured as the percentage of visitors that receive a person-to-person contact with the ex-
hibiting companies (Herbig et.al., 1998). Cummings (2000) argues that trade fairs further-
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more bring an added value since it involves people that can answer questions all day long. 
On the contrary, Herbig et.al., (1998) argue that many executives cannot see the value of 
trade shows since they cannot see any results of it. Conlin (1994, a) adds that if the value of 
the trade fair outcome cannot be really measured, it should at least be estimated. 

The value experienced is a very subjective phenomenon. The shifting industry trends make 
the meeting environments at trade fairs change due to those. Additionally everyone inter-
pret value differently. It is important to see that in order to find what real value is to peo-
ple, both external trends and internal subjective opinions have to be considered. It is essen-
tial to take use of feedback since all people experience things differently and not everything 
can be estimated without seeing a combination of trends and those insights into peoples’ 
minds. This fact can also indicate that the different players at a trade fair interpret the value 
differently depending on what activities those are responsible of. The value of experiences 
that trade fair visitors are looking for helps to indicate what planners are looking for when 
trying to indicate how value is created for visitors and then indirectly adds to the planners’ 
in the sense of arrangers and exhibitors own added value (Conlin, 1994 and Cummings, 
2000). 

2.3 How Can Exhibiting Bring Value? 

The exhibitor is most commonly a manufacturer or a distributor of products and services. 
If there are not enough exhibitors interested in exhibiting at a show, there will not be any. 
Not all exhibitors have the same reasons for exhibiting, but generally the exhibition is seen 
as an opportunity to increase the marketing value by making sales or generate leads (Blythe, 
1999). To attend a trade fair is usually the cheapest way to meet a large number of potential 
and existing customers (Robbe, 2000).  

Trade fairs (and other events) can offer special effects that cannot concurrently be achieved 
by any other marketing communication tool. These are; forum effects (something that is cre-
ated when many people together experience something which adds on to the experience – 
see a hockey game alone or with 30 000 other people), interaction effects (give people the 
chance to experience the product, company and logotype by direct interaction with it) and 
integration effect (integrate several different communication channels) (Behrer & Larsson, 
1998). The simultaneous achievement of all these effects adds a higher value to fairs com-
pared to other communication tools. Lawson (2000) further says that trade fairs give the 
exhibitors the opportunity to create and build an image, to market the company’s knowl-
edge, to meet with the right people and to attract new potential customers. At a fair, the 
exhibitors have the chance to show and explain their products in person to potential cus-
tomers on a neutral ground with no commitments – something that is very hard to obtain 
otherwise.   

Fenich (2005) argues that a company has to know in advance why it wants to exhibit and 
what value it wants to achieve with it – to set measurable goals prior to the fair. Siskind 
(1997) has created a list of 100 objectives or goals that a company can have with exhibiting. 
The goals are either sales, communication or both. All companies do not have all those 100 
objectives with one exhibition, but most likely some of them. Some of the objectives that a 
company can have when exhibiting is to increase brand name awareness, enhance company 
image, promote old products, introduce and test new products, meet face to face with po-
tential as well as existing customers, improve relations with customers and distributors, get 
feedback on products/services, do market researches, receive new industry knowledge and 
check for trends in it, receive publicity and to have positive contacts with the media (Fair-
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link, 2002; Fenich, 2005; Jansson, 2004; Robbe, 2000 and Shipley 1993 cited in Pickton & 
Broderick 2005). According to Robbe (2000) trade fairs are also very effective to use when 
introducing new products since the target group can give direct feedback about the product 
before it is introduced on the market and companies can test it on a new target group to 
see what they think about it. All those objectives add value to the exhibiting company. 

Different authors seem to have different views of which of the objectives that are the most 
important one when exhibiting. Shipley (1993, cited in Pickton & Broderick, 2005) argue 
that to meet with new customers is the most important objective; Asquith (1995) claims 
that to receive publicity is the number one objective, Robbe (2000) says that selling is the 
most important goal and Herbig et.al. (1998) think that finding prospects is number one 
and presenting new products is number two on the list. The goals should be identified 
prior to the exhibition and they should be ranked according to what/which goals that are 
most important for the company to achieve. These goals should serve as a reason to why a 
company attends a certain fair. If a company has many different objectives that it wants to 
reach during a fair, it should focus on the most important one(s) and then if it is possible it 
should also try to achieve some of the other goals at the show (not prior to it) (Fenich, 
2005).  

2.3.1 Actions Towards Value 

Robbe (2000) and Sashi & Perretty (1992) claims that planning is extremely important 
when considering who is coming (what is your target group) and what value you want to 
achieve at the fair (objectives) (Lawson, 2000). The minimum time a company should 
spend on planning the exhibition is three months, but six to twelve month is to prefer 
(Robbe, 2000). This time frame is also supported by Fenich (2005); Jansson (2004) and 
Siskind (1998). Lawson (2000) argues that the planning can be divided into three phases; 
long term, medium term and short term. The long term planning concerns things that should be 
decided at a minimum of one year in advance including for instance hotel confirmations, 
updated information and guidelines from the board. Medium term is the planning that 
should be done between three and twelve months prior to the fair; for instance to deter-
mine meetings, special programmes and schedules. The short term planning only concerns 
the last three months before the fair and here the company should make press releases, 
staff schedules, daily programmes and checklists. Jansson (2004) claims that three to six 
month before the trade fair a company’s exhibition plans should be visible at their home-
page, the exhibition show’s homepage, through magazines and in newsletters. Approxi-
mately five weeks before the exhibition the invitations, mails, press releases and ads should 
be done. One week before the fair, the company should call their most important custom-
ers to make sure that they will attend the exhibition.  

When doing a schedule for what things that needs to be done prior to a fair, Cass (1995) 
claims that it is a good idea to see the fair as a project and to use the work breakdown 
structure. This means that all the activities that need to be done in the fair-project should 
be identified and put into a schedule with deadlines for the activities.  

The planning should consist of: 

- Setting objectives: Test (2006) and Murphy (1990) believe that the first thing that 
should be done when the decision to exhibit is made is to decide what outcome and 
what value the company wants from it (example make orders). When the objectives 
are somewhat clear, the fairs available should be evaluated according to if they can 
achieve these desired objectives or not by for instance looking at the customer base 
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(Bodner, 1995; Robbe, (2000); Sashi & Perretty, 1992; Siskind, 1997 and Waisberg, 
2006). Robbe (2000) argues that it is important to not only trust the numbers re-
ceived from the fair organizer but also gather own data on psychographic and 
demographic information about the visitors and if the fair is vertical or horizontal. 
When choosing an exhibition to attend, it is important that companies not only 
chose the fairs where the competitors are present at. Also other kinds of fairs that 
attract ‘your’ target group should be considered (Waisberg, 2006). By doing this, 
companies have a chance of being the only supplier of a certain prod-
uct/service/material at the fair. Ellis & and Ridge (1995) and Robbe (2000) argue 
that companies should constantly scan the market for new concepts and opportuni-
ties, to see if there are any new events that would suit the company to be present at. 
First when a specific show is picked, measurable goals should be stated (for in-
stance to make 100 orders) (Alan, 2006 and Murphy, 1990). The importance of not 
only setting goals but to set measurable goals is also something that Fairlink (2003) 
highlights. When the goals for the exhibition are set the company’s goals should 
further be translated into personal goals for the booth personnel. These goals 
should serve as a motivator and as milestones when working at the fair (Fenich, 
2005; Robbe, 2000 and Siskind, 1998).  

- Setting a budget: When deciding to exhibit, the costs of it need to be estimated in 
order to see if the value received from the fair is larger than the costs of it. The fee 
that is paid to the exhibition organizer for the booth space only includes the most 
basic stuff and many things have to be added to this number; design and construc-
tion of the booth, transportation, labour, meals and snacks, furniture, hotels, adver-
tising and so on (Meany, 2001 and Robbe, 2000). 

- Create a measurement tool for performance and return on investment: The 
results of exhibiting have to be calculated somehow in order to know what value 
that was received. At consumer shows, the purchase if often made at the fair while 
at an industry show the leads received at the fair can generate orders and sales up to 
a year after the show. This means that the evaluations have to be somewhat differ-
ent depending on what the goals are (Robbe, 2000). Sashi & Perretty (1992) claims 
that it is important to plan for the follow up activities and the evaluation period 
that will take part after the fair already prior to the show since this will take some 
time. It is very important for the company to contact all visitors that it promised to 
contact after the show in order to follow up leads and to close deals (Robbe, 2000). 
At the show, the visitors should be told when they will be contacted by your com-
pany (Alan, 2006 and Murphy, 1990). The longer time it takes from fair to contact, 
the lower is the chance to make a deal with this customer and the lower the value 
of the fair will become. 

- Plan the promotion: The participation at a trade fair has to be promoted prior to 
the fair in order to receive as many benefits and as high value as possible. Blythe 
(1999); Herbig et.al., (1998) and Siskind (1997) argue that some companies do not 
make any own promotional activities, but instead rely entirely on the fair organizers 
which can be risky in the sense that those companies do not get the right customers 
to visit them in the end, since a company is unique and has unique needs and 
wants. To put some efforts into marketing activities before the show can attract 
those customers that you want to meet there (which will increase the value) (Allen, 
2005; Bodner, 1995; Dunham, 1998; Jansson, 2004 and Robbe 2000). Herbig et.al., 
(1998) claim that it is not only important to have marketing activities before the 
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show but also during and after the fair. Meany (2001) says that for exhibitors, it is 
more important to have quality of the visitors than to have quantity. A good idea to 
get the right people to the fair is to bribe them and to give them tickets to the show 
and maybe also a night at a hotel (Alan, 2006; Friedmann, 2005 and Meany, 2001). 
Jansson (2004) believes that it can be a good idea for companies to send gifts to ex-
isting and potential customers prior to the fair, something at the fair and also send 
something as thanks after the fair to deepen the relation. One tip can be to coordi-
nate the marketing and promotion activities with the organizer’s and with the other 
exhibitors since this can lower the costs (Siskind, 1997). Dunham (1998) argues that 
the best tool to use when promoting an exhibition is public relations because they 
can give you many leads at the fair. 

Asquith (1995) says that the companies need to plan for their promotion at the fair; 
for instance if they want to have a large banner, posters, brochures or special offer-
ings. Test (2006) argues that the brochures are usually very expensive and therefore 
it can be a good idea to have different kinds of brochures where the most expen-
sive ones are only given to the most interesting customers. Briere (2006) stresses 
the importance of having enough business cards and that they should be easy to 
read.  

Research has shown that companies that use marketing activities before and at the 
fair (advertising, direct mail, sponsorships, public relations, invitations and telemar-
keting) and those who set objectives and measure them afterwards are more likely 
to succeed and to perceive a higher value with their exhibiting than those who do 
not perform any of these activities (Fairlink, 2002 and Robbe, 2000). 

- Design the exhibit: Before starting to plan the booths at the show, the regulations 
and rules at the trade fair have to be read and understood. The booth is usually 
built in one place and then needs to be conveyed to the exhibition hall which is 
something that companies need to have in mind while planning for the exhibition 
(Robbe, 2000). Alonzo (2006a and 2006b) and Jansson (2004) claim that the ob-
jectives of the exhibition should conclude the fair design. If the main importance is 
to strengthen the brand or to create relationships with customers, much focus sho-
uld be put on the booth and the booth personnel. If the objective on the other 
hand is to educate, then the company should be highly visible among the lecturers 
or seminars in the exhibition hall.  

Briere (2006) and Chonko, Tanner & McKee (1994) say that it is important for visi-
tors to quickly get a picture of a company and what it does only by looking at the 
booth. There are commonly many exhibitors at a fair and visitors will not have time 
or be interested in stopping at every booth to ask what that particular company 
does. To have a different booth can be the difference between if the visitors will 
remember a company after the fair or not. If a company is bad at designing the 
booth it should let professionals do this (Konopacki, 1995; Solmo, 1994 and 
Westerfield & Maiorino, 2005). Allen (2005) says that to give the visitors the best 
impact of a company, they should be able to see, touch, hear and maybe also taste 
and smell since the more senses that are engaged, the easier the visitors will find it 
to remember a company and also, people have the greatest trust in something that 
they by themselves have experienced. It is important to have a booth that is consis-
tent with the values of the company and the messages that it communicates since 
this can increase the value received from the fair while a bad booth can easily de-
crease it.  
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Waisberg (2006) believes that it can be a good idea to have different competitions 
in the booth, but it can also be devastating to the outcome of the fair. If a company 
chooses to have a competition, it has to be connected to the company and/or its 
products in order to only attract interesting visitors.  

Jansson (2004) argue that many companies that exhibit at a fair are careful with 
how the booth looks like, but that they forget the two other places where meetings 
can occur; inside the fair but outside the booth and outside the fair. To use these 
other two arenas does not only increase the cost of exhibiting but it also increases 
the value that can be achieved. Companies can be highly visible at the fair but out-
side the booth by sponsoring seminars or hand out bags for visitors to have their 
brochures in. Outside the fairs companies can organize own events during the eve-
nings.  

- Training of the personnel: Anonymous (1997) argues that the three most impor-
tant things that a company needs at a fair is a booth, its personnel and a product. 
Of these three resources, the personnel are the most important one, since good 
personnel can bring more value to the company than the other two resources. The 
persons in the booth are many times the first people that the visitors meet from a 
company. Therefore it is vital for the outcome of the fair that they are nice and 
friendly and act the way the company wants them to (Anonymous, 1997; Fenich, 
2005 and Robbe, 2000). To be able to sell something to end customers, the per-
sonnel needs to be convinced of how good the company’s products/services are 
otherwise they will find it hard to communicate this message to visitors (Jansson, 
2004).  

Friedmann (2005) claims that the personnel’s skills will determine how successful 
the company’s exhibiting become. Alan, 2006; Chonko et.al., (1994); Jansson 
(2004); Murphy (1990) and Pickton & Broderick (2005) claim that it is important 
for companies to train their personnel so that they can talk to customers and Jans-
son (2004) argues that they should be able to present your company and what you 
can do in one minute. Friedmann (2005) further says that the personnel should be 
trained in order to be able to increase the value received from a fair by quickly be-
ing able to determine whether or not a visitor is interesting for the company. No 
company wants their personnel to waste time with talking to visitors that are not in-
teresting for the company (Waisberg, 2006).  

At a fair, the company will meet with many different people which will have many 
different questions. It is good if the company is able to answer as many of these as 
possible since this adds value to the visitors and indirectly also to the companies 
(Jansson, 2004 and Pickton & Broderick, 2005). One way to increase the chances of 
doing this is if there are many different kinds of people in the booth that possess 
knowledge within different areas. This can be achieved by mixing salespeople with 
technicians and upper management (Alan, 2006; Chonko et.al., 1994 and Pickton & 
Broderick, 2005). To have someone from the upper management in the booth will 
also motivate the booth personnel and it communicates to the visitors that the 
company perceive them and the fair as important (Jansson, 2004). 

After a trade fair, companies wish to have made an impact on the attendees. The exhibitors 
want to achieve something (their goals) which is connected to being remembered after the 
show. To be remembered companies can use the following tools; being different (different 
size and/or shape of the booth), being relevant for the visitors (solve a problem for the atten-
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dees), stimulate as many senses as possible (the more senses that are stimulated the greater is the 
chance of being remembered), be clear about what your company wants to communicate (do not 
have many different messages) and well organized (have a red thread between the company’s 
identity, the marketing activities and the exhibition). How long time a visitor will remember 
a specific company or a specific booth depends on all these aspects which means that plan-
ning the exhibiting is vital for how much value that can be attained afterwards (Jansson, 
2004).  

2.3.2 Measuring the Fair 

The evaluation is a measure of how well the fair turned out and how much value that was 
received from it. This is important to know since all marketing activities needs to be meas-
ured in order to choose the most suitable one. A company should pick the communication 
tool that adds the most value to the company (Fenich, 2005 and Robbe, 2000). Jansson 
(2004); Sashi & Perretty (1992) and Test (2006) argue that it is very important to plan for 
the evaluation period already before the fair since it will take a few weeks and this part sho-
uld also be included in the time set of to the fair. It is very important for companies to 
keep the promises given to the visitors at the fair about when they will be contacted. Fair-
link (2003) says that a tip to ease the evaluation is to do smaller evaluations each day at the 
fair. It can be to discuss if the daily goals are reached, if everything work as planned and if 
anything needs to be changed to the next day. It is important to not only reach a result with 
the evaluation; the company should also ask themselves why the results turned out that 
way.  

It is important to set good and realistic goals prior to the exhibition (Jansson, 2004 and 
Siskind, 1997). If a goal cannot be measured it is not a goal but more of vague hopes, and if 
they are not realistic they will only cause irritated and frustrated staff (too difficult to reach 
them) or staff lacking motivation (too easy to reach). To be able to know whether or not 
the show has been successful, the results of it have to be measured. A company can meas-
ure how many of the leads received at the exhibition that resulted in sales or relationships, 
or evaluate which kind of customers that came to the booth, how long they were staying 
and so on (Maguire, 1998). Herbig et.al., (1998) argue that the number of sales that are 
conducted from the leads collected at a fair can be seen as a practical way of measuring the 
value of a trade fair. Jansson (2004) claims that it is important for companies to know what 
to evaluate, how to do it and how to use the results from the evaluation. He further says 
that it is important for companies to be aware of what they do right otherwise they will not 
be able to further develop this skill. Siskind (1997) believes that the goals should be short 
term in order to help the company with deciding the trade fair activities in the future. Even 
if the offering is expected to have a return one and a half year after the fair, the company 
cannot wait that long before making an evaluation. When the evaluation is done, the results 
of it should be distributed within the company (Jansson, 2004). The results from an evalua-
tion (the value received) should also determine whether the company should return to the 
fair the next time it is held or not (Fenich, 2005).  

Even though exhibitors often state that trade fairs are effective for their purposes, most 
commonly they do not have any precise ways to evaluate the value obtained from them 
(Blythe, 1999). If results from exhibiting are not measured after a fair, the risk is great that 
the board of a company cut in the exhibition budget since it cannot see any numbers that 
proves exhibitions to be profitable (Jansson, 2004). Phillips (1995) also claims that evalua-
tions can be very useful for future fairs. 
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When measuring the results of the fair, the impressions from what other companies were 
doing at the fair should also be discussed. Someone from the company should check what 
both competitors and other exhibitors did in their booth in order to give the company new 
ideas for how to improve their exhibiting and thereby being able to achieve a higher value. 
A summarized evaluation should be done in the groups afterwards (Test, 2006).  

2.3.3 Trade Fair Intelligence 

Jansson (2004) claims that to be a successful exhibitor and to receive a high value, compa-
nies need to work hard before, at and after the show. The activities that should be per-
formed during these three stages can be seen in figure 2-1 below. The beginning of each 
trade show should be to plan and set the objectives and the end should be to do an evalua-
tion of the exhibiting.  

 

Figure 2-1 Trade Fair Intelligence (Jansson, 2004) 

Each axis in the figure represents when the activities should be performed. Planning and in-
vitation should occur before the exhibition. Planning concerns setting objectives and pre-
pare for the show. Companies have very limited time and it is important to book them long 
before the meeting will take place. By inviting people to your booth, you are more likely to 
attract the visitors that you want and the chances of satisfied exhibiting and high value in-
creases. The booth, activities and acting in the booth are important for the outcome of the fair 
and this should occur at the event. To have a good plan and to invite the right people will 
not matter if the personnel cannot take care of the visitors in a nice and friendly way. Fi-
nally the follow ups and evaluations should take place after the fair and they ought to serve as a 
basis for forthcoming fairs and to see how much value the fair brought. The circles in the 
figure represent those activities that determine the result of the exhibiting and how much 
value that can be obtained (Jansson, 2004).  

It is important for companies to be able to see the relationships between all the different 
parts in the triangle since they all have to be performed well in order to achieve a high 
value. It is also important to note that the evaluation is not just the end of an exhibition; it 
is also the beginning on the next one. Doing evaluations create a knowledge – a trade fair 
intelligence – that helps the company to perform better and better for each trade show that 
they participate at (Jansson, 2004). By following this model companies will learn more from 
their exhibiting. Companies will become better at it since they learn what they do right and 
wrong and they can improve their weaker parts. This knowledge and experience will help 
companies to get a higher value when exhibiting. Test (2006) says that it is not only what is 
done at the show that matters, also those things that are done before and afterwards are vi-
tal. By being a better exhibitor, the outcome of the fair will be better and the companies 
will feel that they get more out of it (more value) (Fairlink, 2003).  
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2.4 Value Through the Meeting, the Message and the Experi-
ence 

In order to find what value that trade fairs bring to the exhibiting companies, three differ-
ent aspects can be studied. These are the meeting in which a personal relation can be estab-
lished; the message which is delivered and communicated at the fairs and thirdly the experience 
that hopefully leaves an unforgettable memory and which communicates with the visitors 
through emotions. When those components are well communicated at a fair, value is cre-
ated for the companies (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). 

2.4.1 The Meeting 

During the last ten years the trend has been that people communicate more and more 
through the new technology with mobile phones, Internet, emails and such communication 
channels. However, these mediums lack the personal contact and relationships which is 
something that we as humans need and wish for to have. A personal meeting is a less 
stressful and more confidence-inspiring way to meet with customers. Therefore, the per-
sonal meeting has become more and more important in order to win customers (Bodner, 
1995; Jansson, 2004 and Lawson, 2000). Robbe (2000) claims that the personal meeting is 
the most important marketing tool. However, this is an expensive way to market a product 
or a service, and neither the companies nor the customers have enough time to meet with 
everyone (Jansson, 2004).  

The meeting has the purpose of bringing people together in order to exchange information 
and it can be a conference, workshop, seminar or another event (Montgomery & Strick, 
1995). The encounter or the meeting between the seller and the buyer is a process and the 
provider always interacts with the customer on an extensive base, meaning that the encoun-
ter involves not only the people but also the environment or the process infrastructure. 
When a customer feels that the contact with the given company is of value, a relationship 
can be developed (Grönroos, 2000).  

The “moment of truth” is the encounter between the provider and the receiver, in the 
sense of the meeting between the seller and the buyer. Here it is essential to put in all ef-
forts possible to establish trust, since the moment of truth only occurs ones in an interac-
tion between the same parties. A recovery after a failure from the moment of truth is ex-
tremely hard to handle and to manage to bring trust back to that relationship is a very hard 
thing to do (Grönroos, 2000). 

To get most out of a meeting, Montgomery & Strick (1995) claim that companies should 
make a meeting agenda in advance. Companies always have a purpose with the meetings 
and it is important to fulfil these objectives. They furthermore argue that to have a good 
meeting, companies should try to incorporate many different mediums into the meeting. 
Robbe (2000) argues that trade fairs is the best medium available to achieve the personal 
meeting since they provide a neutral arena where people can meet and a lot of customers 
are gathered in the same place at the same time, which makes it less expensive to meet with 
them.  

2.4.1.1  Different Types of Meetings 

According to Jansson (2004) there exist four different types of meetings at a trade fair; the 
calm meeting, the sugar piece meeting, the stressful meeting and the absent meeting (see figure 2-2). Be-
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fore an exhibition it is important to know what kind of meetings that a company would like 
to have and then to do as much as possible in order to achieve these meetings.  

 

Figure 2-2 Different Types of Meetings (Jansson, 2004) 

The calm meeting is one which has been decided upon in advance. The companies know who 
is coming and why, and the visitor will know that the ‘right’ person is available at that time. 
The sugar piece meeting has gotten their name from the bees. Even though a company has not 
scheduled times with all visitors, it is on the visitors ‘to visit list’. Like the bees to a sugar 
piece visitors come to the company. The stressful meeting is not planned in advance but takes 
place thanks to good work in the booth. To be efficient, the company needs to quickly 
make sure if it is interesting to talk more to the visitor or if they should move on to other 
visitors. The absent meeting is those meetings that never take place. Most of the times there 
are a lot of people at the fair that a company would like to meet but never get the chance to 
do (Jansson, 2004).  

2.4.2 The Message 

The message that can be communicated at a fair is also of great importance to many of the 
exhibiting companies. Many of the exhibitors want to communicate what values their 
brand stands for and they want to improve the corporate image (Fenich, 2005, Robbe, 
2005 and Pickton & Broderick, 2005). 

The communication process model (figure 2-3) shows how the message is transported 
from the sender to the receiver. The sender is many times the companies that want to 
communicate something to the public. The message is sent through one or several medi-
ums which are all part of the noise in the market. The noise is all those messages that want 
to reach customers but people cannot take in all messages and therefore they exist in a 
noisy environment. Those messages that manage to break through the noise are communi-
cated to the customers (the receivers). At a trade fair, the fair is the medium and the noise 
is not as disturbing any more since the company only has to compete against the other 
companies at the fair. Also the fair gives the companies an opportunity to a closer and 
more personal contact which also helps to reduce the noise (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). The 
message delivered to a large number of people, is one of the advantages of exhibiting at a 
trade fair (Herbig et.al., 1998). 

 

Figure 2-3 The Communication Process (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
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2.4.3  The Experience 

There are four different economic offerings on the market today; commodity, good, service and 
experience. Experiences are the ‘new’ offering although it has been around for a very long 
time but until recently it was grouped together with the services although they are dissimi-
lar. A service is a set of extra intangible activities that are performed by the company while 
the experience is a set of events or happenings that create a memorable moment in a per-
sonal way. Experiences are something very subjective. Even though 10 000 people can be 
at the same concert or hockey game, they will all have different experiences and memories 
from it (Pine II & Gilmore, 1998). In 1998, Pine II & Gilmore introduced the new concept 
which they called the experience economy. They claim that the beginning of the use of ex-
periences was when Walt Disney opened up Disneyland in California. This was not just an 
amusement park but it was a theme park that wanted to immerse the guests in everything 
that happened there (Pine II & Gilmore, 1999 Pine & Gilmore (1998) believe that the 
world is shifting towards an experience economy where people do not only demand prod-
ucts and services but also an additional experience. Since then, more and more companies 
have adapted the idea of using experiences in their offerings. Pine II & Gilmore (1998 and 
1999) also highlights that experiences are not only about entertainment. It is about all those 
activities that a company performs in order to engage a customer in a memorable and a 
personal way.  

An experience is usually sold in combination with another product or service, but it can 
also be sold as a sole offering. If a company provides a good experience it will allow the 
company to charge a higher price. To be able to charge fees for an experience, it has to be 
really good and it also has to change more often (people can go to see a movie a few times 
but after a while it will be boring and a new movie have to be shown) (Pine II & Gilmore, 
1999). If this ‘experience economy’ really exist or not is however unclear, but the trend is 
that more and more companies focus on offering an extra experience to their products and 
services. 

2.5 Evaluating Trade Fairs 

The two concepts value and evaluating are closely connected to each other. To evaluate the 
results of a fair is to measure how much value that was received from it. In all models pre-
sented below the three components the meeting, the message and the experience are meas-
ured. The message do not represent one model single-handedly or the meeting another 
model, instead they are all elements complementing each other in a value perspective. The 
models below can additionally be seen as a way to evaluate the trade fair and to measure its 
value. The reason for choosing these models is that we choose to use the meeting, the mes-
sage and the experience as a base for our thesis. In the first two models (section 2.6 - 2.7) 
those three concepts are integrated. When considering the purpose of the thesis we saw 
that more models were needed to cover up for other aspects that needed to be evaluated. 
Things that were lacking were to get a picture of the whole trade fair as an institution and 
also to evaluate the exhibition in both a subjective and a calculated way. These were the 
reasons for choosing the model of value through the event (section 2.8) and the compari-
son between the subjective and calculated value (section 2.9). 
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2.6 The Event as a Platform for Value through Integration 
and Interaction 

One way to explain how the event with the three key words is affecting the company value 
is by applying ‘the event as a platform for integration and interaction model’ (figure 2-4). 
Here the actions are divided into integration and interaction (Behrer & Larsson, 1998).  

 

Figure 2-4 The Event as a Platform for Integration and Interaction (Behrer & Larsson, 1998).  

The integration of communication within the trade fair can be done in different ways to be 
able to expose the company. This can involve sales promotion; personal selling, direct ad-
vertisements as well as directed invitations toward the in advance identified potential cus-
tomers (see section 2.2.1 for more information about how this can be done). The impor-
tance of the company is mainly to represent itself through many communication channels 
in order to be different and perform as well as possible at the trade fair (Behrer & Larsson, 
1998).   

The interaction involves the connection with the visitors. The trade fairs connect the target 
group in time and room to the company at the fair, and its function as a power medium is 
built upon the social interaction between people. The integration at a trade fair when also 
the interaction is successfully integrated may lead to forum effects that were discussed in 
section 2.2 (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). 

2.7  Value through the Image  

 

Figure 2-5 Events and Image (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 

The Event and image model (see figure 2-5) shows how the event is dedicating the meet-
ing, the experience and the message as the three main contents for bringing an image to the 
exhibiting companies. The image is created through the communication, the physical envi-
ronment, the products and services, the ethical and social responsibility, the local and socie-
tal contribution and the business actors’ own behaviours (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). 

The image is generating a value for the company and it is very important for them because 
the image is the picture that others have of the company. The image should be close to the 
picture that the company has of itself and how it wants to be perceived. The model is es-
sential to explain how value is created for companies, since it is pointing out different ac-
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tivities to use in order to reach value by communicating a message that will become the 
company (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). 

2.8 Value Through the Event 

Getz (1997) argues that events can be grouped according to two criteria; value in meeting 
goals as image development, sustainability, idea development and media coverage; as well 
as the demand which is measured by trends in the number of visitors attracted. A main fo-
cus when examining value should be put on sustainability. A general rule is that almost all 
events have community as well as visitor value, but only a few have the ability to create a 
major attraction (Getz, 1997). The portfolio of destination events model (figure 2-6) shows 
how the different kinds of events have different levels of visiting demand and value in the 
sense of sustainability, market share, economic benefits, image enhancement, community 
support, environmental value, quality, growth potential and appropriateness. Anonymous 
(1992) claims that it is not just the fair organizers and the exhibitors that can earn money 
from the fairs, also the city where the fair is held earns a lot of money since people have to 
live and eat, and visitors tend to spend some money when they are away like this.  

 

Figure 2-6 Portfolio of Destination Events (Getz, 1997). 

At all destinations there most likely exist a hierarchy of events, in which the largest number 
of events have a low attractiveness, while a few have an enormous impact on visitors. 
Hallmark events (trade fairs) and mega-events exhibit the utmost value and attractiveness. 
The impact that events have on people is what the exhibitor can use for his/her evaluation. 
How was the design of the trade fair affecting the outcome of the exhibition? How was the 
meeting with potential customers affected by the fact that the trade fair was big and famous 
or small and unknown? How was the message delivered depending on that? Those illustra-
tions can indicate how exhibitors are dependent on the fair itself, how it is looked upon 
from the outside in the sense of its visitors and also how it afterwards was received by 
them (Getz, 1997).  

2.9 Compare Subjective and Calculated Value  

Oliver’s model (1993) is an evaluation model (se figure 2-8) and can therefore be connected 
to the evaluation of trade fairs. It shows that the satisfaction of the trade fair is affected by 
the expectations before a fair and the trade fair performance itself.  
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Figure 2-7 The Expectancy Disconfirmation and Performance Model (Oliver, 1993). 

Much preparing work needs to be made for a successful trade fair outcome; for instance 
goals has to be set for the fair (see more about setting goals in section 2.2 and 2.2.1) (Allen, 
2005). This can be identified as the expectations of the trade fair. The performance outcome is 
what really happened and what the results of the trade fair were. One can for instance 
evaluate whether the meeting, the message and the experience were successfully managed 
and communicated to the visitors. A comparison between the expectations and the out-
come can be made in the calculated disconfirmation, where an objective evaluation of the trade 
fair is stated. This can be a calculated estimate based upon number of new written orders, 
list of new contacts/potential customers or a figure of how many visitors that entered the 
booth. The number of sales that are conducted from the leads collected at a fair can be 
seen as a practical way of measuring the value of a trade fair (Herbig et.al., 1998). At the 
next step (subjective disconfirmation) a more subjective evaluation is made as the results from 
the fair start to sink in and also the invisible results start to give result. Here the results that 
cannot be calculated can be evaluated; for instance the effects from brand strengthening 
that were developed at the fair. A strengthened brand can be seen through an increasing in-
terest from the media, selling organizations or potential customers. The last step is the satis-
faction in which the summed objective and subjective values of the trade fair can be meas-
ured. The objective values (in terms of the calculated results from the fair) and the subjec-
tive values (in terms of opinions, intuitions and feelings about whether the fair was success-
ful of not) can be summed up and together bring a broad result involving both the quanti-
tative (calculated) as well as the qualitative (subjective) measures. This result shows how 
satisfied the exhibiting company is about the fair and how the objectives in terms of expec-
tations should be put for the next exhibition (Oliver, 1993). 

In addition, Soares (1991) argues the importance of that aims should be based upon previ-
ous performance of the same or similar promotion activities. An evaluation from the 
standpoint of what the targets were and if they have been reached are valuable from three 
viewpoints. Was the meeting built in an environment that gave a creative and positive at-
mosphere? Was the message delivered as successfully as expected? Can a greater, more out-
standing experience for the visitors, increase the value to the meeting and the message to 
be even better delivered for next exhibition? Those and many more questions can be an-
swered through this evaluation model. 
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3 What Was Done and How? 

In this part the thesis the methodological choices are presented. An explanation of how the data was col-
lected and analysed is followed by a section of trustworthiness of the thesis. 

3.1 What Research Method was Used? 

The research of this thesis was characterized by a desire to go deeper into investigating 
what value that trade fairs can bring to exhibiting companies. Instead of only measuring – 
as has been done before - an interpreting approach was taken when conducting the method 
of this thesis. To try to understand and read between the lines was this thesis’ methodo-
logical target. Concerning qualitative research, the result was about managing to character-
ize something, so that new truths would appear. Value had to be explained and it can have 
different perspectives since it is a subjective measure and that way there is not one truth, 
even though new truths may always appear. New truths may be found when trying to un-
derstand the hidden meaning of appearances, and how the people in the trade fair exhibit-
ing situation interpret their situations and their values (Olsson & Sörensen, 2001).  

(Merriam, 1988) claim that a qualitative research is often based on a hermeneutic viewpoint 
and therefore the interpretations are subjective since each and every person perceives the 
‘reality’ in different ways.   

3.1.1 Qualitative Research 

The choice between a qualitative and a quantitative method is depending on the nature of 
the thesis’ purpose. One approach does not necessarily exclude the other one, but the two 
can instead complement each other (Olsson & Sörensen, 2001). The qualitative approach 
indicates a main purpose to understand the hidden meaning of things. Qualitative research 
realizes that there are many realities and the world is not objectively passing by, but instead 
built upon subjective interpretations and the interactions between people (Merriam, 1988). 
Qualitative investigations are also about trying to understand how people interpret them-
selves and their environment (Hartman, 1998).  

The purpose of this thesis is similar to the purpose of qualitative research in the sense of 
understanding the meanings of things; hence the choice of using a qualitative method has 
probably eased the ability of finding an appropriate conclusion. 

Since the purpose of this thesis is to locate what value that can be identified for the exhibit-
ing companies, the nature of value had to be considered. Since value is the usefulness or im-
portance that something has and those characteristics are individually valued from person to 
person, a subjective approach had to be conducted. This goes in line with the qualitative 
approach, which indicates that deep interviews should be conducted rather than only 
“scratching on the surface surveys”. In qualitative research process, content and under-
standing are key words (Merriam, 1988). The qualitative approach that was chosen also me-
ans that the researcher is looking for how things work, indicating the nature or qualities a 
certain issue enhances inside of someone’s mind (Hartman, 1998). 

Additionally, an inductive method is commonly used within qualitative researches, which 
implies that data, interviews and observations are primarily made (Merriam, 1988). The in-
ductive research was chosen as people at Fairlink, Nu-Gruppen and Elmia Subcontractors 
were contacted in a primary phase for discussions about an interesting purpose and after 
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that proper theory was searched for. The inductive researchers look to find theory that 
suits the empirical information found (Merriam, 1988).  

3.2 How the Research was Designed and Conducted 

When travelling on the qualitative road, researchers are generally more interested in the 
process than the final result (Merriam, 1988). The natural choice for the authors of this 
thesis was to make qualitative deep interviews with companies in the Jönköping area, when 
referring to the purpose that was stated. The decision meant that twelve interviews had to 
be conducted in a short period of time. 

3.2.1 Data Collection 

Qualitative research methods can vary to some degree, but the data collection methods are 
all similar to each other according to Olsson & Sörensen (2001). Those are that the infor-
mation collection and the analysis take part in reciprocal action or interaction. According to 
Patel & Tebelius (1987) the researcher cannot be objective when conducting a research, 
formulating research questions and collecting data. Even though the researcher has prede-
termined opinions about many things, he/she has to critically examine the data gathered 
and think of alternative interpretations. Christensen, Andersson, Carlsson & Haglund 
(1998) talk about two different types of data; primary data and secondary data.  

3.2.1.1 Primary Data 

Primary data can be collected by conducting interviews, observations, experiments and/or 
questionnaires. It has the advantage of that the researchers have by themselves collected 
the data; they know how reliable it is and that it is new and up-to-date. However, there are 
also disadvantages with primary data and this is that it is more costly and more time con-
suming to collect primary data compared to collect secondary data (Christensen et. al., 
1998). 

Since an inductive method was chosen in order to conduct the thesis, the authors started to 
use primary data gathered through interviews with Fairlink, Nu-Gruppen and Elmia Sub-
contractors. This in order to collect data about what areas that was interesting for the in-
dustry and also to get an idea of what research that has been done before. Later on in the 
process, interviews have been conducted with 8 companies that exhibit at Elmia Subcon-
tractors. Each of the interview took between one and one and a half hour. This gave the 
authors of this thesis necessary input in order to investigate what value that a trade fair can 
bring to a company.  

3.2.1.2 Secondary Data 

Secondary data is in contrast to the primary data information gathered from other au-
thors/researchers for instance from books, articles and Internet. Christensen et. al. (1998) 
claim that secondary data can be good to use in the early stages of writing a thesis since it 
gives a good basic understanding about the areas of interest. Also secondary data can be 
used in order to find gaps in the literature and thereby to find interesting areas to do re-
search within. In the end of the process of writing a thesis, the secondary data should be 
used in order to compare it with the authors’ own findings. There are several advantages 
with secondary data, among other things that it is cheap and easy to get access to and that it 
does not demand as much time as the primary data collection does. However, the secon-
dary data is commonly not very up-to-date and it might be hard to know how trustworthy 
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the data is since the researchers themselves have not been involved with collecting the data 
(Christensen et. al., 1998).  

Secondary data was used in this thesis in order to get a good understanding about the trade 
fairs in general but also about how to measure the outcomes of a fair and what tools that 
exist for measuring value. It was also used in order to compare the theory and the findings 
from the interviews. 

3.2.2 Selecting Companies 

There exist different ways for how to select which companies to do interviews with in a 
thesis. Christensen et. al. (1998) claim that there are two methods for how to do this and 
these are the probability sampling and the non-probability sampling. The probability sampling 
means that each company within the specified population has the same chance of being se-
lected while the non-probability sampling on the opposite means that all samples in the 
population does not have the same chances of being selected. The authors of this thesis 
have specified the ‘population’ to be companies within the Jönköping region that are exhib-
iting at Elmia Subcontractors. The sample method used in this thesis was a non-probability 
sampling where the authors received help from Jonas Ekeroth3 with selecting ten compa-
nies with varying sizes. The most important thing to think about when doing non-
probability sampling is that it is not a random selection (Christensen et. al., (1998).  

Subjective selection is one type of non-probability sampling. This means that the researcher 
chooses those samples that he/she believes have the highest probability of containing suf-
ficient information and knowledge in order to answer the questions and to give a deeper 
understanding about the areas of interest (Denscombe, 2000 and Holme & Solvang, 1991). 
Holme & Solvang (1991) also stress the importance of the interview participant’s ability 
and willingness of participating when selecting a sample. Jonas Ekeroth was told to select 
ten companies with varying sizes that he thought would be the most interesting ones to do 
interviews with and that would have sufficient knowledge for answering the questions (see 
Appendix 1 for inquiry). The sample consisted of ten companies, but unfortunately two 
companies where unable to participate in the research, which left the authors with eight 
companies. The reason to why we chose to only interview one person at each company is 
that the companies are all small meaning that the likelihood of open discussions taking 
place at the companies is high. Furthermore, there did not exist a marketing department on 
all companies which made us think that the CEO of these companies had a great knowl-
edge of the fairs and the value that they bring to companies. During the first interviews we 
got our thoughts confirmed and we did not see a need for interviewing more people at 
these companies.  

3.2.3 Interviews 

The purpose with interviews is to be able to take in another person’s perspective (Merriam, 
1988). According to Darmer & Freytag (1995) the qualitative interviews can be divided into 
five different groups. The first kind of interview is the explaining interview. Here the re-
searcher can ask questions about a topic, which he/she does not know much or anything 
about. The explaining interview can be conducted before starting to read about a specific 

                                                 

3 Jonas Ekeroth is the project manager of Elmia Subcontractors and therefore has a lot of knowledge about 
the exhibiting companies.  
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topic or serve as a preparation before the deep interviews, which gives a more comprehensive 
understanding about the topics and areas of interest. The third kind of interview is the goal-
oriented interview where the researcher asks direct questions about a specific topic. The in-dept 
interviews are conducted when data is missing and the researcher have to do another inter-
view to get the data. Finally, the last kind of interview mentioned by Darmer & Freytag 
(1995) is the focused interview, which deals with many different subjects within the same area. 

In the pre-work, three important persons were interviewed; Åsa Dahlqvist at Fairlink, Mi-
kael Jansson at Nu-Gruppen and Jonas Ekeroth at Elmia Subcontractors. In this phase, the 
questions were formless and the authors of this thesis were still open for new ideas on top-
ics. These primary interviews served for the purpose of introducing our ideas to the indus-
try and to receive feedback and additional inputs through other ideas and views of the area 
of interest. Furthermore, the interviews helped us to get in contact with the right person at 
the subcontracting companies. These interviews would according to Darmer & Freytag 
(1995) be called explaining interviews. Generally can be stated that the qualitative approach 
work with unstructured questions where different thoughts and ideas gradually deepen, and 
a theory can start growing (Olsson & Sörensen, 2001). Many new ideas were found through 
the questioning and a purpose can be stated before contacting the exhibiting companies, 
who were the target of the research. The interviews that were conducted at a later stage in 
the writing process were of deep, goal-oriented and focused interview character.  

The interviews were semi structured since the authors of the thesis wanted to have an open 
discussion with the interview participants but at the same time follow a structure with some 
predetermined questions or topics that needed to be answered (see Appendix 2). If the in-
terview participant answered the questions in ‘wrong’ order considering the order of the in-
terview questions/topics the respondent was allowed to continue and the order of ques-
tions were easily changed (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2003). The questions were asked 
so that development was encouraged in order to be able to go behind the surface in most 
matters and that way conduct deep interviews. The empirical findings were looked upon in 
depth  

When asking companies to define their own view of value and what value that trade fairs 
bring to them, explanations were made in words and pictures rather than numbers, which 
may have been mirrored in the research results of this thesis. That way the qualitative ap-
proach can be seen as to have been descriptive (Merriam, 1988). Also the purpose and re-
search questions were asked in a way that expected the receiving of a descriptive analysis. 
The definitions of values differed between the exhibitors, but still some kind of general in-
terpretation was conducted through the “understanding method” (Hartman, 1998) in 
which a describing approach was added. To try to explain the future was not the research-
ers purpose, but was made in the discussion in the end of the thesis.  

According to Mason (2002) it is much easier to get the interview to become a discussion 
when meeting in person compared to other ways to conduct interviews. This was the de-
sired outcome for the authors of this thesis and therefore the decision to do face-to-face 
interviews was made. Furthermore, it is argued that it is easier for the interviewers to ask 
more questions, explain the questions further and to ask for more detailed answers from 
the respondents when doing a fact-to-face interview (McBurney & White, 2004 and 
Silverman, 1997). They further add that when conducting face to face interviews, there is a 
risk of getting biased answers and also answers where the respondents say what they think 
that the interviewers wants to hear (Darmer & Freytag, 1995). Additionally, the interview-
ers can unconsciously affect the outcome of the interview by adding questions and inter-
rupting the respondents (Christensen et. al., 1998). Interruptions and leading questions 
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were avoided during the interviews, and the feeling was that the respondents were very 
open-minded and honest in their answers. However, for sure the interviews were not to-
tally neutrally performed since this is not possible to do. In the interaction between people 
there is always some affecting made, although was not our purpose. 

The main advantage with conducting email and telephone interviews instead is that they 
have low cost and it is easy and convenient for both the interviewer and the respondent 
since neither one of them have to travel to meet. The major disadvantage then is that it is 
impossible for the interviewers to observe how the respondents react to different questions 
and statements, which makes interpretations harder. The non-verbal communication is a 
large part of the answer and therefore the authors of this thesis tried to avoid these kinds 
of interviews, but found it necessary to conduct one mail interview since it was not possible 
to schedule a meeting and two complementing telephone interviews since this was the 
most convenient way for both parties to complement the data already gathered (McBurney 
& White, 2004).  

During all interviews, a tape recorder was used and one of the authors where taking notes 
while the other author asked the questions and observed the interview participants. When 
doing interviews, there is likely to be some information that is lost and therefore it is im-
portant for the interviewers to listen to the tape recorder after the interview has been con-
ducted and write all expressions down as soon as possible before it is forgotten. To do this 
is a good way to catch and find information missed during the interview; however it takes a 
lot of time and work to do this.  

The interview questions were written down well in advance to the interviews and they were 
also read through by Åsa Dahlqvist at Fairlink and Mikael Jansson at Nu-Gruppen. They 
gave feedback on the questions and suggestions for changes and added questions. Fur-
thermore, the interview questions were read through and revised many times and also 
tested on another student with little knowledge within the area in order to make sure that 
the questions were easy to understand, that the type of answer that was wanted was re-
ceived, and to know approximately how long time the interview would take. The interviews 
were conducted in Swedish, the mother tongue of the companies, and then translated into 
English.  

When the interviews were written down, they were emailed to the interview participants in 
order to avoid misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Also two complementing inter-
view had to be done in order to receive further clarifications.  

3.2.4 Analysis of Collected Data 

Kvale (1997) argues that there exist several different methods for how to analyse inter-
views. One is to concentrate, categorise, report/story, interpret and ad hoc. All those areas except 
for the interpretation part commonly shorten the text. 

The first step here is to concentrate the meanings. Here the text will be scrutinized in order to 
find the essence of what has been said. The categorisation of meanings means that the text is 
structured into different categories, which express different phenomenon and how strong 
or present they are. The grouping of data is also argued by Miles (1994) to be helpful when 
doing the analysis since it makes it easier to see patterns and connections. The story/report 
has the purpose of creating a comprehensive story of what has been discussed during the 
interviews. The interpretation is the part where the author interprets what has been said dur-
ing the interviews. The final section of this analysis method is the ad hoc where meaning is 
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created for the data. This can be done by creating tables, figures or numbers (Kvale, 1997). 
Miles (1994) further argues that some truths might fade and other ones emerge during the 
process. 

Since writing a thesis means a lot of time pressure, the work had to be well planned. When 
one interview was conducted, the tape was immediately listened to and additional informa-
tion was written down as well as comments with the authors’ interpretations and thoughts. 
All information was written on the computer in order to make it easier to sort the data at a 
later stage. The steps discussed by Kvale (1997) were followed and the authors started with 
deleting unnecessary text and repetitions in order to only have the important data left. Af-
ter this step was done, the data was moved and grouped together with other data concern-
ing the same topics and the text was rewritten in order to run smoothly and an easy to fol-
low red thread. When all the interviews where conducted, the authors own interpretations 
where stated and discussed in the analysis and conclusion.  

3.3 Trustworthiness 

Validity and reliability are two concepts concerning the trustworthiness and relevance of the 
findings in a research like this master thesis. These are vital to understand and to be aware 
of when conducting the study (Collis & Hussey, 2003). Holme & Solvang (1991) argue that 
qualitative researches often need to be more methodologically motivated than do the quan-
titative researches. This thesis is about what value that trade fairs can bring to companies, 
and in order to understand this, deep interviews needed to be conducted. A quantitative 
method would only scratch on the surface and not give any new knowledge about what va-
lue is for the companies.  

3.3.1 Validity 

Gummesson (2000) and Lekvall & Wahlbin (2001) claim that validity measures to what de-
gree the researchers measured what they intended to study. They mean that the researcher 
can unintentionally measure something else than was the purpose. Halvorsen (1992) argue 
that validity also means relevance or accuracy and that it is important for the trustworthi-
ness of the thesis/research to get as much relevant data as possible. Some of those things 
mentioned by Collis & Hussey (2003) that can weaken the validity are poor samples and in-
accurate and misleading measurements.  

Lekvall & Wahlbin (2001) talk about two different types of validity; face validity and construct 
validity. High face validity represents measurements that measure what it was intended to 
measure. High construct validity on the other hand means that the measurements fit the 
theory used. Befring (1994) discuss two other concepts; theoretical validity and empirical valid-
ity. In the theoretical validity the results from a study are checked against a predetermined 
theory and in the empirical validity the results are instead tested against each other in order 
to see how valid the measurement tools used were.  

In order to achieve high face validity, the questionnaire for the subcontracting companies 
was revised several times and it was sent do Åsa Dahlqvist4 and Mikael Jansson in order to 
receive feedback on the questions and to make sure that the right questions were asked, in 
order to get the answers that was needed and that could be used in the analysis. The inter-

                                                 

4 Åsa Dahlqvist has previously worked with qualitative interviews.  
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view questions were also tested on a friend with little knowledge within this subject in or-
der to make sure that the questions were easy to understand (since it is assumed that many 
companies are not always aware of the names of the terms and models). The authors mean 
that what was intended to be measured was also measured and the answers were analysed 
based on the theoretical framework. The answers received from the interviews were also 
compared against each other (both theoretical validity and empirical validity). All but one 
of the interviews was conducted face to face, which gave the possibility to further explain 
questions when needed. One of the interviews where conducted via email and this de-
creases the validity on this interview since the researchers and respondents never met and 
clarifications and interpretations were harder to do. Also two complementing interviews 
were made via telephone although these were only for clarifications and the validity was 
not affected. 

Additionally to these classifications of validity, Maxwell & Loomis (2003) have chosen to 
divide the validity concept into four different categories; descriptive validity, interpretive validity, 
theoretical (explanatory) validity and generalisability.  

The descriptive validity can be increased during the writing process by constantly checking the 
accuracy of the data collected (Maxwell & Loomis, 2003). The accuracy of data collected 
through the interviews conducted in this research was determined by letting the interview 
participants read through the authors’ summary of the interview afterwards. If there were 
any problems with interpretations or any misunderstanding, the interview participants were 
contacted again in order to receive clarifications.   

The interpretive validity is about reading and understanding the feelings, emotions and views 
of the interview participant and then to write them down into words in the thesis (Maxwell 
& Loomis, 2003). The majority of the interviews conducted in this thesis where done face 
to face which made it easier to see, hear and interpret the feelings and views behind the dif-
ferent answers. However, the interview made via email made it much harder for the au-
thors to interpret the feelings and views behind the answers. Furthermore, it is very hard to 
write down feelings, emotions and viewpoints in words so that the reader can understand 
them.  

The fit between the collected data and the theoretical framework in the thesis is what the 
theoretical (explanatory) validity is all about. A high degree of fit implies a high theoretical va-
lidity (Maxwell & Loomis, 2003). The research in this thesis is conducted through inter-
views based on existing theory. The results from the interviews are then applied on the 
theory and analysed in order to see if it is useful. 

The last category of validity discussed by Maxwell & Loomis (2003) is the generalisability. 
Generalisability is to what extent the results and conclusions about one sample, company 
or study can be transferred to another sample that is similar to the first one (Collis & 
Hussey, 2003). Norrmann (1970, cited in Collis & Hussey, 2003) claim that if one manages 
to capture the ‘right’ sample, one single sample is enough to draw general conclusions 
about an entire population. The concept of value is a subjective aspect and value for one 
person or one company does not necessarily have to be the same value for another person 
or company. In this study, the authors will look for different aspects of what value is. 

3.3.2 Reliability 

Reliability is about if it is possible to do the same research again at another time and come 
to the same conclusion (Gummesson, 2000). Esaiasson, Gilliam, Oscarsson & Wängnerud 
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(2004) and Sekaran (2003) mean that reliability also means that there is a lack of errors in 
the research.  

If we would conduct the study in thesis one more time in the same and on the same sample 
it is likely that the same results will be achieved again since it takes some time for a com-
pany to change attitude towards what value is to them. Making the same study on compa-
nies from a different fair or a different type of fair is not likely to result in the same answers 
to what value is. Additionally, ‘new’ marketing activities can emerge as well as old ones can 
gain new attraction and it is fairly easy for companies to redistribute their money spent on 
marketing. A shift like this in trade fair popularity can change the companies’ attitudes to-
wards what value that trade fairs can bring to their company. However, trade fairs have 
been around for a very long time and their popularity seems to fluctuate a bit but never to-
tally disappear.  

We had a great help from Jonas Ekeroth on Elmia Subcontractors with getting a high de-
gree of reliability since he had the ‘right’ contacts with the ‘right’ people on the companies 
interviewed which decreased the risk of getting errors in the sample. The interview partici-
pants all had the right knowledge to answer the questions and they were all well aware of 
how the company operated and acted on and outside the fair. Things that can have a nega-
tive affect on the interviews are tiredness, stress and uninterested persons. During the en-
tire process of writing the thesis the authors felt a good support and a great interest in this 
subject from Fairlink, Nu-Gruppen and Elmia. This also seemed to be present with the 
companies in question that were very open-minded and showed a great interest in the au-
thors study. In order to avoid tired or stressed interview participants the authors avoided to 
interrupt the discussion and to ask leading questions. The interview questions were tested 
on another person prior to the real interviews and the time needed was calculated to be 
sure that sufficient time was scheduled with the companies. If any answers or notes were 
hard to interpret, the interview participants were contacted for clarifications 
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4 Exhibiting Subcontractors’ Thoughts About Fairs 

This chapter of the thesis will be an insight into the reality and it will cover the company perspective of the 
studied phenomenon. Short summaries of the interviews will be provided here and in appendix 4 the full 
text interviews can be read. All the interview participants together with the date of the interview are pre-
sented in the beginning of this section. These references will not be repeated in the text in order to ease for the 
reader. 

In this chapter, the following interviews  are presented; Åsa Dahlqvist, General Secretary at 
Fairlink, personal communication 2006-03-10 and 2006-05-26; Lennart Mårtensson, CEO of 
Prototal, personal communication 2006-04-20; Fredrik Målberg, CEO of NMW, personal 
communication 2006-04-21; Thomas Candemar, CEO of SA, personal communication 2006-
04-24; Annica Lind Nordberg, marketing director at Interal, personal communication 2006-
04-25; Christian Wildstam, CEO of Internordic Bearings AB, personal communication 2006-
04-25; Peter Magnusson, CEO of Emka, personal communication 2006-04-27; Claes Skogeryd, 
sales directors with major marketing responsibility at AMA, personal communication 2006-
04-28 and Henrik Pettersson, marketing director of Hedbergs, personal communication 2006-
04-28. 

4.1 Preparing Interview with Fairlink 

Value in the sense of results from a fair is hard to measure and evaluate. It is hard for com-
panies to see what they really get in return from it and what the value truly is. Not all com-
panies benefit from attending an exhibition. This is something that has to be calculated in 
advance in order to find out if the company should exhibit or if they should choose other 
marketing activities. Neither the exhibitor nor the organizer will in the long run earn any 
value from an incorrect fair participation. Åsa Dahlqvist believes that it is important to be 
at the right fair and to do much preparing work in order to exhibit successfully. 

4.2 Value for Prototal  

The main purpose of Prototal is to bring value to the organization in terms of profitability, 
since it is the base of everything. Lennart Mårtensson tries to build an open-door-
atmosphere in which everyone in the organization is welcome to talk to the manager when-
ever is needed. Much focus is put on everyone’s wellbeing and bonuses are delivered for 
the employees when the company has done well. The company builds its relations on trust 
and can imagine lowering its margins in order to keep its customers.  

Prototal sees the exhibiting at trade fairs as something valuable to the company if it is con-
ducted in a well planned way and if it is the right fair. It offers the ability to show what you 
work with and what you can do as well as to present the company. By offering brochures 
and information in a nice environment an image can be built. Signals are communicated to 
customers through the booth. Lennart Mårtensson says it is important with a clean and 
good looking booth but that “It cannot be a clean hell” as he puts it. He also believes that ex-
hibiting companies additionally receive an image of being economically stable. 

Value in business relations is to be keen on the customer’s wishes and demands rather than 
to sell a product. The meeting is the number one medium for Prototal. The meeting is 
valuable to the company since it offers an opportunity to build relationships with custom-
ers. Relationships are something very important since in nine out of ten cases this is the 
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main reason for closing a deal. Depending on what you want the visitor to experience the 
booth can be created differently since it communicates a strong message in itself. 

Lennart Mårtensson claims that the trade fairs furthermore bring value to Prototal by giv-
ing them the opportunity to scan the market and find trends in it. For instance a recession 
means that there are less people at the fairs, no new customers around and the visitors are 
generally very careful and worried. Something that the customers value with Prototal is the 
short physical distance to the company which helps reducing time to market. However the 
most important value that the trade fairs bring to Prototal is that its brand is strengthened. 
Each of the meeting, the experience and the message are important in different situations. 
The experience may be misinterpreted though, thus the meeting is generally the most value 
adding component. Lennart Mårtensson additionally claims “If you meet someone in person it is 
hard to reject him/her even though you are busy”. 

4.3 Value for Norrahammars Metal Works 

Value for NMW is to be the first name that comes up in the customer’s mind as a trustful 
partner and supplier. To be perceived as a friendly, competent and trustworthy partner that 
is part of a close relation to both its suppliers and customers is valuable for the company. 

The value that can be received at trade fairs is firstly the fact that it is a very cheap way for 
the company to meet with potential customers. To arrange such high quality meetings for 
potential customers in some other way would cost a fortune. The fair is located very close 
to the company and it is a fair that attracts the right customers for NMW. These factors 
also add to the value of the exhibiting. To additionally strengthen the brand and to build 
awareness for NMW and its products is crucial. Fredrik Målberg (CEO of NMW, personal 
communication 2006-04-21) considers the contacts with key persons as constructors, sell-
ers and purchasers at the customer companies to be vital.  

To sell and to write orders are done after the fair, while the establishing of strong new and 
existent relations is essential at the fair. The meeting is the most important of the three as-
pects but the experience is vital as well. NMW creates an oasis in which customers can sit 
down, relax and get something to eat. Fredrik Målberg argues “it is not important WHAT they 
talk about but THAT they talk”. The talking is the base for strong relations to all stake-
holders. NMW can imagine finding alternative ways to create value for the company, 
maybe to invite customers to visit NMW.  

4.4 Value for SA 

Value for SA is a measurement that is hard to evaluate according to Thomas Candemar 
(CEO of SA, personal communication 2006-04-24). Value is generally to be perceived as a 
strong brand that surprise people by creating exciting experiences for everyone around. 
Telemarketing is another communication tool that besides the fairs also brings value for 
the company. 

SA appreciates that the value it receives from trade fairs is very strong and argues that it has 
always been this way. Value is additionally added from the ability to scan what the competi-
tors are up to and to see trends in the market and to make comparisons. At subcontracting 
and technical fairs, SA finds it easy to meet the right customers and these are the kinds of 
fairs that add most value to SA. The main target for the company is not to meet with exis-
tent customers but instead to meet new ones, since the product SA sells is only sold one 
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time to each customer. To collect as much business cards or names as possible of potential 
customers is one way that the company evaluates the outcome of the fair. However, quality 
is preferred over quantity and uninterested customers are not adding value to the company. 
Planning is not an essential part of creating value; instead the promotion of the fair shall be 
initiated by the fair arrangers. At the fair SA does not have the target to close deals, but 
rather to receive contact information. The company claims that both a recession and a 
boom can turn the exhibiting into a failure. 

The meeting is the best way to communicate a message. At the fair the meetings shall not 
consist of more than three minutes to bring value to the company and during this time the 
potential customer shall be evaluated. To be perceived as an alert, creative and stable or-
ganization is essential for SA and created by using busy salespeople and a nice booth de-
sign. It is additionally crucial to try to differentiate the company from the other exhibitors 
and create a certain feeling or experience connected to the company. Thomas Candemar 
argues that “it is also a good idea to have some kind of showstopper each year in the booth that differenti-
ates SA from others”. 

4.5 Value for Interal 

Annica Lind Nordberg (marketing director at Interal, personal communication 2006-04-25) 
argues that Elmia Subcontractors is a very valuable fair to the company since it provides 
visibility, strengthens the brand and provides the opportunity to meet with both existing 
and potential customers. She believes that being visible is the same as existing on the mar-
ket. “If you are not visible you do not exist”. To meet with customers is important since the 
company wants to have strong relationships with them. “The objective is primary to attract new 
customers but also to talk to the existing ones although this is not the primary objective”. Annica Lind 
Nordberg further believes that the fair also adds value to the visitors since they will get a 
good chance to compare the different offerings from different companies at one place. 
Additionally, the fair in itself provides a certain image to a company since it costs a lot of 
money to exhibit and thereby exhibiting companies receives an image of being an eco-
nomically stable company. Except for these external values that the company receives, An-
nica Lind Nordberg further believes that Interal gets internal value since the fairs motivates 
the personnel.  

The message that is communicated at Elmia Subcontractors together with the meeting that 
takes place there are vital for Interal. The meeting makes it possible for the company to an-
swer customers’ questions and an image of the company is communicated. The relation to 
customers is important for Interal and the meeting that takes place at a fair cannot be cre-
ated over phone. To further improve the relation to existent customers, Interal organizes 
different events outside the fair during the exhibition week. These events can be either cre-
ated by the company itself or some of the activities that the fair offers. Furthermore, An-
nica Lind Nordberg argues that it is important for the company to show their skills and to 
create an image of good quality.  

Annica Lind Nordberg argues that it is valuable to exhibit at Elmia Subcontractors since 
the company finds many of their customers at this fair and many of their existing custom-
ers only visit this fair which makes it an important meeting place. To meet with the right 
customers at the fair is something that Interal believes add value to the company. In order 
to meet with the right customers, the company invites their existing customers and also 
send invitations to companies that it would like to have as customers.  
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4.6 Value for Internordic 

Christian Wildstam (CEO of Internordic Bearings AB, personal communication 2006-

04-25) argues that value to Internordic is to meet people at a fair and to get the chance to 
show them what the company can do. The personal meeting that occurs at a fair is vital to 
the company since this is the base for creating long-lasting and trustful relationships with 
customers. The reason to why Elmia Subcontractors is such a good and valuable fair to In-
ternordic is because “everyone is there”.  

The message that is communicated at a fair is also very valuable since the dialogue is so 
important when producing products in collaboration with their customers. At the fair 
where the personal meeting takes place, the message can more easily be communicated and 
the advantages with the company can be explained. The message that is communicated at a 
fair is further on important since visitors creates a certain image of the company. To be 
able to communicate a ‘good’ image is very important for Internordic and it adds value to 
the company. Christian Wildstam claims that the meeting is the condition for managing to 
communicate a message. “This together with the environment and the feeling creates an experience”. 
Those aspects make it easier for visitors to remember the company. Christian Wildstam 
claims the meeting to be the base for the message and experience to take place.  

In order to increase the value received from the exhibiting, the company focuses on its 
booth personnel. Internordic wants its personnel to perform well and in order to do this, 
the newly employed get coached by the older ones and the company has organized differ-
ent internal competitions each day. Christian Wildstam believes that to have own events 
outside the fair adds value to the company but it also causes a divided focus which means 
that the company has chosen not to have any events outside the fair but to only focus on 
the actual exhibition.  

4.7 Value for Emka  

Elmia Subcontractors is valuable to Emka because it provides an opportunity to meet with 
both potential and existing customers. Furthermore, the company has the chance to show 
its products and skills. To meet with new customers is valuable since at the fairs, the com-
panies can explain its products in a way that is not possible otherwise (for instance through 
a catalogue). To meet with existing customers is also valuable since the relationships with 
customers are vital within the subcontracting industry. Peter Magnusson (CEO of Emka, 
personal communication 2006-04-27) claims that “nothing can replace the personal meeting.” To 
meet in person makes it much easier to show and explain a company’s products as well as it 
is much easier to create and to establish a relation.  

Peter Magnusson adds that the company wants to communicate that it is a changeable and 
up-to-date company and that it is the leading company within its niche. These things can be 
communicated at a fair since it is a good way to improve the company image. To 
strengthen the brand is furthermore something that the company finds very valuable.  

Elmia Subcontractors manage to attract the right visitors to the fair and this is definitely 
something that adds value to Emka. Peter Magnusson argues that today, many of the visi-
tors on fairs consist of the top-level managers and these are not the people that Emka 
wants to meet with. This is not something that he has experienced at Elmia Subcontractors 
which makes the fair very valuable to the company.  
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It is also valuable to Emka to meet with the right visitors at the fair. In order to do this, the 
company has chosen to invite existing customers and to schedule meetings with some of 
them. Peter Magnusson is also well aware of the fact that it is not only the fair alone that 
provides value to the company. Also those things that happens after the fair (to follow up 
the leads) are vital in order to close any deals and to earn money from the fair participation.  

4.8 Value for AMA 

The most important value that the trade fairs bring to AMA is to be able to communicate a 
message to the visitors. Claes Skogeryd (sales directors with major marketing responsibility 
at AMA, personal communication 2006-04-28) claims that AMA wants to be perceived as a 
good partner that can be trusted. To be able to successfully deliver a message to the visitors 
it is important for the company to have the right people in the booth. Claes Skogeryd is 
well aware of that everything that a company does communicates a certain image to visitors 
and it is valuable to the company that this is consistent and not confusing.  

Claes Skogeryd furthermore argues that the trade fair gives the company the opportunity to 
meet with both existing and potential customers. “The booth should serve as a good meeting place 
both for establishing new contacts but also for talking to existing ones”. To meet with potential cus-
tomers is vital for the company since it finds it hard to communicate what the company 
can do and what its skills are through a catalogue. At the fair, AMA can talk to the visitors 
and discuss different solutions to the problems that the visitors have. The personal meeting 
that occurs at a fair also creates a certain level of trust and a good base for future relation-
ships. Claes Skogeryd believes that the first meeting is extremely important for the future 
relation between two parties and therefore the meeting at the fair is of such great value to 
AMA.  

Elmia Subcontractors generates contacts for AMA for approximately six months after the 
fair which makes the fair an extremely important place for meeting customers. Also, Claes 
Skogeryd believes that the company meets with the right kind of customers there since it is 
mainly technicians and purchasers that visit the fair.  

In order to increase the value received at a fair, AMA always checks evaluations from pre-
vious years to see what things that needs to be improved and what things that should be 
kept. To attract the right visitors to the fair, AMA sends invitations to existing customers 
and many of them visit AMA before they together walk to the fair. This event outside the 
fair is conducted in order to further strengthen the relationships between the companies.  

4.9 Value for Hedbergs 

Value for Hedbergs is to have good relations with the network from related industries that 
surround the company. Within the network people recommend each other and comple-
ment each other when customers have needs that one company cannot provide alone. 
General value to Hedbergs is to increase profits and grow larger and every move that the 
company makes is heading towards these objectives (Henrik Pettersson, marketing director 
of Hedbergs, personal communication 2006-04-28). 

Hedbergs has always been exhibited at Elmia Subcontractors and other companies and cus-
tomers expect the company to be there. “Elmia Subcontractors is a good fair both in a geographical 
sense as it is easy to bring customers to Jönköping, most things are available at the fair and the company 
gets the opportunity to watch and talk to its competitors, although the most important thing is the meeting 
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with the customers”. To exhibit and to be recognized at the fair adds value to the company but 
at the same time it makes it impossible to quit exhibiting, since then the surroundings may 
perceive that as if the company does no longer exist.  

The main objective for Hedbergs when exhibiting is to strengthen its existent relationships 
to its network including both customers and suppliers. Pre work as invitations add to the 
positive effects of fairs and leads to a higher value received. Personal selling is important 
since when people meet the risk for misunderstandings are lower than it is in other com-
munication channels. Henrik Pettersson argues that the message together with the meeting 
is the most important factors at a fair. The message that Hedbergs wants to communicate 
is to be perceived as a reliable supplier with good ethics. The experience is something that 
can be exceeded next year by another exhibitor so this is not something important for the 
company to provide at the fair. 

Trade fairs are hard to evaluate but they always bring goodwill to the company. Hedbergs 
put a lot of focus into the relationships with customers at the fair since the best marketing 
tool is the ambassadors (people talk to other people). Elmia Subcontractors is located close 
to both the subcontracting companies and to potential customers and the fair attracts the 
right kinds of visitors; the sellers, sales directors and the constructors. This is also some-
thing that Henrik Pettersson believes add value to Hedbergs. 
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5 Evaluating Trade Fairs 

In this section the results from the interviews are analysed by using the models presented in ‘trade fairs in a 
value perspective’. When referring to the interviews, the data can be found both in ‘exhibiting subcontractors’ 
thoughts about value’ and in appendix 4. The same date as stated in the empirical part is referred to. This 
chapter will be the base for being able to answer the research question and the purpose. 

Evaluating and value are two words that are very similar and that are used all along in this 
thesis. The evaluation is a way to estimate how things went, whilst the value is something 
precious and important for companies. The distinction between the two is obvious, but still 
they are related. However, if we argue value to be a dimension, it can be seen as if value is 
the measurement for evaluation.  

We argue that evaluating a trade fair can be seen in a variety of models in order to see all 
the value perspectives of the trade fair participation. This is done by uniting all models 
through the three dimensions; the meeting, the message and the experience.  

5.1 Value Through Different Perspectives 

Value for a company is viewed upon differently by all the participants and there is no clear 
definition on what they consider value to be or what it can bring to their companies. This is 
also something that Cummings (2000) talks about when he claims value to be subjective 
and therefore impossible to explain in one right way. Cobuild (1995) argues that the value 
is the importance of something.  

5.1.1 Value Through the Meeting 

Jansson (2004); Montgomery & Strick (1995) and Robbe (2000) argue that the importance 
of the personal meeting has increased during the last years. This is also mirrored by that all 
companies in this study have the meeting with new or existent customers as their goal 
(primary goal or partial goal) with exhibiting. Lennart Mårtensson says that when meeting 
someone in person it is much harder to tell him/her that you do not have time compared 
to doing this over phone. 

The personal meeting at a fair means that sellers and buyers can meet at a neutral place and 
it is an inexpensive way to meet with many customers in a short period of time (Robbe, 
2000). Furthermore, time has become more and more important for people today and a 
fair is a time efficient way to meet (Jansson, 2004). The main advantage with the personal 
meeting compared to other marketing activities is that the companies get the chance to 
meet with customers in person and they have a great opportunity to show and explain their 
products and what they can do for each individual customer (Prototal, SA, Interal and 
Emka). Elmia Subcontractors is said to be a good meeting place since so many important 
people are there – higher management, sellers, technicians and contractors (Prototal, AMA, 
Internordic and Hedbergs). When meeting face to face it is easier for customers to ask di-
rect questions about a product and misunderstandings are more easily corrected (Annica 
Lind Nordberg) – also supported by Robbe (2000). The companies interviewed do not 
have any ‘own products’, which means that they all have to make special agreements for 
each deal and we believe that this is why the personal meeting is so important for all these 
companies.  

We believe that at Elmia Subcontractors, the exhibitors have a unique opportunity to meet 
with a lot of interesting people at the same time and at a much lower price than can be ob-
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tained otherwise. The personal meeting that takes place at the fair can be a first step to-
wards a business relation and future deals. Grönroos (2000) claim that visitors will only 
create relations with those companies that they believe is of value. All companies in this 
study stress the importance the personal meeting has on establishing trust with visitors 
since it is much easier to do this when meeting in person. Furthermore they say that this 
type of relationship cannot be established in any other way (that is profitable for the com-
pany) than at a fair. The companies in the survey claim that the fair is often the first meet-
ing that the customers have with a company and we think that the message communicated 
together with the meeting is of great importance for how the visitors will perceive the 
company. This means that the fair is the ‘moment of truth’, which is something that Grön-
roos (2000) talks a lot about. He believes that it is important to put in a lot of efforts here 
in order to establish trust since it is hard to recover from an unsuccessful first meeting. 
Many of the exhibitors and visitors at Elmia Subcontractors are quite small companies and 
according to Henrik Pettersson they are therefore also careful with whom they do business 
with (one bad business can jeopardize the entire company). We argue that this is also one 
reason to why the relations are of such great importance for the interview participants and 
why fairs are so important to them.  

Henrik Pettersson further says that the personal meeting and the relation to customers are 
important since Hedbergs perceive their customers as ambassadors for the company (part-
time marketers). According to us, existing satisfied customers are probably the best market-
ing tool since they can share their good experiences with others. At a fair potential and ex-
isting customers can meet and they most likely have an influence on each other since peo-
ple prefer to trust friends and acquaintances instead of sellers.  

One way to increase value is to meet with the right people at the fairs. Fredrik Målberg ar-
gues that today visitors at Elmia Subcontractors consist of purchasers, constructors as well 
as sellers, which indicates that a large range of persons go there. Peter Magnusson says that 
the trade fair visitors today consist commonly of CEO’s instead of the really important 
ones as constructors, sellers, purchasers and design engineers that used to come. However, 
this has never been the case at the Elmia Subcontractors and he believes that this adds 
even more value to this fair. To meet the right people, invitations should be sent to inter-
esting companies (both existing and potential customers) (Allen, 2005; Bodner, 1995; 
Dunham, 1998; Jansson, 2004 and Robbe 2000). Seven out of eight interviewed companies’ 
invites people to the fair in advance and many of them also schedule meetings. Most com-
monly companies have a purpose with these meetings (to strengthen existing relationships 
or to create new ones). Montgomery & Strick (1995) claim that companies should make 
meeting agendas in advance and those companies should try to incorporate many different 
mediums into the meeting. We claim that at a fair, different mediums are incorporated into 
the meeting since there is a certain atmosphere at the fair and in the booths, there is a cer-
tain smell, visitors receive food and they are many times able to see and touch different 
products.  

The existing customers that receive an invitation from AMA meet at the company first to 
take the short walk towards the fair together. This action can be defended as a way to start 
the meeting outside the fair (Jansson, 2004) by creating a ‘team feeling’ with the customers 
as if those were all one company that visits the fair together. Jansson (2004) argued that 
many companies forget to take advantage of the meeting that can take place outside the 
booth but we believe that AMA has done this by showing their company to their custom-
ers and that this further strengthens the bounds between them. Hedbergs and Internordic 
meet both with suppliers and customers at the fair. Hedbergs sees the fair as a possibility to 
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meet with and to strengthen the relations with its network; which is very important to 
meet.  

When looking at Jansson’s (2004) model of the different meetings that take place at a fair, 
we believe that many of the companies in the survey are likely to experience most of them. 
However, SA will not experience the calm meeting since they do not schedule any meetings 
in the booth prior to the fair. The ‘sugar piece meeting’ is not something that every com-
pany will experience since this requires good work in the booth and something that draws 
attention towards it. However, all the companies claimed that they had many visitors in 
their booths and a lot to do during the entire fair so they most likely experience this type 
meeting. To be on visitors ‘to visit list’ is something that a company should be proud of 
and we claim that this is many times a result of good marketing activities prior to the fair. 
The ‘stressful meeting’ takes place all the time. The last type of meeting is ‘the absent meet-
ing’ which probably all companies has to experience. To repair this meeting, we think that 
the exhibitors should ask the fair organizers for a list of all visitors and then contact those 
companies that were at the fair but that did not come to the booth. We believe that the an-
swer to why they did not visit the booth can help the companies to improve their exhibit-
ing. 

5.1.2 Value Through the Message 

When sending a message it will pass through the different stages showed in the model in 
section 2.4.2. The medium (the world) is as we all know very noisy and each day people re-
ceive more messages than they can deal with (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). We argue that at a 
fair on the other hand, the ‘world’ becomes smaller; meaning that the messages that circu-
lates at a fair are less than the ones outside it. With fewer messages that compete upon the 
attention, it is easier to reach the visitors. Furthermore, it is easier to get through with the 
‘right’ message since misinterpretations are easier to corrected with the personal contact 
and meeting that happen at the fair compared to outside it where people only see the ads.  

The message that every company wants to communicate to the visitors is that it is a reli-
able, updated and stable company that customers can trust. Furthermore they all want to 
communicate what their companies do and what benefits this can bring to the visitors. Al-
together this is said to communicate a certain level of quality. Lennart Mårtensson argues 
that to exhibit at a fair is a sign that the company is financially stable and that this message 
is communicated to the visitors.  

Henrik Pettersson means that it is important to talk to customers but to let them talk and 
explain their problem first before the company communicates what they can do to solve 
the problem. The two companies that put ‘meet with existent customers’ on the top of 
their objective list (Hedbergs and NMW) argue that at a fair it is not important what you 
talk about but that you talk. If the goal with exhibiting is to strengthen existent relations 
with customers we believe that you probably do not have to talk about your company’s su-
periority – the customers already know this. We argue that in order to deepen the relation it 
might be necessary to get to know the customers on a more personal level. 

We believe that the main reason to why the message is of such great importance is proba-
bly because these companies do not have any real products; instead they make smaller 
components that should be a part of larger pieces. It can sometimes be hard for people to 
see how to use these products and what benefits that they have. Therefore it is important 
for the interview participants to be present at a fair, to show their products and to commu-
nicate a message of what they can do for the visitors.  
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Henrik Pettersson believes that the message that is communicated at a fair is very impor-
tant for the future since this is many times part of the first impression that the visitors get 
of the company and it is a base for future relations. Emka and AMA change the message 
that they want to communicate every year. They argue that it is important to stress different 
things each year and that this can give the impression of an updated and modern company 
that does not look the same each year (something that also Lennart Mårtensson talk about). 
Furthermore, Prototal, SA and AMA seem to be well aware of that everything that a com-
pany says and does communicates something to the surrounding and it is vital for compa-
nies to be consistent in everything that they do. We argue that it is very important for com-
panies to be aware of this and to constantly think about this otherwise it might be confus-
ing to the customers.  

We claim that the message that is communicated at a fair can be seen from two different 
perspectives; the company’s view and the visitor’s view. These two views can be two com-
pletely different things. However, we argue that it is important for the company that these 
two concepts do not differ to a large extent since this implies that the company has failed 
with the message that it wants to communicate. This is of course not desirable since a 
company does not want others to decide what it is and what it stands for. The company’s 
view should reflect the values that the company stands for and the visitor’s view should be 
as close to this picture as possible. We furthermore think that a trade fair is a good place 
for a company to create/improve/sustain an image since companies have the opportunity 
of meeting personally with existing and potential customers to try to communicate its mes-
sage. Trade fairs with their close personal meetings also give companies the chance to ask 
people how they really do perceive the company (Behrer & Larsson, 1998), which is an im-
portant input for companies for their future marketing activities. 

5.1.3 Value Through the Experience 

Firstly it should be said that many companies of those that were interviewed, argued the 
experience to be vital at the trade fair (Prototal, NMW, SA, Interal and Internordic). How-
ever, no company argued the experience to be the most important factor. When looking at 
what the different companies achieve in terms of experiences at the fair, SA can be seen as 
the company that finds the experience most important. This is because SA each year intro-
duces a new showstopper in its booth that differentiates it from the other exhibitors. Ac-
cording to Briere (2006); Chonko et.al. (1994) and Jansson (2004) this is one way for the 
companies to make an impact on the visitors and to be remembered. SA argues that it is 
important to show that something is going on at the company in order to communicate 
that it is an alert organization, which in turn might strengthen the brand. The experiences’ 
importance in an offering is additionally pointed out by Pine II & Gilmore (1998 and 
1999). None of the other companies has something happening in their booths. Hedbergs, 
Emka and AMA argue that creating an experience at the fair is not very important, and 
Henrik Pettersson believes that it will be forgotten if someone else exceeds it. However, at 
the same time Claes Skogeryd at AMA claims that to give the visitor an interesting, relaxed 
and inviting experience in the company’s booth is vital. We claim that the booth might be 
the first impression of the company and this is likely to add on to the image of it. Besides, 
we argue that if it is a good and special event or happening in the booth, many people will 
not only notice the company but they are also likely to remember it. 

As an experience is a very subjective thing; it is valued in different ways as well as it is in-
terpreted in different ways (Pine II & Gilmore, 1998 and 1999. We further noticed that it is 
very different how the exhibitors define the experience, and many of the companies do not 
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consider that they put efforts into creating one, even though it can clearly be seen that they 
do. Experiences do not only contain entertainment providing an outstanding happening or 
event; which people many times believe. Instead it contains all those activities that a com-
pany performs in order to engage a customer in a memorable and a personal way for in-
stance by creating a certain feeling in the booth (Pine II & Gilmore, 1998). For instance 
NMW creates an oasis where the customer eats and drinks in a friendly atmosphere while 
talking about any common interests’ part from work. Jansson (2004) argues that as there is 
much communication noise around us today, an experience that touches our senses may 
also open up our communication abilities so that the noise disappears. In Interal’s booth at 
the fair an image of what Interal stands for is communicated through the booth environ-
ment and in a corner small aluminium parts are put so that the visitors get to feel, smell and 
touch the material that Interal works with. This is also something that Emka has. We be-
lieve that the touching experience can awake interest for the company’s products at the fair, 
since Blythe (1999); Jansson (2004) and Mason (2006) claim that people tend to prefer to 
be able to see, feel, smell, taste and touch things to believe in them. This makes trade fairs 
superior to other communication channels. Additionally this can be interpreted as interaction 
effects since the visitors are given the opportunity to direct interaction with the product 
(Behrer & Larsson, 1998). For Prototal it is important to give the visitor a professional ex-
perience, so that she/he is convinced that Prototal is able to make products that suit their 
company.  

5.1.4 Connecting the Meeting, Message and Experience  

Some of the interviewed companies said that one of these three factors were more impor-
tant than the other concepts, but after analyzing deeper, it was obvious that another one of 
the three actually had a more central place for the company in reality.  

When comparing the meeting, the message and the experience all companies feel that it is 
extremely hard to evaluate which one of them that is the most important one. Both Len-
nart Mårtensson and Thomas Candemar believe each of the meeting, the message and the 
experience to be essential and Lennart Mårtensson argues that what outweigh the others 
depends on the situation; although the meeting is more important than the experience. 
When looking at the companies objectives with exhibiting on the other hand we believe 
that the message communicated at the fair is the most essential one for Prototal and the 
meeting with new customers to be most important for SA. Christian Wildstam claims that 
the meeting is most important since this is the base for the other two to take place. The 
meeting has to occur before a message is communicated and together with the environ-
ment and the feeling, an experience is created.  

Internordic further argues that an experience can be misunderstood, since most experi-
ences want to give an impression of something and then the reality may be different. That 
is why he argues the meeting to be superior to the experience. NMW on the other hand se-
ems to value the experience created in the booth higher than he values the message (since it 
is not important what is talked about at a fair). An experience can as Christian Wildstam 
claims be misunderstood but so can the messages and even the meetings. The important 
thing for companies to think about is to be consistent with everything that they do and 
think about how a certain action can be interpreted by others. It can further be argued that 
the experience can be exaggerated. Lennart Mårtensson talks about the “clean hell” that he 
does not want to communicate through the experience. If a company exaggerates the ex-
perience, we claim that it can be a sign of the company’s bad confidence or performing, 
and the trustworthiness of the company might decrease.  
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Five of the interviewed companies argue the meeting to be the most important aspect of 
these three and only one of the companies argues the message to be most important. As 
the interview participants we also believe that it is hard to separate between these three as-
pects and highlight one of them as the most important one. During the meeting a message 
can be communicated and thereby also an experience is communicated. But a message can 
also be communicated before the meeting take place (visitors might see ads and posters of 
the company before he/she has met with the booth personnel).   

5.2 Value Through Integration and Interaction 

All companies have stressed the importance of the meeting, the experience and the mes-
sage at the fair. The key words are valued differently by the companies in their interaction 
and integration with their customers at the trade fair (as stated in section 5.1.4). Lennart 
Mårtensson believes that the value of each of the concepts is different in different situa-
tions as well.  

 

Figure 5-1 The Event as a Platform for Integration and Interaction (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). 

5.2.1 Integration 

The integration is about promoting the company towards the visitors to the event in order to 
receive a higher value in the end (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). In order to have a good fair 
outcome, the exhibitors have to plan for their activities before, at and after the fair. The 
planning should start at a minimum of three months prior to the fair, but preferably it 
should start six to twelve months prior to it (Fenich, 2005; Jansson, 2004; Robbe, 2000 & 
Siskind, 1998). Prototal and SA are the companies that have the earliest start date for their 
planning. However, we believe that to have an early start date does not imply that the plan-
ning is better or more extensive. SA for instance has practically no planning since they be-
lieve that everyone within the company knows what to do. Both SA and NMW mostly base 
their planning for the fair on what deadlines the fair organizer has set. AMA starts their 
planning in March, NMW and Emka in April and Internordic and Hedbergs in April or 
May. The only company that does not initiate its planning prior to the summer holidays is 
Interal. All companies fulfil the requirements about the time for planning set by the authors 
although Interal only has three months for planning which is little. However, we claim that 
it should be remembered that this fair is held every year and the planning for one fair starts 
when the follow up activities for the previous one are still going on. Commonly for most 
of the exhibiting companies is that their planning is according to Lawson (2000) called me-
dium term planning (3-12 months in advance). If the fair was held less often it is likely that 
the companies would start their planning earlier since then they would not remember eve-
rything from the last fair as clear as they do now. Concerning the long time planning ar-
gued by Lawson (2000), all these companies have confirmed that they want to exhibit at 
Elmia Subcontractors close after one fair is held (since there is a queue for doing this). All 
companies interviewed in this thesis are located close to Jönköping which means that they 
do not have to spend much money or time on making hotel reservations and so on which 
is included in the long term planning. 
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Cass (1995) says that a fair can be seen as a project and that all activities that have to be 
performed before the fair can be broken down and grouped together. We argue that this is 
most likely what Internordic, Emka, Prototal and Interal did when they created their own 
checklists in order to know what to do before the fair. We think that these lists are based 
upon previous experiences since they are supposed to include everything that should be 
done and when they should be done. Many of the companies also have internal discussions 
within the company of what needs to be done before the fair, what to highlight and how to 
do that (for instance Emka and AMA). Internordic and AMA start each year’s planning 
with looking at last year’s evaluation in order to see what went well and what did not and 
the companies’ try to improve those things that did not turn out well. We argue that to dis-
cuss what should be done and to look at previous evaluations is a good base for receiving 
new and creative ideas of what needs to be changed and how to best promote the com-
pany. 

Many authors (Allen, 2005; Bodner, 1995; Dunham, 1998; Jansson, 2004; Robbe 2000 and 
Sashi & Perretty, 1992) stress the importance of planning the fair in order to get a valuable 
outcome, but also to promote it before the actual fair. To do this increase the likelihood of 
reaching the goals set since it is more likely that qualified customers will come. Theory 
stresses the importance of having qualified customers instead of a large quantity of them 
(Meany, 2001) and this is also something that was mentioned by a majority of the interview 
participants that prefer to receive a few leads with qualified visitors rather than a large 
amount of business cards that they will probably not make any deal with. In order to attract 
the right customers to the fair, companies should invite potential and existing customers 
(Alan, 2006; Friedmann, 2005 & Meany, 2001); for instance by doing a special invitation 
that is different from others but that has a clear connection to the company, the products 
or to the booth (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). We argue that this can be seen as introducing an 
experience and to try to attract the customer to meet the company at the fair. Furthermore, 
it is important that the message/feeling that is communicated should constantly be re-
peated without being annoying. We think that to repeat the same message several times 
through different mediums or having different messages but with a clear connection can be 
one way to avoid being irritating.  

Seven out of eight of the companies interviewed send invitations to those customers that 
they would like to meet at the fair. Many of these companies also schedule meetings with 
their customers. NMW wants to meet with their existing customers but Fredrik Målberg 
argues that their customers know that the company is at Elmia Subcontractors and they 
know exactly where their booth is located and therefore the company does not do much 
promotion before the fair. SA is the only company that does not invite anyone to the fair 
prior to it since they argue that it is up to the fair to attract good visitors. Blythe (1999) and 
Herbig et.al., (1998) claim this move to be a risky one since SA might not meet any of 
those customers that it wants to attract. Claes Skogeryd says that AMA does not do any-
thing special in order to attract new customers since the exhibitors to some extent expect 
each other to invite their customers. This provides value for the other exhibitors in the 
sense that since others’ trustworthy customers visit all booths there is a chance (risk) for 
those customers to put interest not only in their old suppliers, but also in new potential 
suppliers. Maybe SA also hopes for this. Interal on the other hand has chosen to send invi-
tations to some of those companies that they would like to have as customers. The com-
pany has created a list of potential customers and uses this when sending invitations. We 
believe that this is a very good idea and it will probably allow the company to meet with 
qualified customers. Furthermore, those companies that are invited by someone they do 
not do business with probably feel special. 
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Since everything a company does communicates, we think that the same theme from the 
invitations should also be present in the booth, as for instance Interal differ their combina-
tions of what is sent in the invitation letter and how it is connected to the event. The 
pumpkin seeds turned into a competition and the footprints were both in the letter as well 
as glued on the floor in the direction of the booth. Annica Lind Nordberg argues that since 
companies receive many free tickets, you have to be different to make them notice you. 
Even though a visit to Interal’s booth was not initially planned, visitors are likely to notice 
their booth since the read thread in Interal’s message is so obvious. To be consistent like 
this and to be recognized by visitors adds value to customers since this means that they 
have made a first impact on them.   

According to research conducted by Fairlink (2002) and Robbe (2000) those companies 
that have marketing activities before the fair are more likely to be satisfied with it. All the 
interview participants in this thesis are satisfied with Elmia Subcontractors although only 
seven of them have stated that they invite people prior to the fair. SA does not do any 
marketing before the fair but they are at least as satisfied as the other companies are with it. 
We think that one of the reasons for this can be that even though this company does not 
invite anyone, there are a lot of other exhibitors that has about the same type of customers 
and the fair as such attracts a certain type of visitors since it is claimed to be one of the best 
subcontracting fairs.  

To be able to promote the company towards visitors at the fair, it is important that the 
booth personnel are motivated. To be this, the companies need to promote the fair inter-
nally. We argue that this is probably easier for these eight companies than it is for many 
bigger companies. This conclusion is drawn since these smaller companies involve large 
parts of the personnel in the planning process and they also to build the booths together. 
We think that this also eases the actual exhibition since if the booth personnel have been 
involved in the planning they are also likely to know and understand the objectives of the 
fair and this way they will find it easier to work towards these goals and this add value. We 
further claim that to see the whole process can also be motivating since it is easier to see a 
person’s role in the process. Working at a large company means that it can be hard to see 
this and understand what value one adds to this process.  

We argue that since a company in its behaviour delivers a message to the visitors it is im-
portant for the exhibitors to be aware of this and consider it prior to the fair. One of the 
first things that communicate to the visitors at the fair is the booth since this is many times 
the first thing that they see. Therefore, it is vital to design the booth in a good way. There is 
a variety among the companies interviewed in how often the companies change and update 
their booths. Some do it every year (SA’s smaller booth, Emka borrows and designs it and 
Interal and AMA do smaller changes depending on what they want to highlight) while oth-
ers do it more rarely (SA’s bigger booth and NMW). We claim that to do changes in the 
booth is a good way to show customers that the company is updated and it feels more new 
in the eyes of the visitors. However, to build new booths each year is expensive and re-
quires a lot of time and maybe the best thing to do is to have a standard booth with the 
company’s colours and logo that can be used for different purposes (depending on which 
objectives that are set) and then change the booth entirely less often than every year.  

Alonzo (2006a and 2006b) and Jansson (2004) say that it is important that the objectives 
determine how the fair is designed; which supports our suggestion above to have a stan-
dard booth that is partly changed every year if needed. Henrik Pettersson, Claes Skogeryd 
and Thomas Candemar have as primary goal to meet with new customers and therefore the 
booths serve to attract attention. Those companies that have goals that are more about me-
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eting with potential customers have instead chosen to design their booths as a meeting pla-
ce where visitors can sit down and chat. Most of the companies interviewed have their 
products in the booth together with pictures and videos of what they do. We believe that 
to design the booth like this makes it easier for visitors to immediately see what the com-
pany does (something that also Briere, 2006 and Chonko, Tanner & McKee, 1994 stress 
the importance of). We claim that visitors as well as companies of today have a limited 
amount of time and they do not have time to stop at each booth to ask what a particular 
company is doing. If this message is not communicated through the booth, the exhibitor 
might loose a customer that just walks by.  

Some of the interview participant’s companies build their own booth while others let an-
other company do it. Emka is one of the companies that create their own booth and they 
involve the entire personnel in this. Interal and AMA has instead other companies that 
build their booths since they are better at it and they do not have to have their personnel 
spending time with this project. Konopacki (1995), Solmo (1994) and Westerfield & 
Maiorino (2005) claim that it is a good idea to let someone else build a booth if the com-
pany is not good at it by themselves. However, we think that if the company has the 
knowledge and time to do it by themselves we believe that it can be seen as a good way to 
promote the fair internally and it will probably also create a positive atmosphere within the 
company.  

Another important aspect highlighted by Allen (2005) is that visitors should be able to see, 
touch, hear and maybe also taste and smell the company’s products. Interal and Emka 
stress the importance of having something that the visitors can touch and feel since it is 
human nature to do this. Interal even has a lot of smaller aluminium parts that visitors can 
take with them if they like. Jansson (2004) states that to activate many different senses is 
likely to increase the chances of being remembered after the fair since visitors can connect 
a company to a certain sound or smell. We believe that to use many aspects of how a per-
son can be attracted to a company or a product is the best way to be successful in the trade 
fair industry. Since the forum effects additionally helps to strengthen those feelings that the 
exhibitors tries to communicate, it is a waste of time to not use the medium to try to attract 
all senses. 

Jansson (2004) argues that it is important to not only plan for the meetings in the booth 
but also the meetings that can happen at the fair (outside the booth) and outside the fair by 
organizing events. SA is the only company that has tried to create some kind of event in its 
booth. This event serves as an eye-catcher at the fair and it attracts a lot of visitors. The 
main reason stated to why so many companies chose not to have events in their booths is 
because they want to focus on the meeting and that events many times tend to attract the 
wrong visitors. The interview participants do not have anything at the fair but outside the 
booth but some of them are discussing to have seminars later on. AMA and Interal have 
chosen to have smaller events in relation to the fair (before or after it). This can be both 
own events and those organized by the fair organizer. Waisberg (2006) says that to have 
competitions in the booth can be a good idea to attract visitors but it can also be devastat-
ing if it attracts the wrong visitors. Interal is the only company that said that they have had 
a competition one year; although this was started long before the actual fair (to grow the 
largest pumpkin). We think that it is up to the exhibitors to be as creative as possible and 
different purposes of exhibiting leads to different choices of how to develop a way to real-
ize those objectives.  

We argue that the integration is about combining different activities in order to create one 
united message to the visitors. By planning for how to send invitations before the fair, de-
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signing the booth as well as to have motivated staff in it and to promote the fair, the com-
pany can send one message to the visitors by using different mediums and thereby increase 
the chances of being remembered and also increase the value perceived from the fair. 

5.2.2 Interaction 

The interaction is about the connection with the visitors or the activities with the customers. 
As argued by several authors as well as some interview participants, the personal meeting is 
superior to all other communication channels (Jansson, 2004 & Lawson, 2000). To meet 
with someone in person makes it easier for the company to explain its products and the 
benefits with them, and it is easier for the visitor to see, touch and understand the products 
and how they might help the customers in their product design (Jansson, 2004, Blythe, 
1999, & Mason, 2006). Furthermore, we claim that at a fair it is possible to meet with other 
competitors and also with the competitor’s customers and they can also affect the visitor’s 
decision to which company to choose.  

Anonymous (1997) argues that the personnel is the most important thing in a booth and 
Friedmann (2005) claims that those will determine how successful a company’s exhibiting 
will become. Anonymous (1997), Fenich (2005) and Robbe (2000) say that the booth and 
the booth personnel is many times the first impression that people gets from the exhibiting 
companies. Because of these reasons, Alan, 2006; Chonko et.al., (1994); Jansson (2004); 
Murphy (1990) and Pickton & Broderick (2005) stress the importance of training the per-
sonnel in order to add more value to the exhibiting. Because of these reasons we believe 
that the personnel are vital to be able to successfully integrate with visitors.  

When comparing the booth, the product and the personnel, the personnel is the most im-
portant asset, since good personnel generates better sales and that way brings more value 
than the other two do. Still, education does not seem to be something that the interview 
participants perceive as something very important and that it is not something that has to 
take place every year. Interal is the only company that provides education for its employees 
each year. AMA’s employees received an education a couple of years ago and Prototal have 
some instructions when people start to work at the company and then the personnel is 
continuously getting tutoring at the company. Most of the companies that do not provide 
any education for their employees argue that they know what is expected from them and 
most of the companies have sellers in their booths. We think that this probably means that 
they know how to get visitors interested; the only problem might be that they are too 
straightforward and scare away visitors; although this should not be a problem. Christian 
Wildstam argues that Internordic does not have any education in that sense but that newly 
employed are invited to the fair in order to see how the company works and the first time 
an employee work in the booth they are coached by the other booth personnel. We argue 
that to learn by doing is probably the best way to learn how to do something good. The 
only thing that employees need to learn from the company is what they expect from them, 
how they should behave and what the company wants to achieve with the fair. We think 
that to invite the staff to the fair is a good idea in order to get everyone in the company to 
see and understand how it works and how the company markets itself. Although all com-
panies should provide some education once and a while to their employees in order to fur-
ther develop their exhibiting skills Friedmann (2005) and Waisberg (2006) claim that it is 
important that the booth personnel is able to quickly determine if a visitor is interesting for 
the company or not. SA is very good at this and the company has even a limited amount of 
time that the booth personnel should spend with the visitors.  
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Test (2006); Chonko et.al., (1994); Jansson (2004) and Pickton & Broderick (2005) claim 
that it is important that companies mix their booth personnel so that they possess knowl-
edge within different areas in order to be able to answer as many questions as possible. 
They suggest that salespeople, technicians and upper management work together in the 
booth. The majority of the people standing in the booths in these eight companies are 
salespeople. All companies within this study have at least some sales peoples in their 
booths. SA for instance has only sellers while the other companies have chosen to have a 
mix of ‘different people’ in their booths. We think that the reason to this is most likely that 
they want to be able to answer all kinds of questions at the fair since this can give a profes-
sional image of a company with great knowledge. AMA for instance, that has salespeople 
which are also technicians in their booth have the benefits of talking the same language as 
the visitors do (technical) and they have the good selling qualities. Also some companies 
have their CEO’s in the booth. Jansson (2004) claim that this gives an impression of that 
the company believes that the fair is important for them and that they want to meet with 
the visitors. This is also something that adds to the image that visitors get of the company. 
We also believe that it is important to have different kinds of people in the booth and not 
only sellers; especially since none of the companies have the target to sell anything at the 
fair. The booth personnel should consist of people that have a great knowledge of the 
company and its skills and he/she should also possess ‘soft skills’.  

Fenich (2005); Robbe (2000) and Siskind (1998) argue that to have small personal goals can 
motivate the booth personnel to work harder. For those companies that exhibit many 
times a year (particularly SA and Internordic that has more than five fairs each year) it can 
get a bit boring and therefore SA has created a rolling timetable where seven employees are 
included and they exhibit at different fairs. Looking at SA we believe that this is probably 
one of the best ways to motivate their personnel. Prototal provides the personnel with a 
bonus if the company has big profits or performs well. Internordic is the only company 
that organizes internal competitions for their booth personnel. We think that the reason to 
why many of the companies have chosen not to have any competitions or other incentives 
are because they do not see a need for it – the personnel performs well without this – and 
because it is so hard to measure the outcome of the fair and therefore also measure the 
achievements by each person in the booth. Even though most companies do not have any 
competitions for instance the personnel in AMA always compete against each other. 

We believe that the interaction is a very important part of the meeting and since the meet-
ing was argued by many of the interviewed companies to be the most valuable outcome of 
trade fairs, companies should put some focus into this part.  

5.3 Value Through the Image  

To strengthen the corporate brand is a common goal among the exhibitors interviewed in 
this thesis (and a very popular objective for other industries as well). This is the reason for 
bringing up the events and image model (se figure 5-2).  

 

Figure 5-2 Events and Image (Behrer & Larsson, 1998) 
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The brand strengthening is something that happens unconsciously since participating at a 
fair that costs a lot of money communicates a certain message and thereby also an image. 
To have a good and desirable image is very valuable to a company and at Elmia Subcon-
tractors; an image of economic stability and being a trustworthy company is what the com-
panies get when exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors according to Lennart Mårtensson and 
Fredrik Målberg. This implies that the exhibiting in itself is image creating in a positive way. 
We argue that all companies constantly communicate an image in everything that they do. 
The image is the picture that the visitors have of the company and if the message that the 
company wants to communicate (the identity) is the same as the image that is received it 
has been successfully delivered. The image is very important for a company and it is not 
always based on facts. Sometimes the company’s identity is not the same as the image that 
it wants to create. Therefore we claim that the fair is of major importance since it has been 
argued that it is easier to communicate a message and also an image at an event since com-
panies more easily can make sure that the message is interpreted in a correct way (Behrer & 
Larsson, 1998).  

At the event, a message is communicated by using the meeting and the experience. The 
message has different ways to reach the visitors of which we especially believe that the 
communication at the meeting (to meet with visitors and to communicate a message through 
the booth), the business actors’ behaviours (the meeting with the booth personnel which is 
many times the first meeting with the company) and the physical environment (the experience 
that can be created at the fair) are of major importance for the interview participants. These 
aspects contribute to a certain image, as also Lawson (2000) points out when arguing the 
fair to be an opportunity to create and to build an image. To communicate an image to visi-
tors is of major importance since if you are not visible; you do not exist as pointed out by 
Annica Lind Nordberg.  

5.4  Value Through the Event  

The first thing that a company should do is to decide why it wants to exhibit (Alan, 2006 
and Murphy, 1990). After this, a suitable fair should be selected (Bodner, 1995; Sashi & 
Perretty, 1992 and Waisberg, 2006). Many of the companies interviewed argued that it is 
very important for the companies to choose a suitable fair in which planned objectives are 
believed to have a chance to be achieved (Bodner, 1995; Robbe, (2000); Sashi & Perretty, 
1992; Siskind, 1997 and Waisberg, 2006) and that is why the Portfolio of destination events 
model by Getz (1997) was chosen. The companies further claimed that they visit a lot of 
different fairs in order to see if there are any other fairs that would be suitable for the com-
pany to exhibit at and also to meet with customers and suppliers (among others Prototal, 
SA, Interal and Internordic). We believe that these companies are convinced of that there 
are more target groups out there, which they have not yet thought of. We argue that to get 
a hold of those, participation at trade fairs within their industry is necessary since many of 
the interview participants say that it is through the meeting that deals are made in the supply-
ing industry. 

Many companies have argued that it is important to be at the right fair. All companies in-
terviewed believe that Elmia Subcontractors is the right one for them since it attracts the 
right visitors. It is well established and Peter Magnusson said that even though the costs are 
high and the value of it hard to measure, it is an important fair. Two of the companies in-
terviewed would prefer if the fair was held every second year since they believe that it is too 
high costs and too much work, but still they think that they have to be there every year. 
This indicates what value that is missed if a company chooses to not exhibit one year. 
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Figure 5-3 Portfolio of Destination Events (Getz, 1997). 

The model by Getz (1997) (figure 5-3) views how the trade fair as a show/event has an im-
pact on the outcome of the fair depending on its location, structure, design, appearance, 
surroundings as well as market, image enlargement and appropriateness. Here the trade fair 
is valued without involving the participants in the model. Depending on how it was per-
ceived, the fair can be characterized with low or high visitor demand and this can be de-
cided upon quickly after a fair since it is based on feelings and impressions. Getz’s model is 
the only theory that expresses value in the model, whilst the other models included in this 
thesis have been interpreted as models that give value to the companies.  

However, it can be interpreted that the real connection between the possible measures of 
value in this last model to the different steps in the trade fair pyramid is not obvious. On 
the other hand, as value is subjective (Cummings, 2000) and it cannot be measured one 
way, but instead has to be put into its reality in order to see if the value is connected to sus-
tainability or environmental value for instance. Some companies argued the positive effects 
of Elmia Subcontractors being located so close to the typical supplying industry areas as for 
instance the Habo and Gnosjö regions, which makes it suitable as a meeting place and also 
cut costs for the companies. We claim that it is easy to travel back and forth between the 
company and the fair, a customer can be invited to visit the company and the employees 
will not have to be away from their families as much. We believe that the fact that Jönkö-
ping is in the middle of Sweden where many roads cross (and for instance the central 
warehouse of IKEA is located here) may additionally add to the appropriateness of 
Jönköping as a good location for choosing a trade fair for a supplying company. It should 
also be mentioned that it is not only the exhibiting companies that receives added value 
from the fair. Also the city (good publicity) and the companies situated here (hotels, restau-
rants) can earn a lot from it which in the end will come back to the companies. We argue 
that this indicates that the location increases the value for the exhibiting companies at the 
trade fair.  

The interviewed companies stated that it is of great importance to be able to meet with the 
people that actually develop and construct the products at the fair. At Elmia Subcontrac-
tors not only the managers arrive as is very common today at many fairs according to Peter 
Magnusson, but instead both constructors and manufacturers together with some from the 
top management visit it. We believe that this can be due to the closeness, which makes it 
affordable to let many employees from a company visit the fair. This is a fact that makes 
the fair more appropriate to the companies within this industry since it is built on connec-
tions between buyers and sellers, and as the exhibitor does not sell any final products.  

The image enlargement of Elmia Subcontractors is clear and if using the fair in an appro-
priate way, it will enlarge the image of the company. One way of doing that is by creating a 
nice experience for the exhibitor when visiting the fair, which most companies have done in 
various ways, depending on their purposes. Another example is that when a trade fair is so 
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attractive that there is a long queue for exhibiting there, we believe that its image may in-
crease as well as its sustainability (issues that are defined as value creating in the model) 
since the companies have to continue to exhibit each year in order to keep its place at the 
fair. This kind of popularity at a trade fair eases the communicating of companies’ messages 
to the visitors only by being there. 

We argue that Elmia Subcontractors is a trade fair that has reached the top of the portfolio 
of destination events triangular model and it can be said to be an ‘occasional mega event’ 
since it has high visitor demand and high value in the sense of location, appropriateness 
and sustainability. No customer surveys were investigated about what value the trade fairs 
add to the customers, but the fact that most companies only meet its existing or potential 
customers at this fair and not through any other communication channels make it ex-
tremely important for both parties and not only for the companies to have this meeting 
place. This can be argued to be the base to defend the value that the fair gives to the cus-
tomers which is showed in figure 5-3. Fenich (2005) argues that the actual participation at 
trade fairs has actually lowered and that companies spend less on exhibitions and attend 
fewer trade shows each year. This is something that also Peter Magnusson believes to be 
true. At Elmia Subcontractors this trend has not yet been seen, probably since the exhibi-
tors and visitors there are totally dependent on meeting at the fair since those companies 
commonly do not use any other communication channels. 

5.5 Compare Subjective and Calculated Value  

  

Figure 5-4 The Expectancy Disconfirmation and Performance Model (Oliver, 1993). 

5.5.1 Expectations 

The first thing discussed by Test (2006) and Murphy (1990) that should be done when a 
fair is chosen is to set the objectives. The different companies interviewed in this thesis dif-
fer to some extent concerning when they set the objectives for the fair (see appendix 4). 
Fenich (2005) argues that it is important to know why a company wants to exhibit and also 
to rank the different goals set. We believe that many of the interviewed companies base the 
setting of one year’s goals on the experiences from last participation. However, we think 
that every company in this survey seems to be well aware of what the goals are and which 
ones that is considered to be the most important ones. Henrik Pettersson says that the 
main goal of Hedbergs is to grow larger and to become profitable and that everything that 
a company does should support this goal. This is most likely the main goal of every com-
pany. Another comprehensive goal that was mentioned during the interviews was that eve-
ry fair should be paid off before the next one is started (Internordic). Jansson (2004) and 
Siskind (1997) stress the importance of being able to measure the goals after a fair which 
can be interpreted as that a value of the outcome has to be visible. This can be because of 
different reasons, but mainly it was obvious from the interviews that most of the compa-
nies were not satisfied by the fact that the fairs cannot really be evaluated. Peter Magnusson 
at Emka thinks that it is hard to measure goals after the fair has been held.  
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The most popular main goal with exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors is to meet with and 
talk to existing and potential customers, which again emphasizes the meeting as being crucial 
for adding value at fairs. This is the main goal of NMW, Internordic, Emka and Hedbergs 
and they all stress the importance to create, maintain and strengthen the relations to cus-
tomers; both existing and potential ones. Both NMW and Hedbergs puts a lot of focus to 
just meet with the existing customers and to make sure that the relation between their 
companies and the customers are good in order to have a close cooperation. Furthermore, 
also Interal has this as a partial goal. We believe that many of the subcontracting companies 
interviewed face tough competition; mostly from the eastern parts of Europe and from 
Asia, and they are not able to compete on price with them. Instead these companies have 
to focus on something else that they can be best at – to establish close relationships with 
the customers and to offer them shorter delivery times. We think that this is probably the 
main reason to why it is so popular to have the objective to create and strengthen relations 
when exhibiting. Furthermore, the message and the brand are strengthened.  

Another very popular objective with exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors is actually to 
strengthen the brand. This is something that both Prototal and Emka has as one of the 
main goals with exhibiting. AMA has different goals each year depending on what is going 
on in the company and this year it is important for the company to strengthen the brand of 
one of their agencies. Prototal also seems to have this as one of its objectives since the 
company wants to communicate a certain message to the visitors. Fredrik Målberg on the 
other hand believes that this is not one of the main goals with exhibiting but more the out-
come of it. This is probably true for many of the companies and as Lennart Mårtensson 
and Fredrik Målberg said; to be present at a fair communicates that the company is eco-
nomically stable and we claim that this most likely strengthens the brand.  

Number three on the list of most popular exhibiting objectives is to attract new customers. 
This is the main goal of Interal, SA and AMA. The companies also stress the importance of 
having quality of the customers rather than quantity. Emka and Internordic have this as 
one of the partial goals with exhibiting. The most common way to formulate a goal like this 
is to state a number of qualified leads that the company should receive during a fair.  

None of the companies mention the objective to take orders at the fair. We think that the 
companies interviewed seem to believe that this is not something that should be done 
there. The fairs are better used if they function as a place where meetings can occur and re-
lations can be built and created. Of course if someone comes to the fair and has a ready 
order the exhibiting companies would not reject it but they seem to prefer to discuss busi-
ness afterwards. The fact that none of the companies mentions selling as an objective fur-
ther strengthens the conclusions that the meeting and the message are the most valuable 
outcome of the fair. 

According to Siskind (1997) the objectives are either sales, communication or both. We be-
lieve that the goals stated above can be said to be of both communication and sales. To 
meet with existing and potential customers and to strengthen the brand means that the 
companies want to communicate some kind of message at the fair. But in the long term 
they will not be satisfied with only communicating messages. In order to survive a com-
pany needs to sell and this is (as Henrik Pettersson said) the goal with everything that a 
company does. 

As said before, different authors have different opinions of which of all the objectives 
identified that are the most important one; meet with new customers (Shipley, 1993, cited 
in Pickton & Broderick, 2005), receive publicity (Asquith, 1995), selling (Robbe, 2000) and 
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finding prospects (Herbig et.al., 1998). We believe that the answer to this question will 
probably depend on what type of company it is; if the fair is business-to-business or busi-
ness-to-consumer and where in the life cycle the company is. In this research the most im-
portant objective was the meeting with existing and potential customers. 

5.5.2 Performance Outcome  

To be able to determine the success of the fair outcome one has to compare the expected 
value with the real outcome of it, which is here referred to as the performance outcome. 
Were the set goals met in reality, and how well did the company actually perform? Qualita-
tive goals are argued by the interview participants to be harder to measure than quantita-
tive; indicating the brand and image strengthening to be difficult to value.  

Hedbergs and Interal claimed that it is enough to receive one “right” customer to feel that 
the money invested into the fair is returned. Henrik Pettersson believes that the money that 
is invested in Elmia Subcontractors is returned but that it is hard to say exactly how much 
of it and when. If results from exhibiting are not measured after a fair, we believe that the 
risk is great that the exhibition budget is cut since no numbers can show profitability (Jans-
son, 2004 and Å. Dahlqvist, personal communication 2006-03-10). Although the results are 
not really measurable straight after the fair, we claim that the impression of the outcome 
should be discussed and written down, which is also suggested by Fairlink (2002). We be-
lieve that his way it is also easier to later on remember the subjective results from the fair 
which otherwise might be forgotten. 

5.5.3 The Subjective and Calculated Results 

The value received from a fair is split up into the subjective value and the calculated value. 
The calculated value can be seen as the part of the outcome that can be measured, whilst 
the subjective is the one that is based on feelings and intuitions straight after the fair. We 
believe that it can be discussed whether or not all of the goals really are measurable since it 
is very hard to measure if a brand has been strengthened or not and if a customer has been 
attracted at the fair or at the fair in combination with a lot of other factors.  

Our empirical findings do not totally support the model since the exhibitors find it so hard 
to calculate the results and therefore firstly conducts a subjective calculation. The first im-
pressions of a fair are commonly written down immediately after the fair before they are 
forgotten while the calculated results are done later on. Many of the companies argue that it 
can take up to three years before all results are visible and therefore, we have chosen to 
change places on ‘subjective disconfirmation’ and ‘calculated disconfirmation’ in the analy-
sis. 

5.5.3.1 Subjective Results 

It was quite obvious for almost all the companies that straight after the fair, the group con-
sisting of every employee that worked in the booth met to discuss the first impressions of 
the fair. Also Jansson (2004) argues that the company cannot wait as long as it takes to get 
the measured results before making an evaluation. The evaluation results should decide 
whether or not the company should return to the fair the next time it is held (Fenich, 
2005). At Elmia Subcontractors, the registration for next year’s fair has to be made imme-
diately after finishing one year’s participation and therefore we argue that this makes it even 
more important than the theory indicates to do a first evaluation of the fair based on im-
pressions, intuitions and estimations. Interal, AMA and Hedbergs immediately discuss what 
things that should be changed to the next fair based on pros and cons of a fair’s results. 
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AMA makes an evaluation of these prospects through that the sellers make separate lists on 
how much they believe that each customer is worth in money and SA counts the number 
of qualified visitors in order to measure the result somehow. Claes Skogeryd argues that 
immediately after the fair, the company has a feeling of how well the fair went and a brief 
evaluation is then a very suitable thing to do. The first evaluation is conducted in order not 
to forget the first impressions that the companies got from their exhibiting. Test (2006), 
Jansson (2004) and Sashi & Perretty (1992) argue the importance of planning a first evalua-
tion close to the fair already before the fair. In addition to the impressions from the fair, 
also new notes and new prospects (customers) are written down as a part of this evaluation.  

We believe that the pros of making an evaluation at an early stage are that the first impres-
sion or intuition and ideas of improvements are easy to forget if you wait too long. Addi-
tionally, this first evaluating discussion is something that all the companies in the interviews 
thought was necessary, which also Fairlink (2006) agrees upon, suggesting those discus-
sions to take place already at the fair on a daily basis. We think that the cons of making an 
evaluation so close after a fair is that the company does not have time to see any measur-
able results of the fair participation except from the number of prospects that the company 
managed to collect at the fairs which actually do not say anything about the value since no 
deals are yet closed with those prospects.  

Fredrik Målberg conducted an evaluation from this year’s exhibiting and booth experience 
individually. The impressions of the outcome of a fair is subjective as also Cummings 
(2000) argue, and different exhibitors (even from the same company) probably have some 
different experiences and thoughts about what turned out good and what aspects that need 
to be changed. At the fair there were more people working and we claim that it can be 
questioned whether those people should not participate in the evaluation after the fair; es-
pecially since the first evaluation is not based on measured results, but instead on subjective 
impressions and general thoughts. Without any input from other employees the risk is that 
a person will not be open-minded and too focused of what he has always done and tho-
ught. Other people’s inputs can provide great ideas of new things that can be conducted in-
side and outside the fair. We think that the validity of the evaluation would increase if every 
booth personnel participated in it. 

Also Maguire (1998) argue the importance of making a broad evaluation of the fair partici-
pation. The company can that way easier become aware of what the company managed to 
do right at the fair, and it will be easier to further develop those skills according to Jansson 
(2004). Prototal also examines and analyzes exhibiting competitors at the fair in order to 
see and learn what they did well before, at and after the fair that also Prototal can make use 
of in the future. Test (2006) additionally adds that part from checking competitors; also 
other exhibitors that are not competitors should be examined in order for a company to 
improve its own exhibition next time. We argue that also this knowledge should be dis-
cussed straight after the fair as well as saved for future exhibitions. To see in real life how 
other exhibitors do their marketing can be a good source of inspiration and it is also easier 
to see and to understand how your company can benefit from this compared to if you in-
stead read about it.   

SA puts it simple when adding that if the company targets are not reached, the company 
will not exhibit at that fair the next time. One can wonder whether there is not anything 
else that the company itself can do to make the results better; pre-, during or after the fairs. 
Promotion towards the fair has not been made since the company believes the fair organiz-
ers should attract the right customers. By inviting companies that SA wants to have as cus-
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tomers and maybe also schedule meetings with them at the fair, the company can increase 
the value received from exhibiting. 

5.5.3.2 Calculated Results 

All companies agree upon that it is hard to make evaluations straight after a fair. Annica 
Lind Nordberg believes that it is hard to evaluate a fair since it is impossible to see how 
many customers that the company has attracted at the fair (and not on something else). Pe-
ter Magnusson also thinks that the outcome of the fairs is hard to measure and Emka 
needs 6-12 months to be able to know if a fair has been good or not. AMA cannot tell for 
sure how the fair went until approximately six months afterwards. Robbe (2000) argues that 
leads received at a fair can generate sales up to a year after the fair. Many companies agree 
upon that it can take between three months and three years to get a customer. 

In order to make an evaluation of the fair, the information is collected in different ways by 
the different companies. Visit cards are collected at the fair and these are commonly the 
first way to identify and to get in contact with a customer after the fair. SA has as purpose 
to collect as many qualified visit cards as possible since catching new prospects is the com-
pany’s main purpose, whilst in NMW’s case the collection of visit cards is more limited 
since the company’s main purpose is to strengthen the links to existing customers. Also In-
teral makes its first measurable discussion based on visiting cards together with notes about 
how interesting the visitors are to the company. Emka lets potential customers fill in a 
form to specify their interest in continuous contact, in terms of if they want a catalogue or 
a sales meeting for instance. AMA uses questionnaires when signing new contacts and 
those are later used in the follow up of the fairs where the contacts are handed out to the 
salespeople within the company. Many of the companies interviewed use a system where 
they register a visitor’s name together with how interesting he/she is for the company and 
what they might be interested in. We claim that all this eases the evaluation and makes the 
follow-up quicker since the companies can immediately start to contact interesting compa-
nies. Furthermore, this system also makes it easier for the companies to see the value re-
ceived from the fair. This also implies that the companies have started to plan for their 
evaluations already before the fair – as suggested by Sashi & Perretty (1992).  

Prototal evaluates in two steps; first individually and then discussed in a group. The results 
of the fair are continuously discussed throughout the year at SA and customer cards are 
created. Internordic makes sure that the experiences from one fair are used to the next one 
by including these aspects in the company’s ‘to do lists’.  

5.5.4 Satisfaction 

The satisfaction, which is the final phase in Oliver’s expectancy disconfirmation and per-
formance model, is the final sum of value from the trade fair seen from a company’s view-
point in an objective and subjective perspective.  

All the exhibitors in this survey find it hard to measure exactly what the trade fair brings to 
the company. Peter Magnusson says that the fairs by themselves do not provide the actual 
deal. The fair makes up a part of it, but it is what happens after the fair that matters, in 
terms of making phone calls in order to find out how interesting the potential customer is 
and maybe schedule a visit. Maguire (1998) claims that a company can measure how many 
of the leads received at the exhibition that resulted in sales or relationships. However, we 
claim that it is still not possible to say why the visitors chose a particular company.  
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Blythe (1999) emphasizes that companies most often do not have any precise ways to 
evaluate the return on their trade fair investments. The sales take time to see which was 
also clearly pointed out by all the survey participants. We argue that it can further be dis-
cussed whether it is good to measure how many of the leads from a fair that resulted in a 
relationship since this demands much more work after the fair and it is not only the fair 
that determine the strength of a relationship.  

All the participants said that they had not found an exact way to estimate the results of the 
fair, and if there was a functional tool or way to measure the outcome of it, we believe that 
many of the companies would have enough knowledge and resources to be able to have 
such a measurement tool. Also Blythe (1999) emphasizes that companies most often do 
not have any precise ways to evaluate the return on their trade fair investments. AMA said 
that they measured the results of the fair based on the new prospects found. Robbe (2000) 
argue that it takes up to one year to get the last results which is contradictory to the com-
panies interviewed that argued that it can take up to three years (SA and Interal) to get a 
deal with a customer. Hedbergs argued that since it is hard to measure the outcome of the 
fair in financial terms the company chooses to instead of counting prospects, only to do a 
subjective evaluation. Claes Skogeryd at AMA believes that compared to evaluating ads for 
instance it is much easier to evaluate the outcome of the fairs.   

Even though the exhibiting companies at Elmia Subcontractors do not have the possibility 
to evaluate before deciding if it is worth exhibiting next year or not it does not mean that it 
is not important to make evaluations. Evaluations should be made after the fair and serve 
as a basis for future fairs as companies learn from good and bad experiences from their ex-
hibiting. The pre-, during- and after work; the customer’s view, the exhibitor’s view, the 
trade fair design and the final calculated and immeasurable outcome of the fair should be 
taken under consideration when looking at how a trade fair turned out and how much 
value that was  received.   

5.6 Trade Fair Intelligence 

To reach a high trade fair intelligence and thereby easier achieve high value, companies 
need to work hard before, at and after the fair. To work hard before and at the fair was dis-
cussed in section 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 and the importance of evaluations and follow ups is dis-
cussed in section 5.5.1 and 5.5.2. We argue that to reach a high TFI companies need to re-
flect upon their actions in order to learn from their (and from others) exhibiting. At the 
end of each fair, companies need to do an evaluation and a follow up. These should then 
be used in the beginning of each fair in order to ease the planning phase (Jansson, 2004). 

All companies in the survey save the information and knowledge from one year’s trade fair 
participation in some sort of data system. This can be in a sale support file (SA), a Cus-
tomer Relationship Management program (Internordic), or simply on power point slides 
(NMW). According to Emka the information is saved in different databases depending on 
if the visitor is on a prospectus level or a customer level. Interal additionally makes a folder 
for each exhibiting year since it finds the evaluations to be very useful for future fairs. This 
is also something that Phillips (1995) stresses the importance of. 

Even though the information files are conducted by all the interviewed companies each 
year, the majority of the companies did not look at those before the fairs the following 
year. Fredrik Målberg and Peter Magnusson say that these files are probably never used 
again; instead the experiences from previous fairs are saved in their and the employees’ 
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minds. As a reflection can be seen that if there would be a shift in management in one of 
the companies, we think that the files would be used. Then it is worth a fortune to have 
them in order to continue the fair participation smoothly. It can also be argued that if the 
fair was held every four years instead we believe that the files would have a greater priority 
and they would be more extensively used. As the fair is held every year the planning starts 
four to six months after one fair, peoples’ memories compensate the files. On the contrary 
AMA and Hedbergs always start their planning process by looking through and check what 
was done good and bad at the last fair. This is something that is generally not done by 
many companies. We argue that it can be discussed whether it is a waste of time to read 
through a long evaluation each year from the previous fair as well as not doing it and hav-
ing to discuss it with the group. Instead we claim that a shortened version can be saved and 
spread to all involved at the beginning of the new fair planning period.  

This part of the evaluation/planning is extremely important for companies since this is 
their chance to improve those parts that did not turn out well at previous fairs and thereby 
increase the chances of receiving a higher value. It is easy to say after one fair that ‘this 
need to be changed’ but it is not always easy to remember. Furthermore, after having ex-
hibited a few times, the personnel is likely to develop some habits that prevent them from 
being open-minded and therefore it is important to discuss the outcome of a fair in a group 
and to write down the most important conclusions. As stated by Fairlink (2003) the value 
achieved will be higher when the exhibitor is more experienced. 

5.7 Value From the Trade Fair Outcome 

All interview participants took a moment of thought before they answered what value is to 
them and what value the trade fair brings to their companies. The value demands a calcula-
tion when comparing the objectives of the fair with the outcome of it. It is not always easy 
to compare the value of the show with its objectives as Murphy (1990) declares, since the 
outcome takes time to get. We think that this is probably also why many executives cannot 
see the results from trade fairs, which makes it harder to defend them financially (Herbig 
et.al., 1998). If value cannot be measured, it should be estimated (Conlin, 1994a) so that va-
lue becomes visible. Then subjective terms are most commonly the only way to estimate 
value at an early stage.  

5.7.1 Interpreted Value in General Terms 

How value was interpreted by the companies differ since each company has different pref-
erences as objectives, target groups, surroundings, financial situations as well as the fact 
that value is a subjective phenomenon (Cummings, 2000). Also it differs what value is to 
the company generally in comparison to at a trade fair.  

Lennart Mårtensson claims that the greatest value for Prototal is profitability but in the in-
terview much focus was put on the organizational structure that is built on organic values 
and openness, which can be seen as adding even more value. NMW, AMA, Interal and 
Hedbergs stress that value is a strong brand and to have the right contacts within the cus-
tomer’s company. Even though Interal did not argue the strengthening of its brand as the 
most crucial, the fact that it stands as number one at most Internet search engine makes it 
obvious for us that the brand and visibility are extremely important for the company. The 
building of a strong network in its surrounding can also be interpreted as crucial for NMW 
and for Hedbergs. SA talked a lot about the importance of meeting with new customers 
and it exhibits at many fairs each year, which made us believe that the visibility is some-
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thing valuable to the company. Also Emka seems to value the visibility high. Internordic 
puts great value in loyalty and in keeping good relations with its surroundings. That can be 
found as the CEO of the company first offered to come to JIBS to conduct the interview 
on his way to Hanover, then conducting the interview by mail two minutes after request 
when the personal interview could not take place. Additionally he phoned us from Hano-
ver to fill in the missing parts of the interview. Furthermore, Internordic claims that per-
sonal relations help the company when doing business since this is perceived as the base in 
a business relation.  

5.7.2 Interpreted Value from the Trade Fairs 

In order to find what real value is to people, both external and internal factors should be 
considered from the fairs (Cummings, 2000). The fairs according to Interal create internal 
value, since the employees get the opportunity to build relationships with the customers 
and feel inspired by the trade fairs. SA on the other hand faces the opposite problem with 
personnel being uninspired since the company exhibits too much. The differences between 
the two companies are that Interal only exhibits one time each year while SA does it many 
times. Interal can furthermore sell new products to their existing customers, which SA is 
not able to do. We believe that these two cases are good examples of how different a fair 
can be valued internally. We also think that the two companies have done the best of the 
situation since SA has a rolling timetable and Interal tries to send all employees to the fair.  

To try to measure the customers’ value at the exhibition and thereby receive the indirect 
value, Prototal makes external customer surveys each year and Internal does employee sur-
veys every second year. Feedback is essential in the value matter since people experience 
things differently (Cummings, 2000). Therefore, we believe that it is important to take in as 
many different aspects and views as possible when valuing the fair. The internal and the ex-
ternal effects together might lead to forum effects (Behrer & Larsson, 1998). These are gained 
when meeting a lot of people at the same place with approximately the same interest and it 
further strengthens the experiences that the exhibitors try to create for its visitors. 

The economic stability in a country has a big impact on the outcome of the fair (as dis-
cussed in section 5.1.2). Since SA and Prototal argue the country’s economic situation to be 
crucial for what value the fair brings to companies it can be interpreted that it is important 
to be flexible in order to bring value to the company. We claim that this can mean that in 
hard times, the fairs can lead to a burden for the companies since if they are affected by the 
hard times at the same time as the number of visitors’ decreases, the costs become even 
higher to the exhibitors since the outcome of such fair is lower. We think that this addi-
tionally means that there can be a negative value for the exhibiting companies both when 
experiencing a recession and a boom. Those recessions/booms can be hard to estimate one 
year in advance, as is the predetermination period for Elmia Subcontractors. Moreover, it is 
impossible for the companies to not exhibiting one year, since then they miss their spot at 
the fair. This means that even if this situation can be estimated the company still has to 
participate at the fair every year even though it does not gain much or anything by doing it. 

At the fair, the personal meeting and the first contact between the seller and buyer take 
place and afterwards at least one supplementary personal meeting is likely to occur in order 
to close a deal. The first meeting was mentioned by all companies interviewed to be ex-
tremely important and valuable for both parties in a business relation and to integrate a first 
meeting at a trade fair with the integration of all the marketing mediums that attracts all the 
human senses can be very beneficial to the companies. This is since when there are many 
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ways to reach a customer presented at one place; some of those mediums most likely cap-
ture the right customers. One of the reasons to why the personal meeting is of such great 
importance is probably (as said earlier) because there exist many competitors, which means 
large supply and competitors that offer lower prices at the same time as customers can eas-
ily compare the different offerings. Additionally, all companies interviewed are subcontract-
ing companies and they do not have any ‘own’ products, which imply that a communica-
tion has to take place between the seller and the buyer. The proper translation of the Latin 
word exposition is “to explain” (Huynen, 1973). We found that the subcontracting industry 
is exactly working in the way that the word indicates. This is since the fair becomes a place 
in which explanations take place when the exhibitor and visitor sit down and talk about 
how the companies can work together. This can be seen in contrast to other industries in 
which the showing or displaying is enough to understand the message.  

We argue that to only produce smaller parts can make it hard for customers to see what 
benefits a company might give to them and it can also be hard to see and understand what 
the company can do for them. This makes the personal meeting and the message that can 
be communicated at the fair vital for the subcontracting companies since we believe that 
this is the best opportunity for them to talk about and explain their products. When doing 
this in person it is furthermore easier to create a relation to that visitor or customer; which 
is important today (as stated in the background 1.1). To have a good relation with a cus-
tomer can be the reason for him/her to choose a specific company and not another one 
(that might offer lower prices for instance). Elmia Subcontractors is claimed by all inter-
view participants to be a good place for meetings since so many interesting and qualified 
visitors are there. It can also be added that it is not possible to meet with such a large num-
ber of qualified customers at the same time as cost efficient as it is on a fair. 

Both Fredrik Målberg and Henrik Pettersson stress the importance of having a close rela-
tionship with both suppliers and customers since Fredrik Målberg believes that this can 
give the company better services and in some cases also better prices. Henrik Pettersson 
adds that the relationships within a network are important since the companies can help 
each other in rough financial times. Lennart Mårtensson argues that Prototal can even 
lower its margins for a company from the fair, just in order to keep this customer for the 
future. Annica Lind Nordberg claims together with Lennart Mårtensson that companies 
that participate at an exhibition gain a certain image. The value that this image communi-
cates is that exhibiting companies are financially stable and trustworthy. That is based on 
the high exhibiting costs, much efforts and the sustainability of coming back each year. 

Since additionally value is hard to evaluate and a visible outcome cannot always be seen, it 
can be questioned how the value gained from trade fairs looks like. Since a major part of 
the companies experience a strong value in exhibiting at trade fairs, this can be seen as a 
proof for that the fairs bring more value than is invested in the fairs. The companies are 
very eager on keeping exhibiting every year to keep their spot, and it can be concluded that 
at least the money invested is returned in good will, image, brand strengthening, sales and 
new contacts. 
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6 What is Value and How Can it be Evaluated? 

In this chapter of the thesis we will present the conclusions from our study and discuss what value is to the 
exhibiting companies at Elmia Subcontractors.  

6.1 Conclusion and Discussion 

The purpose of this thesis was to investigate what value the trade fairs bring to the exhibit-
ing subcontracting companies in the Jönköping region. Furthermore, it will be discussed 
what value is to the exhibiting companies and if it can be evaluated somehow. 

Value for the companies in general terms differ to some extent since all companies interviewed 
have different objectives, different target groups and they are in different stages in their 
product life cycles. Furthermore, value is a subjective concept and all companies (and per-
sons) have somewhat different views and thoughts about what value is to them. The main 
conclusions of what value is to these eight companies is that visibility, creating and main-
taining strong relations to customers and to the networks, having a well working (and also 
open) organization, to have a strong corporate brand and to have a good image are of ma-
jor importance.  

The value that trade fair exhibiting brings to companies is – just as the general value – a subjective 
concept and value for one company does not have to be the same as value for another 
company. In this thesis, we have chosen to use the meeting, message and experience as fil-
ters when we searched for an answer to what value is and we found that all three aspects 
provide value in terms of quality in different ways to the exhibiting companies.  

The quality of the qualitative meeting appears and has appeared at the trade fair in both a his-
torical perspective as well as in future thoughts about fairs, since the market place always 
has had a crucial place for the humans and it has a large impact on the value that trade fairs 
bring to the companies. Trade fairs offer exhibitors an opportunity to meet with a lot of in-
teresting visitors in a short period of time and at a low cost. A fair is many times also the 
first meeting with a customer. Existing visiting customers can have a great impact on other 
visitors and therefore it is valuable for a company to meet with both existing and potential 
customers at the fair. The word ‘exposition’ means ‘to explain’ (Huynen, 1973) and in the 
subcontracting industry, this really makes sense. The companies interviewed in this thesis 
do not have any own products which mean that they have to do special agreements on 
each deal and this call for the personal meeting. To meet in person provides a chance to 
explain the products, what the companies can do and what benefits this provides in a way 
that is not possible through a catalogue or over phone. To meet someone in person further 
makes it easier to create a relation with the visitor and it is easier to establish trust. Trust is 
something very important since the interview participants are relatively small companies 
and one single bad deal can be devastating for the company. The trust that is established at 
a fair cannot be created in any other way to as low cost as it is on a fair. In telemarketing 
and over the Internet when people do not see each other or meet in person it is harder to 
establish trust, especially when reports of frauds on the Internet appear every week. The 
meeting with existing customers is not about to convince him/her about the company’s 
superiority but instead only to strengthen and to deepen the existing relation. This can be 
done by getting to know the customers on a more personal level. Customers are by some 
companies seen as ambassadors for the company and existing customers can have a great 
impact on new visitors and to have a good relation with those are valuable since this is low 
cost marketing. Close relationships with customers can give better deals and better services 
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and also help when a company faces rough financial times. Furthermore, the relationships 
with customers are valuable to the exhibiting companies since they cannot compete on 
price with the foreign competitors.  

The message that is communicated at a fair is many times part of the first impression that a 
visitor gets of a specific company, which means quality in the message delivered. The message 
that most companies want to communicate to the visitors is that it is a reliable and stable 
company that customers can trust. Simply to just exhibit at a fair communicates this mes-
sage since it is expensive to exhibit and this gives an image of a financially stable company. 
To have this image is valuable to a company. At a fair, there are less messages competing 
on the visitors’ attention than there are in ‘the real world’. This is valuable since it makes it 
easier for the companies to communicate and to deliver a message to a visitor. Further-
more, the close contact that occurs between the exhibitor and the visitor also make it easier 
to get through with the ‘right’ message and customers are able to ask direct questions about 
the company/product and potential misinterpretations can be corrected. A message always 
has two different views; the company’s view and the visitors’ view. It is important for 
companies that the visitors interpretation of a message is as close to the company’s inter-
pretation as possible and at a fair, companies have the opportunity to meet with and to talk 
to the visitors and ask them how they perceive the company and its messages. This input is 
valuable for a company since it can help it to improve future marketing activities. 

The experience that is provided at the fair furthermore adds value to the exhibiting compa-
nies. For most of the interview participants, experiences are not about creating special 
events but instead to create a certain feeling in the booth (quality in the feeling provided). The 
booth is also many times part of the first impression and to attract as many senses as pos-
sible with the visitor is important. This can be done by letting the visitors see, touch, hear 
and smell the product/service. If the feeling that is created in the booth is consistent with 
the messages communicated and the impression that the visitors have from the meeting, 
the company has made an impact on the visitors and it is likely to be remembered and this 
is valuable for companies. To activate many senses and to experience something with a lot 
of other people add value and quality to the experience that the companies try to provide.  

To compare the three aspects in order to find the most valuable one is hard since this dif-
fer depending on the situation. During the meeting a message is communicated and an ex-
perience is created. Although, a message can be communicated before a meeting with the 
company takes place. However, most of the companies interviewed argued that the meet-
ing was the most important value received from exhibiting and none of them claimed the 
experience to be the most important value received. Although, the same efforts seem to 
have been spent on planning the experience in the booth as the time spent for other activi-
ties, so it is not really true that the experience is not important for the companies. The mes-
sage of being a trustworthy and economically stable company is valuable for all companies 
but this image is received by just being there, so therefore the meeting can be seen as the 
most valuable outcome of a fair.  

Except for the image that Elmia Subcontractors provide, it is also said to be a good fair 
based on its location. Jönköping is ‘close to everything’ which means that visiting compa-
nies can afford to send more people to the fair (CEO’s, technicians, purchasers and so on). 
This provides value to the exhibiting companies since they all have different requests of 
which people that they want to meet at the fair which can be seen as quality in the contacts. 

Since the meeting is claimed to be the most valuable aspect of exhibiting, this would also 
mean that the quality of the booth personnel is important and valuable to the company. The 
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booth personnel should act in a nice and friendly way (that the company like them to). To 
have the CEO in the booth communicates that the fair is important to the company. This 
gives more value to the visitors and thereby also more value to the exhibitors (indirect 
value).  

To exhibit at a trade fair gives the companies an opportunity to scan the market and to see 
what trends there are and what is going on. This gives the chance to see what competitors 
(and other companies) do and how they do it. This can be valuable since it provides crea-
tive ideas for future development of own activities. Furthermore, it provides a good way to 
find new customers (both by exhibiting and by visiting other fairs) and it is an inexpensive 
way to introduce new products. This can be defined as quality by seeing opportunities. 

The value received from exhibiting is not just external but also internal. Many of the com-
panies interviewed do not exhibit many times a year, which means that this is something 
out of the ordinary. For the employees to do something else a few days or weeks: planning 
the fair, build the booth and to be at the fair, can motivate them to work harder. Moreover, 
a positive atmosphere is created in the company since everyone feel excited about the 
forthcoming fair (internal quality).  

To increase the value received from a fair and thereby also get more quality, companies 
should put a lot of efforts into planning the fair and setting objectives for it, promoting it 
and invite those customers that they would like to meet there, design the booth and make 
sure that the booth personnel knows how to act and what is expected of them. To integrate 
all these communication channels a company is able to communicate one message in many 
different ways, which makes it easier for the company to be remembered by the visitors. 
When a company has exhibited a few times it will learn more and more from it and become 
more experienced. This means that things that was not considered before are obvious now. 
All this experience and knowledge should be written down in order for the company to 
ease the planning for future fairs. As companies receive more experience it is easier for 
them to exhibit and they receive more value and quality. Although, it is vital for companies 
to constantly develop their exhibiting skills in order to not look the same each year because 
customers will notice this.  

Trade fairs are hard to evaluate and the evaluation tools available are hard to use since they 
do not clearly state how to do it or when. The value received from a trade fair can be ex-
plained by using the meeting, message and experience through different models (to create 
an image, to integrate and interact in a good way) but these models do not say anything 
about how the exhibitors really can calculate the value. Furthermore, the event can be 
evaluated but still no numbers are used. Oliver’s model talk about how value is calculated 
by comparing calculated and subjective values but it does not say how to really do this.  

To be able to evaluate the fairs is of great importance since companies need to see what 
value that the fairs bring, otherwise these costs will be cut. Some authors argue that many 
managers do not like trade fairs and this is probably because of that they do not see the 
value of them. If a good evaluation tool is not provided there is a great risk that the exhibit-
ing will decrease. Most of the companies in our thesis have quite long term goals (for in-
stance improve relations). These are harder to evaluate than the short term goals (meet 
with 20 customers) since a lot happens before and after the fair that should not be included 
in the fair outcome and therefore we argue that companies should state both short term 
and long term goals with exhibiting. The short term should be for evaluation purposes and 
the more long term should be consistent with the company’s main goals. To calculate in-
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teresting business cards collected is one good way to evaluate the outcome of short term 
goals.  

A visible outcome cannot always be seen, and it can be questioned how the value gained 
from trade fairs looks like. A major part of the companies’ experience a strong value in ex-
hibiting at trade fairs, since the companies are very eager on keeping exhibiting every year 
to keep their spot. This can be seen as a proof for that the fairs bring more value than is 
invested in the fairs in terms of goodwill, image, brand strengthening, sales and new con-
tacts. This means that the quality and value of exhibiting exceeds the one for not doing it as 
well as the quality and value achieved at a fair has a lower opportunity cost than other ways 
to reach the same level of quality and value. 

The four models used in the analyses can be used as a palette of tools to reach value for 
each and every company. The companies can place their own estimated values into models 
and that way try to reach an outcome. The meeting, the message and the experience follow 
all the models as explained in the text and the three components are analysed as a part in 
each one of the models. Since it is theoretically argued that the meeting, the message and 
the experience are the factors that create value at a fair those can be visualized as the 
brushes painting the picture of the trade fair outcome for the companies. After all, the 
value is a subjective thing and each and every picture has to be painted differently (each 
evaluation has to be conducted differently) depending on how value is defined or valued at 
each company. 
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7 Final Discussion 

In this final section of the thesis, a discussion about how the fair organizers can change to help the exhibi-
tors and visitors, and also how the future for trade fairs will look like is included. These discussions are 
based on theory as well as the interview participant’s thoughts and ideas. Finally a section about future re-
search and method criticism is presented. 

7.1 Final Discussion to the Trade Fair Organizers 

During the interviews suggestions for improvements directed towards the trade fair organ-
izers as well as some of the exhibitors’ wishes for how they want the fair to develop in the 
future was brought up and therefore a discussion about these topics are also included.  

Many of the exhibitors argued that Elmia Subcontractors is a very expensive fair and that it 
demands a lot of work to exhibit. Some exhibitors think that it would be better if the fair 
was held every second year instead of every year. As it is today companies are afraid of 
loosing their spot and of the rumours that might appear if they do not exhibit one year It 
was also stated that many of the visitors feel the same way since there are not many news 
or a need for it to be held every year. Contrary to this statement other exhibitors need the 
fair since this is their only marketing activity during the year and it provides work until the 
next fair is held. Although, we believe that this issue should be more carefully examined to 
make sure how large the demand for having the fair every second year is among both ex-
hibitors and visitors. If many companies want to have it every second year then maybe the 
fair can be divided into one year with aluminium and one with steel; or one year with bear-
ings and one year with lockers for instance. This would also make it easier to the visitors 
since everything within one area or one product category would be gathered at one spot 
which allows for comparisons. Furthermore, more companies can be allowed to exhibit 
since there will be room for more exhibitors. But as stated above, the demand for how of-
ten the fair should be held needs to be thoroughly investigated. 

It was also discussed that the exhibition hall is built in the wrong way with many smaller 
exhibition halls and no bigger ones and that this makes it harder for the visitors since most 
of them are not used to go to fairs. This causes many of the visitors to not see everything at 
the fair since it is easy to miss a room. If this is the case, it would mean that a lot of com-
panies miss to meet with those visitors that they would like to and that many visitors will 
not find the companies that they are looking for. Although, this problem can easily be fixed 
by using the same system that IKEA has with lines and arrows on the floor which guaran-
tees the visitors to pass every booth at the fair.  

At some smaller fairs we have experiences from organizers that each year creates a compe-
tition among the visitors. One competition was about collecting stamps from different ex-
hibitors and another one was to find letters with a number on them and these are hidden 
somewhere at the fair so that the visitors has to pass all exhibitors. These letters will form a 
slogan or a message connected to the fair and both competitions had prizes connected to 
the fair. However, this might not be suitable since Elmia Subcontractors is larger fair, it is 
business-to-business and the focus might be taken away from the fair and put on the com-
petition instead. We understand the problem that the exhibitors have and the fair organiz-
ers should do what they can in order to help them but also to help the visitors to get as 
much out of the fair as possible. By helping visitors to see everything at a fair the organiz-
ers have done what they can and then it is up to the exhibitors to attract the visitors to 
come in to the booth and not just to pass by it.  
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Also a desire for the fair organizers to make their homepages more easily navigated and 
that they will demand less paper to be sent do different places within the organization was 
raised. Furthermore, there is a wish for more creative advertising for the fair. Now adver-
tising material is commonly sent by the regular mail and this is usually thrown in the gar-
bage immediately.  

7.2 Discussion About the Future for Trade Fairs  

Right now the trade fairs seem to be the best medium for these companies to use in their 
marketing strategy since it provides the most value to the companies. Even though the 
companies perceive the fair as the best medium today, this does not mean that they will do 
that in a year or two. The companies interviewed are constantly visiting other events and 
thinking about other ways to spend their money. The good thing with fairs are that they are 
a broad medium while many other events are too focused which forces companies and cus-
tomers to visit many different events. Time is precious for people today and they do not 
have time to visit many events in order to find information. 

The competition from the conventions and conferences was also something that was dis-
cussed during some of the interviews since they have grown rapidly in popularity during 
the recent years. It was argued that it is good to have conferences and seminars in connec-
tion to a fair since this attracts qualified customers (people from the higher levels of com-
panies) but that they should not take too much time and focus from the fair since this de-
creases the exhibiting value. We believe that it is important to find a good balance between 
the conventions and the fairs. Maybe it is possible to have seminars half a day and then the 
rest of the day is devoted for the actual fair.  

As said before, time is valuable and therefore many authors as well as some interview par-
ticipants believe that the fairs will change in the future towards being more specialized in 
order to ‘offer much more to a few persons’. In the future it should be enough to visit one 
fair that provides a range of different companies offering the same products or services, 
which eases comparisons. Other ideas raised about the future was that the fairs will not be-
come smaller but better organized into different ‘departments’ where each product cate-
gory or each material will be grouped together; and that the exhibitors in the future will 
bring their machines to the fair in order to show customers how they do their products.   

Elmia Subcontractors has started with matchmaking. This is when sellers and buyers regis-
ter in a database. The seller states what it can offer and the buyers say what it wants. Parties 
with matching interests are then matched together and a meeting is set up. Furthermore, 
both parties know in advance who to meet and can prepare themselves for the meeting. 
This is a development that probably will receive more attention in the future since it is a 
good and time efficient way for companies and visitors to meet. It was even argued that 
matchmaking might develop into an own type of event that can compete with the fairs.  

Internet is argued by many to be a threat for the fairs, that companies will stop exhibiting 
and instead look for customers at Internet instead. However, a company homepage can be 
hard to find and it can also be hard to evaluate which companies’ offerings that is best. At a 
fair, this comparison is fairly easy to make and it is much easier to find the companies. 
Matchmaking on Internet can be a competitor to the fair but it can also be a good com-
plement. The fair organizers can offer these services months before the fair and schedule 
meetings between companies and visitors. 
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The interview participants had some different ideas about what they consider to do instead 
of exhibiting at fairs. One thing mentioned was to have an open house and invite potential 
and existing customers to the company. This way the companies can more easily deliver 
their messages (no competitors) and it will be easier for the visitors to see and understand 
what the company can do. The disadvantages compared to the fair is however that it takes 
a lot of time and effort and it will not be possible to meet with as many customers at one 
day. Furthermore, it might be hard to attract companies for this type of event since they 
have limited time and an open house will not allow for any comparisons with competitors. 
Another alternative to the fairs was to join mini-fairs or other types of events. The hard 
thing here is also to attract the right kind of customers. The fact is that Elmia Subcontrac-
tors seem to have exactly the right visitors for every exhibitor and this can be hard to achi-
eve at some other event; especially the first times they are held.  

Telemarketing is another important tool for exhibitors and it might replace the fairs in the 
future. It is an efficient way to find new customers and to create an interest with them and 
schedule meetings. Both Internet and the telephones offer inexpensive ways to get in con-
tact with potential customers and also to book meetings with them. Additionally, it does 
not demand as much preparing work as a fair does and telemarketing companies can han-
dle this service for a company. However, the subcontracting companies many times need 
the personal contact in order to show its products and thereby convincing a customer of its 
superiority and this cannot be obtained through phone or Internet. Furthermore, trust is 
hard to establish without meeting someone in person and this is also an advantage for fairs. 
However, Internet and telemarketing can be reality within other industries where the meet-
ing is not of as large importance as it is within the subcontracting industry.  

Everything that a company does is about value – to get more out of it than it costs to par-
ticipate in it. Right now, fairs seem to be good for all companies but this can easily change. 
The meeting seems to be of vital importance today when relationship marketing is a hot 
topic. Hosford (2005) argues that the meeting that takes place at a fair is valued higher than 
the meeting that takes place at another event by both buyers and sellers. If this is the case, 
the fairs have an advantage over the other events since people today value time more and 
more. If the fairs provide the best meeting and also the best range of products and compa-
nies visitors are likely to choose this medium. However, there might turn up other events 
or activities that will be as good as or better than the fairs. Although, the fairs have been 
along for a very long time now and they will probably not totally disappear. But a few years 
ago, it was all about selling as much as possible to as many as possible and relations with 
customers was not considered. This trend might come back in the future and then the fairs 
will loose in value. 

7.3 Further Research  

• Who is deciding upon trade fairs? Is it the marketing department or is it the board? 
Is the decision taken in the top of the company but implemented at a lower level? 
This question is important to get an answer to since this might mean that the fair 
organizers have the wrong contact persons within a company and depending on 
who makes the decision to participate at a fair, the fair might have to change in the 
future in order to get a better fit with the demands.  

• What are the differences between how business-to-consumer exhibitors and busi-
ness-to-business exhibitors perceives value? Which aspects are most important for 
them? What are the similarities and differences? Only limited research has been 
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conducted about what value that the exhibitors receive and we believe that there is 
a difference between different types of fairs.  

• A comparison between visitor/company/organizers value perceptions of the fairs. 
The value perceptions among these three actors probably differ as well and know-
ing what the companies and the visitors value the most, the fair organizers can 
change and develop the fairs in order to better suit both the companies and the 
visitors. 

• Mässguru is right now (in late may) developing a new model for how companies 
can evaluate the fairs. This model can make a difference to the exhibiting compa-
nies since it finally gives them a good and easy way to evaluate the value received 
from exhibiting. Unfortunately, we did not have time to investigate it since it was 
presented to us two days before our deadline, but it would be interesting for future 
studies to look at if this model works. Does it change the attitudes to the fairs? Do 
companies find it easier to see the value from trade fair exhibiting?  

7.4 Method Criticism 

The method used in this research has a qualitative nature and it is conducted by doing in-
terviews with different companies in the Jönköping region. We argue that this was the best 
approach to choose since the investigation called for a deep knowledge within the subject 
and quantitative researches within this area has already been conducted and what was nee-
ded was a deeper understanding. Furthermore, the answer to the purpose cannot be meas-
ured in numbers, as is the case in a quantitative research. Since the companies had some-
what different opinions about what value is to them, it would not have been possible to 
conduct this study by using a quantitative method.  

In the pre work for this thesis we could have tried to reach the focus of our interest a bit 
earlier since that would have provided us with more time. We had for a long time as target 
to build our own definition of value, but after some time we realized that since the value 
concept is subjective, we cannot find a shared definition that is fully valid without cutting 
anything off. We came to the conclusion that since value is so important it is not worth 
taking any perspective away, and the fact that value is differently viewed may instead add to 
the thesis, and make business life and trade fair participation more multidimensional.  

To further increase the trustworthiness of the thesis we could have conducted more inter-
views with more companies from different parts of Sweden and also from different kinds 
of fairs. We believe that if the same research would have been conducted on another fair 
(within business-to-consumer for instance) the results would probably have been different 
since there is another target group, other types of products and other objectives with ex-
hibiting. However, both time and budget was very limited and therefore this was not possi-
ble. Also, to only study companies exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors constitutes a good 
limit to the study. To look at value from the customers’ viewpoint (indirect value to com-
panies) and to interview companies that have chosen not to exhibit could have been a fur-
ther interesting aspect to study. Finally, we wanted to do observations at Elmia Subcontrac-
tors to study the companies, their booths, the acting in the booths and the activities in and 
around the fair. Unfortunately this was not possible since the fair is held in November and 
this thesis was written during the spring. Additionally, it would have been interesting to fol-
low the companies during a few trade fair participations to see how they change and de-
velop.  
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The interviews were made in Swedish and then translated into English by us. This might 
lead to interpretations and misunderstandings but the text has been read several times as 
well as it has been approved by the interview participants. The interview topics were 
emailed to the interview participants in advance who gave them the opportunity to prepare 
for their answers and maybe they gave the answers that they thought we would like to hear. 
Although, it might be hard for the companies to prepare for a discussion and all the ques-
tions that we had (since we did not email those) and therefore we do not believe that this 
affected the results. The answers to the email interview was sent to us so quickly that we do 
not believe that the company had time to think about what we wanted to hear, but simply 
wrote how the company acted and what his opinions was. During all interviews a tape re-
corder was used. This eased our data gathering but at the same time, it might have made 
the respondents nervous and not eager to talk about certain topics. This was not something 
that we experienced since the companies did not seem to have a problem with this. Two 
companies from the sample did not have the possibility to participate in our research and 
we might have missed some important data there. One of the companies was situated in 
Gnosjö; which is famous for its many small companies and entrepreneurship. Although the 
interview participants had different views and opinions about the questions asked, some of 
the answers were similar to each other.  

Most of the literature found and read was more of guidelines for how an exhibitor should 
exhibit and what to think about. Mostly this was written in a way that was very easy to un-
derstand directed towards companies that needed quick tips and not much scientific texts 
could be found which was a petty for us in the sense of not finding much research in the 
area to relate to in our thesis. At the same time this lack of investigations was what first 
woke our interest towards the trade fair area. 
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Appendix 1 – Inquiry 

Hi, 

We are two girls from Jönköping International Business School that are writing our master 
thesis during the spring 2006. Our subject will be within fairs and what value they can bring 
to a company. We have talked to Fairlink and Nu-Gruppen and they told us that Elmia 
Subcontractors would be an interesting fair for us to investigate. Furthermore we have 
talked to Jonas Ekeroth (the project manager of Elmia Subcontractors) and he has sug-
gested some companies that would suit or thesis and purpose to conduct interviews with. 
You are one of these companies that he suggested.  

This is why we wonder if You are interested to participate at an interview that will treat dif-
ferent questions concerning value and what value that Elmia Subcontractors brings Your 
company. The interview will last for approximately one hour and you will receive the inter-
view questions about one week before the interview will take place. 

We would be very happy and thankful if You wanted to participate at an interview since 
that would make our thesis more valuable. 

 

Kindest Regards 

Sofie Mattsson          & Katarina Åkerlund 

Bbac03maso@ihh.hj.se bbac03akka@ihh.hj.se 
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Appendix 2 – Interview Topics 

• Describe your company’s trade participation and what this brings to your company. 
Why have you chosen to exhibit at fairs? 

• How large part of the marketing budget is spent on the fairs? How large part of this 
is spent on Elmia Subcontractors? 

• How does your company plan your trade fair participation? 

• What are the goals your company sets prior to the trade fair participation? 

• How does your company evaluate the trade fair and how are the follow ups con-
ducted? 

• Can you describe the meeting, the message and the experience that your company 
want to communicate at the fair and the meaning and importance of each one of 
these? 

• Are there any other marketing tools except for the fairs that you believe would suit 
your company? 

• What do you think about the future of the fairs in relation to your company?  
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Appendix 3 – Interview Questions (email) 

General Trade Fair Questions 

• How many times a year does your company exhibit at fairs? Which fairs? Why? 

• How large part of the marketing budget do the fairs represent? How large part of 
this is spent on Elmia Subcontractors?  

• Why have your company chosen to exhibit at Elmia Subcontractors? How many 
times have your company exhibited there? 

• What was it that determined your choice of fair to exhibit at? 

• Do you believe that the participation at fairs contributes to the profitability of your 
company? 

Value 

• What is value for your company? How would you define it? 

• What value does the trade fairs bring to your company? 

Planning 

• When does your company start to plan a fair? 

• Have you accomplished/do you usually accomplish any activities prior to the fair? 

• How does your company promote the fair internally before the fair starts? 

• Who (which people) work in the booth at the fair? Do they get any 
education/guidelines/bonus system/carrot to perform better at the fair? 

Goals 

• How does your company set goals for the fair? 

• What are your company’s objectives with exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors? What 
does your company get from it? 

• When does your company set the exhibiting goals? 

Evaluation 

• Does your company make an evaluation/follow up of its fair participation? How is 
it made? In which way do you evaluate what value the trade fair brings your 
company? 

• Does your company use this evaluation for future fairs? How? 

• Do you believe that your company builds and save the knowledge from your trade 
fair participation / fair visits? How is the knowledge collected? 
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• How do you see if your goals with the trade fair participation have been reached? 

The Meeting, Message and Experience 

• Which role do you think the relations have in the marketing process? How 
important is it for you to create relations with your customers?  

• How do you believe that a meeting should look like? How important is the meeting 
at the fair? Do you believe that ‘personal selling’ is important?  

• Do you believe that Elmia Subcontractors is a good place for you to meet with 
customers/suppliers/competitors/other stakeholders? Why/In which way is Elmia 
Subcontractors a good place for meetings?  

• What is your company’s message? How important is the message that is 
communicated at the fair? /Why do you not have a message? 

• How do you do when exhibiting? What experience does your company want to 
communicate/provide? How important is the experience at the fair?  

• If you compare: the meeting that is created with the visitors, the message that is 
communicated and the experience that the fair brings to the customer – which one of 
these aspects is the most important/most valuable for your company? Why?  

• How does your company work in order to create long-lasting relations to your 
customers? 

• What activities does your company do in order to keep those relations that you 
have built at the fair?  

Future 

• Have you thought about any other marketing activities that might suit your 
company better than the fairs do?  

• What is the most effective marketing medium for your company? 

• What are the pros/cons with exhibiting at fairs? Can you see any threats to the fairs 
in the future? Are there any other options that attract your company? 

• For how long has your company been doing what it does today? How do you 
perceive the market today (rising, declining or stable)? Where in the business cycle 
do you believe that your company is today? 

• Is there any other factor that has not been brought up during the interview that you 
believe has an impact on your company? 
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Appendix 4 – Exhibiting Subcontractors’ Thoughts 
About Value from fairs 

The same date as stated in ‘Exhibiting Subcontractors’ Thoughts About Value’ is referred 
to in this section as well and it will not be repeated here. Most of the data are gathered 
from one occasion and if some data are collected from another occasion this will be clearly 
stated.  

Prototal 

Prototal is a company situated in Jönköping that has about 400 customers today and it does 
not have any ‘own’ products. Instead the company develops prototypes for other compa-
nies to a lower manufacturing cost, but the company is only able to produce a small 
amount of products. Lennart Mårtensson says that after the product is fully developed by 
Prototal, it is handed over to the ordering company. Customers come to Prototal and in-
troduce an idea that is carefully discussed. These contacts are established at fairs, through 
industry papers or through other medias. The target group is people that work with prod-
uct development within all branches. The company consists of 45 employees, of which 8 
people work with sale.  

Trade Fairs 

Prototal is represented both at subcontracting-, plastic- and pharmaceutical trade fairs. 
Lennart Mårtensson believes that the cons of exhibiting at trade fairs is that it costs a lot of 
money; the booth costs as well as the personnel, give-aways and customer dinners in the 
evenings. The pros of exhibiting on the other hand is that trade fairs; when conducted 
‘right’, is a great part of the marketing package. It gives the possibility to present the com-
pany, to offer brochures, to show what you work with and what you can do, show the 
company’s products and build an image. Lennart Mårtensson believes that an exhibiting 
company gives an image of being an economically stable company since it demands a stable 
financial situation to be able to exhibit. A company in financial crisis would cut the fair 
costs. That way one can say that it is possible to trust a company that exhibit. Since Proto-
tal does not produce any own products, it ‘borrows’ products that it has made for its cus-
tomers and shows these; or they use their technology and knowledge to make something – 
not necessarily something that can be useful as such – that shows what the company can 
do. 

Lennart Mårtensson estimates that about 50% of the marketing budget is invested in trade 
fairs. Further marketing activities conducted by Prototal is advertisements, the company 
web page and even job advertisements where the company takes the opportunity to present 
itself. One employee is visiting and lecturing at doctor conferences. Hospitals are contacted 
by Prototal on a regular basis, offering a presentation of the company products. 

The reason for why Prototal has chosen to exhibit at Elmia Subcontractors is because it fits 
Prototal’s needs well since people that Prototal wants contact with are present at the fair. 
Many people that work with development and purchasing are at Elmia Subcontractors to 
observe new ideas, trends and products. Lennart Mårtensson calls the developers ‘dream-
ers’ that see possibilities in contrast to the purchasers who are more ‘realistic’ and think 
about what is possible to do and how much that can cost. In a customer relation it is im-
portant to inform the customer about the company plans and eventual changes. Prototal 
tries to have salaries that are above the industry norms. If Prototal’s profit is satisfying at 
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the same time as an important customer has hard financial times, Lennart Mårtensson ar-
gues that they can lower the margins for this company just in order to keep this customer 
for the future. 

Objectives and Value 

Exhibiting goals for Prototal are to strengthen the brand, to show what the company is 
able to produce and to communicate a certain company image to existing as well as to po-
tential customers. If Prototal also receives any orders at the fair, they consider this as a bo-
nus. All these efforts require a certain level of knowledge with the personnel. Lennart Mår-
tensson believes that every third year the company must change the look of its booth since 
the company does not want to get an image of having the same personnel and booth every 
year. Instead of looking old fashioned, the company wants to communicate that it is up-
dated in modern colours and materials and that it has a fashionable booth which also sig-
nals a certain level of quality of the company. 

The Meeting is the number one medium that beats all the telephones and other communi-
cation. Lennart Mårtensson claims “If you meet someone in person it is hard to reject him/her even 
though you are busy”. Throughout the meeting you get the possibility to present your prod-
ucts and ideas in a relaxed way that cannot be obtained over phone. When a relationship is 
created and you feel like you know someone a bit, trust can be established. In nine out of 
ten cases the relation is of major importance for closing a deal.  

The Experience and the message are also important for Prototal. The booth at a fair com-
municates signals to customers, as for instance with a clean floor. But as Lennart Mårtens-
son says “It cannot be a clean hell”. These signals or messages that the booth communicates 
have the purpose of strengthening the brand and communicate an image of an experienced 
and good company. The booth should also create a certain feeling or experience in order 
for the customers to remember Prototal. Planning is done in 3D but the reality is not the 
same and therefore Lennart Mårtensson checks the booth when it is installed at a fair to 
see if any adjustments are needed. This is then discussed with Maria Viking. This in order 
to know that the booth creates the right feeling and communicate the right message. Len-
nart Mårtensson believes that it is hard to say which of the three concepts mentioned that 
is the most important one. Each of them is essential and the major importance can vary 
depending on the situation. Still, the meeting beats the experience since the experience can 
be misinterpreted. At a meeting the truth gets through even if the first impression or ex-
perience did not impress.  

Lennart Mårtensson argues that it is more valuable to listen rather than to talk and to pri-
marily let the customers tell their needs. After that it is possible to present what Prototal is 
able to do and what solution that fits that specific customer best. Value is the one main tar-
get for the organization - profitability. Lennart Mårtensson always has an open door and 
everyone in the organization can talk to him whenever is needed, and he believes that this 
adds a certain value to the organization. He furthermore walks around in the factory several 
times a day to make sure that everyone feels fine and that thing are run smoothly. Bonuses 
are also given to the employees if the company has big profits and money can be seen as 
added value for the employees.   

Lennart Mårtensson claims that the trade fairs bring value to Prototal by giving them the 
opportunity to scan the market and find trends in it. For instance a recession means that 
there are less people at the fairs, no new customers around and the visitors are generally 
very careful and worried. Something that customer’s value with Prototal is the short physi-
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cal distance to the company which helps reducing time to market. The most important 
value that trade fairs bring to Prototal is that its brand is strengthened. 

Actions for Value 

Lennart Mårtensson argues that one must always plan for what one want to achieve at a 
fair; what you expect from it and why you want to be there. It is not good to go there only 
because ‘you always have been there’. It is furthermore important that the entire company 
knows why you are at the fair and what objectives that you want to achieve. 

Prototal has a whole program for planning and a trade fair in late April 2007 is already ini-
tially planned for. The range of known trade fairs are continuously scanned through and 
new trade fairs are constantly searched for. Lennart Mårtensson says that the company has 
a module system for how to build the booth at fairs. Planning is involving customer regis-
ters, how much information material that has to be made, who should be invited and what 
snacks that should be provided. Practical issues as decoration and which floor to chose can 
be of essential importance since a dirty floor gives a sloppy impression to visitors.  

Schedules are set for the personnel at an early stage, hotels are booked and the employees 
are educated for the trade fairs initially when starting to work at Prototal. The exhibitors 
are not seen as sellers, they are instead seen as project leaders since Prototal does not sell 
products to its customers, but rather make a project together with them. That makes the 
employees working at a fair needing to know some of the techniques from all the depart-
ments at the company. Prototal lets its booth staff dress similar (but no uniforms) but 
changes the image each year. 

Evaluation and Future 

The evaluation is made in two steps. First, all involved people at the fair individually make 
their own estimation of how the trade fair was. Secondly, this is discussed in a group and all 
the impressions and thoughts are discussed and written down. Prototal also examines and 
analyzes other exhibitors in order to see and learn what they did well before, at and after 
the fair that also Prototal can make use of at future fairs.  

Maria Viking, the marketing director at Prototal, collects all the evaluations in a computer 
file. This knowledge is created and saved for future exhibitions. To get some additional in-
put to the evaluations and to improve future trade fair performances, Lennart Mårtensson 
sometimes show up at the fair without noticing in advance that he is coming and checks 
that everything is working accurately. Prototal makes external customer surveys each year 
and internal employee surveys every second year to make sure that the surrounding is satis-
fied. 

The next trade fair phase for Prototal is to go more abroad. Many within the medicine area 
have become successful abroad. However, 90-95% of Prototal’s income is from Swedish 
customers since closeness has always been essential in this industry. Prototal also believes 
that there are more potential customers out there in other industries that have not yet been 
considered. To find them is also a future step for the company.  

The trade fairs are one of many marketing channels that Prototal will always make use of. 
Lennart Mårtensson believes that the trade fairs will change in the future to becoming 
more of technical importance. Today fairs are much about WHAT you can do (the final 
product). Tomorrow he thinks that it will be more important to show HOW you can do it 
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(bring the machine to the fair). It will become more of a live show where for instance a 
cranium is built during the fair with Prototal’s machines.  

Norrahammars Metal Works 

NMW (Norrahammars Metal Works) is a company in Hovslätt outside Jönköping that de-
livers manufactured details and it was founded in 1973. Today, Fredrik Målberg is the CEO 
of the company and he is the only person on the marketing department in the company. 
The company has 18 employees and a turnover of 26 million SEK. For NMW the most 
important thing is delivery precision and to have a high quality of their products.  

Trade Fairs 

Elmia Subcontractors is the only fair that NWM is exhibiting at. Fredrik Målberg does not 
believe that exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors is an expensive marketing activity, especially 
not compared to what it would cost for the company to arrange the number and quality of 
meetings in some other way. Fredrik Målberg argues that one reason to why the company 
perceives Elmia Subcontractors to be such an inexpensive communication channel is be-
cause of the closeness to Elmia, which reduces the need for hotel expenditures and so on. 
Fredrik Målberg also stresses that Elmia is not only a close fair, but also a very good one 
and that it is fairly easy to find the right customers there.  

Fredrik Målberg appreciates that approximately 30-40% of their marketing budget is spent 
on fairs (or actually on Elmia Subcontractors). Except for the exhibiting, NMW also uses 
personal selling visits, has some ads and sponsors some of the sports associations in the 
area.  

Objectives and Value 

The goals for NMW’s exhibition are set sometime in August – September each year. The 
main objective with exhibiting is not to sell products or to make new orders, but to talk and 
to establish relationships with existing and potential customers and additionally to be visi-
ble. Fredrik Målberg claims that fairs can help companies with enhancing the corporate im-
age and with strengthening the brand. NMW faces a lot of competition; especially from 
China and Eastern Europe. NMW is not the cheapest company within their industry and 
therefore it is important for them to be best at something else. NMW focuses on creating 
strong relationships with customers, show them that the company is reliable and that the 
physical distance is short.  

The meeting is the most important aspect of these three concepts for Fredrik Målberg and 
NMW but also the experience is vital for the company. NMW does not try to sell any 
products at Elmia Subcontractors, instead it wants to meet with and talk to its existing cus-
tomers. The booth is created as an oasis where customers can sit down in comfortable 
chairs and have something to eat and drink at the same time as they talk to NMW. Fredrik 
Målberg argues “it is not important WHAT they talk about but THAT they talk”. He further 
claims that this is the base for NMW’s strong relations with their customers and that it is 
important to get to know both customers and suppliers on a more personal level.  

The value that the fairs bring to NMW is that it can strengthen the brand and companies 
will be more aware of NMW and its products. Furthermore, trade fairs provide a good op-
portunity to create new relations and to strengthen existing ones. Fredrik Målberg argues 
that it is important for NMW to have relationships with key persons at its customer’s com-
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panies. Today the visitors at a fair consist of purchasers, constructors and sellers and it is 
important to have close personal relations with all these persons.   

Fredrik Målberg further believes that it is valuable for NMW to exist as the first name in 
customers’ heads when they are looking for a supplier. It is furthermore important for 
NMW that as many companies as possible knows who it is and what it does and that they 
perceive NMW as a nice, competent and trustworthy company. Fredrik Målberg stresses 
the importance of having a close relationship with both its suppliers and its customers 
since he believes that this can give the company better service and in some cases also better 
prices.  

Actions for Value  

NMW does usually not have a long period of planning prior to the fair. Fredrik Målberg 
argues that he and one more person from the company is the booth personnel and that 
they have acquired a lot of routine through their years from previous exhibitions. He fur-
thermore says that many of the deadlines of things that need to be done before a fair are 
set by the organizers. Fredrik Målberg says that NMW has started to plan for Elmia Sub-
contractors 2006 in April the same year – which is 7 months before it is held. He claims 
that NMW does not change its booth very often; approximately every sixth or seventh year. 
During 2005, the company changed its graphical design and this caused more planning and 
work prior to the fair, but Fredrik Målberg says that NMW has been at the same spot at 
Elmia Subcontractors for many years and its customers know where to find the company 
and they expect it to be there. NMW has a dress code at the fair but it does not have any 
special uniforms.  

Evaluation and Future 

Fredrik Målberg by himself conducts an evaluation after the fair since he is the only person 
at the marketing department. The evaluation is done as a PowerPoint presentation and 
showed and discussed with the board. The file is saved for future years but Fredrik Målberg 
is not sure if these files are ever used again since he argues that previous experiences from 
fairs are in the back of his head. 

Fredrik Målberg claims that the company commonly has the goal to meet with existing cus-
tomers and it can be formulated something like ‘to meet the 15 largest customers at the 
fair’. This makes it easy for NMW to evaluate if the objective has been achieved or not. 
The company receives some data over visitors from Elmia and this way it can see which 
customers they did meet with and which they did not. Those customers that NMW did not 
meet with at the fair are contacted afterwards by phone or by a personal meeting and 
NMW tries to find out why they did not meet; did the customer not have time or did they 
not want to meet?  

Fredrik Målberg claims that NMW has thought about creating an open house where their 
company can be showed to existing and potential customers. He believes that this can be a 
good idea for the future since it can get a lot of help from the existing customers by just 
letting them meet and talk to each other. The advantages with this are that it is also an in-
expensive way to meet with customers. However, it takes more time to plan and implement 
it this way since one cannot meet with as many customers at the same time as is possible at 
a fair. NMW has also thought about doing an event together with its suppliers but it does 
not want to create some kind of ‘mini-fair’.  
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Fredrik Målberg believes that the fairs today are developing in a strange direction. Today 
there are more and more conferences at the fairs. This has caused visitors to go to these 
seminars and then they do not have any time to visit the actual fair. The only time off from 
the conferences are during the lunch hours and then the visitors will only have time to eat. 
Fredrik Målberg does not mean that it is not good to have conferences and fairs at the 
same place and time since they attract higher managers, but that they have to be able to 
work together; perhaps by having conferences and seminars half the day and then visitors 
can visit the actual fair the other half. He believes that if this development continues, com-
panies will loose motivation to exhibit at the fairs since they will not have sufficient time to 
reach their goals and only try to talk at one seminar instead of exhibiting. However, Fredrik 
Målberg still thinks that the fairs will survive since the fair organizers will see this trend 
with fewer exhibitors and then they will decrease the amount of seminars and conferences.  

Fredrik Målberg also discusses that Elmia Subcontractors today is just enough big to fill 
one day for the visitors. If the fair will grow any bigger, it has to be much bigger in order to 
fill two entire days. Customers do not want to go to a fair for one day knowing that they 
will not be able to see everything there is to see. Neither do they want to spend two days of 
work with visiting a fair that will last for one day and a little more.  

System Andersson  

System Anderson (SA) is situated in Jönköping and it is a company that makes the manu-
facturing industry more efficient because of its technical solution where they integrate dif-
ferent systems.  

Trade Fairs 

Thomas Candemar argues that more than 50% of SA’s marketing budget is spent on dif-
ferent fairs. The reason for this large sum is that the customer does commonly not really 
know what SA can do for their company and therefore SA wants to meet with them in per-
son. Many of SA’s customers have a great knowledge about the industry but they do not 
know what the systems offered by SA can do for their company. 

Some of the fairs that SA will be exhibiting at during 2006 are Elmia Subcontractors, Scan-
dinavian Technical Fair and Elmia Materials & Functions. In general, the company exhibit 
at about 5 fairs each year. This number differs some since some fairs are held every year, 
some every second and some every third and so on. Thomas Candemar thinks that it is a 
good idea to use some kind of a showstopper each year in order to attract attention from 
the visitors. SA has chosen to have salespeople in its booths and in the exhibition halls in 
order to convince visitors that they need a system in their companies. Thomas Candemar 
appreciates that about one third of SA’s customers are retrieved at the fairs. Many of their 
customers are attracted by asking existing customers if they know anyone else that can 
need a system. Except for the fairs the company is exhibiting at, they also visit approxi-
mately ten other fairs to buy products, see how other exhibitors act at the fair and to see if 
any other fairs is interesting for SA to exhibit at.  

Other marketing activities except for exhibiting at different fairs that SA has tried are to 
join mini-fairs – although this was not very successful; to use handouts, sponsoring, adver-
tisements on their cars and telemarketing. 

Objectives and Value 
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SA does not exhibit in order to meet with its current customers. Instead their main goal is 
to meet with and create new contacts with potential customers. The company prefers to 
have good quality of the visitors instead of a large quantity of them. Since the company be-
lieves that it is up to the trade fair organizer to market the fair, it is also up to them to at-
tract the right kind of customers. Elmia Subcontractors however attracts the right custom-
ers and it is one of the best fairs for SA.  

SA does not always set goals prior to their exhibitions. It depends on which fairs the com-
pany is exhibiting at. For instance SA has recently exhibited at a plastic fair for the first 
time and since they did not know what to expect from it the company did not set any goals. 
On the other hand, SA has exhibited at Elmia Subcontractors for 25 years and therefore 
finds it easy to set goals for this fair. If the company does not manage to reach their targets, 
it will not exhibit at that fair the next time.  

Thomas Candemar means that it is important for SA to meet new potential customers at 
the fair and to communicate a message to them of who they are and what they do. The 
purpose is not to close any deals at the fair, but to receive contact information and then af-
ter the fair have personal meetings with potential customers where the company can pre-
sent their products and what they can do for each individual company. The personal meet-
ing is the company’s best way to explain to visitors what the company can do for them and 
to convince them of the benefits the system brings. The meetings at the trade fair are re-
stricted to last between one and three minutes. The longer meetings that are needed in or-
der to close a deal instead take place at the visitor’s company after the fair. During these 
few minutes, the salespeople in the booth need to decide whether the visitor is interesting 
for the company or not. This can be a hard thing to do since most of SA’s customers are 
not aware of what the company can do for them before they have met the company and 
discussed it. The company makes sure that it receives the business cards that it wants and 
then contacts the visitors afterwards.  

The company wants to be perceived as a safe, creative and alert organization which it tries 
to communicate through the design of the booth and its busy sales people. It is crucial to 
try to differentiate the company from the other exhibitors and create a certain feeling or 
experience connected to the company.  Thomas Candemar argues “it is also a good idea to 
have some kind of showstopper each year in the booth that differentiates SA from others”. Some exam-
ples from what SA has done is to have a big car running over a bunch of computers, put 
computers into an aquarium and this year they will have a brand new car in the booth (that 
is not yet introduced on the Swedish market). Thomas Candemar argues that it is important 
that there is always something going on and by doing all these things, SA can strengthen 
their brand further.  

The value that the trade fairs give to the company is and has always been important. How 
much value the company can receive from fairs depends on the business cycle. If there is a 
recession, it does not pay off to exhibit, whilst if there is a boom companies do not have 
time to exhibit or to visit fairs. The other companies that exhibit at the same fair are also 
important for SA, since the company can compare themselves to them and see what other 
companies are up to. Thomas Candemar claims that he particularly like the Scandinavian 
Technical Fair, Wood Products & Technology and Elmia Subcontractors since they pro-
vide the most value to the company. Most of their customers love machines and at these 
two fairs SA find it much easier to find and to meet with the right customers 

Actions for Value 
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SA is a well organized company and everyone knows what to do at a fair and these things 
are also continuously discussed. In 2006, the company will exhibit at approximately ten dif-
ferent fairs. To be able to have motivated staff at the fairs, SA have made a rolling planning 
where a total of seven employees attend different fairs. The staff dresses up in colourful 
clothes or as garage workers. SA only has salespeople in their booths and they want them 
to be active and not to sit down on a chair and rest.  

Thomas Candemar argues that SA has very little or no planning prior to exhibitions. The 
only planning that is done is when the market plan is set each year where the company de-
cides which fairs to attend, and then the company just follows the deadlines given from the 
trade fair organizers. This decision is made by continuous discussions at the company. 
Thomas Candemar says that SA makes generally no marketing prior to the fairs since it be-
lieves that it is up to the trade fair organizers to do this. “If they do not do enough marketing ac-
tivities that attract enough qualified visitors, it is not a good fair and SA will not return to it”. 

SA does not invite existing customers to the fairs since the company does not have a need 
to meet them there. This is because the company sells system solutions and this can only be 
sold one time to each customer. The company has recently tried to exhibit at mini-
exhibitions although some of them where not good planned with too few parking places 
and a big event the same time as the sports Holiday and the Olympics were held.  

SA has two different booths, one smaller and one bigger; used depending on where it is 
exhibiting. The booth that is used at the fairs is updated each year. The standard booth 
looks roughly the same each year (except for some adjustments) and it is completely 
changed every third year. The company usually brings cars to the booth as showstoppers 
and to attract attention.   

Evaluation and Future 

Thomas Candemar believes that the value that trade fairs bring to the company is hard to 
measure. SA can meet a customer several times at different fairs and it is hard to connect a 
customer to a certain fair. The only way to measure the outcome of a fair is by counting the 
number of registered qualified customers (or A-customers as they are called). A good cus-
tomer is a customer that the company can make a deal with within three months. 

The information on the outcome of the fair is collected in the sale support file by register-
ing the first contact with customers. Here, the sale support is able to see and evaluate when 
contacts were initiated and created, which and how many business deals that were made 
and which trade fairs that were bad. Customer cards are created on all visitors. Immediately 
at the fair the salespeople create a feeling on the visitors in order to decide whether those 
are potential customers or not. Since the company does not close any deals at the fair, 
Thomas Candemar believes that it is hard to see and evaluate each fair separately. The out-
come of the fairs is discussed continuously throughout the year, and if for instance a sign is 
not suitable anymore or if it need to be changed, that idea is immediately brought up and 
discussed.  

Thomas Candemar believes that telemarketing worked very well for SA since it was a good 
way to create an interest for their systems with the customers. He thinks that telemarketing 
can replace the fairs in the future and he is prepared to take half of the fair budget and put 
this on telemarketing instead. SA will be exhibiting during 2007 as well, but he is uncertain 
about the next couple of years. 
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In the future, Thomas Candemar thinks that the trade fairs will be smaller, more specialized 
and that the exhibition halls will be of greater importance. The focus should instead be put 
on one issue (or product category) at a time and to give a smaller group of people more.  
The problem with larger more general fairs is that people do not have time to visit as many 
fairs as they are interested in and therefore they have to prioritize a few fairs to visit. He be-
lieves that these changes will increase the marketing value of the fairs. 

Thomas Candemar argues that the trade fair organizers can be better at attracting the right 
visitors by doing more and better marketing for the fairs. He claims that the marketing is 
mainly done by sending advertising material to companies through regular mail and this is 
usually thrown in the garbage immediately. Further on, Thomas Candemar means that 
Elmia is built in a wrong way since it contains many smaller exhibition halls and no bigger 
one. Most of the visitors are not used to visiting exhibitions which makes it easy for them 
to miss some of the exhibition halls. He further says that many of those people that he 
talks to after the fair never saw SA there although it has a very central location. Thomas 
Candemar argues that this problem can easily be changed by the fair organizers by having 
lines in the floor that will guarantee the visitor to see everything at the fair by following 
these lines. Thomas Candemar believes that this is one of the main causes to why the com-
pany is experiencing a decreasing number of qualified A-visitors. If all visitors at Elmia 
Subcontractors would visit the company’s booth, he is convinced that SA would double 
their outcome of the fair. Thomas Candemar thinks that the trade fair organizers further on 
can be better at helping the exhibitors by making their homepages more easily navigated. 
Also, it would help companies if they did not have to fill in as many papers as it needs to 
do today (different papers for different fairs and to different people within the fair organi-
zation). Although all this critique, he claims that Elmia Subcontractors is better than aver-
age on these aspects.  

Interal 

Annica Lind Nordberg claims that Interal is a company that manufacture pieces made from 
aluminium and it is located in Habo outside Jönköping. They do not have any own prod-
ucts, but the pieces can be used in for instance wheelchairs and busses. The company was 
founded in 1976 and today the company has 28 employees. The company prioritizes high 
quality and delivery precision.  

Trade Fairs 

Elmia Subcontractors is the only fair that Interal is exhibiting at, but except from this, the 
company is also visiting other fairs each year. In 2000, Interal exhibited at Elmia Subcon-
tractors for the first time by joining a cooperative booth for companies in Småland5. It ex-
hibited in the same way in 2002 and 2003, but in 2004 it chose to have its own booth. One 
of Interal’s subsidiaries produces among other things booths for fairs so a lot of help was 
received from that company.  

Elmia Subcontractors is an important meeting place for Interal since many of their cus-
tomers only visit this fair and the majority of the customers are found at fairs. Annica Lind 
Nordberg believes that it is expensive to exhibit at fairs and approximately 50% of the 
marketing budget is distributed at this. However, if the company manages to attract one 

                                                 

5 Province in south Sweden.  
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single customer at the fair, it means that the company most commonly has gotten its in-
vested money back from the fair.  

Except from the fair, Interal has other marketing activities such as; the Interal paper – a 
news brochure on the company that is sent to existing and potential customers and a 
homepage which is very important for the company.   

Objectives and Value 

Annica Lind Nordberg argues that the goal for the fair is set before the summer holidays 
start. “The objective is primary to attract new customers but also to talk to the existing ones although this 
is not the primary objective”. The relationship with the existing customers is constantly devel-
oped through personal meetings throughout the year. Interal does not want to close any 
deals at the fair; instead this is done afterwards.  

Annica Lind Nordberg claims that the most important thing for Interal is to communicate 
a message to the visitors. She says that there does not exist many companies that solely 
works with aluminium which is a great advantage for the company which it also wants to 
communicate.  

Annica Lind Nordberg believes that the personal meeting also is vital. This because it is 
easier for the customer to ask direct questions, to check quality issues and to create an im-
age of what kind of company that Interal is. Annica Lind Nordberg says that the same type 
of relationship cannot be created over phone and that the personal meeting is a very good 
way for Interal to get to know and to understand the needs of the customers.  

Annica Lind Nordberg further argues that it is important for the company to show what it 
can do in the booth and to give a feeling of good quality. A slide show is run on the wall, 
with short information about the company. Interal also shows a lot of samples of different 
kinds of products that it makes. The booth itself is done in aluminium which also promotes 
the company. Interal has managed to attract many visitors to its booth thanks to the em-
ployees’ creativity (with the pumpkin seed and footprints), news and happenings in the bo-
oth.  

Annica Lind Nordberg claims that Elmia Subcontractors is the most valuable marketing 
medium for Interal. Being at a fair gives the customers a chance to get in touch with differ-
ent companies and to compare offerings without having to commit oneself to any com-
pany. The great value that trade fairs can offer is that they provide a certain visibility to 
companies. “If you are not visible you do not exist”. Furthermore, the trade fair participation 
mirrors a certain level of the company and can be seen as a sign of economic stability and 
trustworthiness. This provides some status to the company and it also strengthens the 
brand. A strong brand furthermore helps the seller. The trade fair participation also pro-
vides internal value to the company. The personnel find the fair and all activities that it 
brings very enjoyable. Interal organizes different activities during the subcontractor week 
for their existing customers since this is a good way to meet with them and to improve the 
relationship between them.  

Actions for Value 

The planning for the trade fair begins directly after the summer holidays. Annica Lind 
Nordberg says that Interal has a list that the company always follows when doing the plan-
ning. Here everything from doing invitations to what to bring to the fair at the exhibition 
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day is stated. To attract the right customers to the fair, Interal has a list with potential cus-
tomers which they contact prior to the fairs and invite them to it.  

Annica Lind Nordberg claims that the company makes smaller changes of the booth each 
year. Interal does not have any own events in their booth since the booth is crowded of 
people all the time and Interal simply does not have time for this. Instead of having events 
in the booth, the company invites its customers to own events outside the fair or to some 
of those events that Elmia organizes (previous years this has been hockey games and a 
show with Lena Ph6). Most of the visitors to Elmia Subcontractors (and other fairs as well) 
receive a lot of different requests and it is important for Interal to distinguish their invita-
tion from their competitors. Annica Lind Nordberg says that Interal has previously sent 
small bags with pumpkin seed to people that they wanted to come to the fair as invitations. 
The pumpkin should symbolise that the fair is held in November when Halloween is. A 
competition of who could grow the biggest pumpkin was set and the company also had an 
internal competition. The biggest pumpkin at Interal was used as a bowl for business cards 
at the fair. Another year the company cut blue footprints and mailed this to potential and 
existing customers. At the fair, Interal had glued blue footprints on the floor to their booth.  

Interal tries to get many from the personnel to be at the fair. Annica Lind Nordberg be-
lieves that it is important to have different people at the fairs since the company receives a 
lot of different questions. No bonuses or other incentives are given to the personnel work-
ing at the fairs, since Interal does not see a need for this. Annica Lind Nordberg has a 
shorter education before the fairs in order to teach the booth personnel what is expected 
from them at the fair (how to behave, dress code, selling techniques and how to talk).  

Evaluation and Future 

Directly after the fair, the company has to take care of the ordinary work that is lagging be-
hind due to the fair. A few weeks after the fair, a letter is sent to the visiting companies 
where Interal thanks them for their visit and that Interal will contact them within a few 
weeks. At the fair notes are made on a paper with a business card attached to it. These 
notes contain information about their company and their interest and this way it is fairly 
easy for Interal to sort out which visitors that are potential customers and which that are 
not. Annica Lind Nordberg says that Christmas is coming soon after the fair has ended and 
many of the companies prefer if the contacts are made after Christmas. However, if Interal 
has received any interesting leads, contact is taken as soon as possible after the fair. In 
January and February personal sales visits are made as a follow up to the fair.  

An evaluation is made by writing a list of new customers attracted at a fair and this is saved. 
Annica Lind Nordberg has one folder for each year Interal has been exhibiting. The trade 
fair is carefully discussed within the company about what worked well and what did not 
and what they should do different the next year. This discussion is also made prior to the 
fair when the employees discuss how they should carry out the exhibiting this year. Annica 
Lind Nordberg believes that it is hard to do an evaluation of the fair since it is impossible 
to see how many customers the company has attracted at the fair (and not on something 
else). She says that it can take between three months and three years to get a customer.  

When Annica Lind Nordberg started to work at Interal she had a lot of different ideas of 
how to create own events at the company and to invite customers. But there has been a 
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change and today companies do not want to go on business trips just for fun. If they are 
going somewhere it should be hard work as well. This change has made it hard to attract 
customers to such events and therefore Interal has chosen to create different events at the 
same time as Elmia Subcontractors is held – when existing and potential customers already 
are in the Jönköping area. Annica Lind Nordberg believes that now it is time for Interal to 
differentiate itself more from its competitors. This can be done by exhibiting at an elec-
tronic fair or a furnishing fair. She claims that there is a strong link between these two and 
aluminium and there are no competitors at these fairs. She further says that the company 
visits some fairs each year in order to check if it has missed any customer segments and if 
there are any other fairs where it can be present at.  

Annica Lind Nordberg argues that Elmia Subcontractors is a good fair and that usually 
everything works fine there. One positive thing that she brought up about Elmia Subcon-
tractors was that every visitor get registered and given a certain number which makes it easy 
for the exhibitors to see which visitors that are purchasers, CEO or just private visitors 
without labelling them with ‘purchaser’.  

Annica Lind Nordberg believes that the fairs will change somewhat in the future. Today 
the exhibiting companies are very mixed up and she thinks that in the future, the compa-
nies will be organized according to what they do; for instance one metal department. This 
would make it both easier and more effective for the visitors and she has heard a lot of pe-
ople complaining about this. Furthermore, she does not think that Elmia Subcontractors 
should grow any bigger. Annica Lind Nordberg also argues that it is good that there are dif-
ferent conferences in combination to the fair. 

Internordic Bearings AB 

Internordic is a company in Nässjö that buys and sells different kinds of bearings and it 
was founded in 1987. According to Christian Wildstam, the bearing market is stable and 
mature, but since Internordic has chosen a little bit different way to operate compared to 
its competitors, this makes it experience a growth phase.  

Trade Fairs 

Internordic exhibits at ten to twelve different fairs a year. Each year the company is present 
at Elmia Subcontractors, and it also exhibits about two times a year in Finland and some-
times also in Denmark. It differs every year to which trade fairs the company chooses to 
exhibit at. Except for these fairs, Internordic also exhibits at mini fairs and some of those 
are arranged by Euro Expo. 

Christian Wildstam appreciates that about 50-60% of the marketing budget is spent on 
trade fairs and among that Elmia Subcontractors consists of 60-70% of this expenditure. 
Internordic has exhibited at Elmia Subcontractors for about ten times and the reason for 
choosing this fair is that the company has experienced very good results at it. A large rea-
son for the company’s turnover is the many customers that the company has today, which 
were met for the first time at Elmia Subcontractors. 

Christian Wildstam argues that Internordic has a somewhat pleasant problem with its exhi-
bitions and that is that the company does not always have sufficient time in order to follow 
up all the contacts created in close connection to the fair.  

Objectives and Value 
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Christian Wildstam claims that the objectives of Elmia Subcontractors are set in May. The 
main goal is that every fair should be paid off before the next one is started. This is calcu-
lated in terms of return on the customers met at the fair. The primary goal of exhibiting is 
to create relations with new customers and also to meet with existing customers. Internor-
dic also set partial goals, which is to state the number of customer reports that should be 
received each day.  

Christian Wildstam claims that the personal meeting that takes place at a fair is very impor-
tant for Internordic in order to be able to create a long-lasting relationship with customers. 
The personal meeting is the best way to create trust between two parties and the fair is a 
great medium to be used for this purpose. Christian Wildstam believes that Elmia Subcon-
tractors is a good place for personal meetings since “everyone is there”.  

The message that Internordic wants to communicate at the fair is that it provides “opti-
mized bearing solutions”. Christian Wildstam further says that in order to give the cus-
tomer the best product possible each aspect of the deal has to be carefully discussed. This 
is what makes the dialogue extremely important. 

The feeling that Internordic wants to create at the fair is that its booth is extremely good-
looking with clear messages which makes it easy for the visitors to see what the company 
does and that it should be inviting. He also stresses the importance of the booth when try-
ing to communicate a message of who the company is at a fair. 

When comparing the meeting, the message and the experience Christian Wildstam claims 
that the meeting is the condition in order to be able to communicate a message. “This to-
gether with the environment and the feeling creates an experience”. He says that this means that the 
meeting is the most important of the three aspects since it is a base for the other two to 
happen.  

The value that the fairs provide to Internordic is that the company gets a unique chance to 
show it and what it can do. Christian Wildstam argues that the company wants to be per-
ceived as a clear and competent cooperation partner and he hopes that this will create an 
added value. He further claims that it is important to first of all listen to what the customer 
wants and their needs before the company can carefully explain what they can offer.  

Actions for Value 

The planning is initiated each year in April or May when the target is formulated and a list 
on things that has to be done is created. This list is then used all the way until the fair 
starts. The work with planning a fair usually starts by going through and evaluating last 
year’s fair and how far it has gotten with the contacts that were created at the last fair (half 
a year earlier). 

At some occasions Internordic has had meetings with both suppliers and customers in 
connection to the trade fair. Christian Wildstam believes that this adds value to the com-
pany but at the same time it also causes a divided focus. This is the main reason to why the 
company does not organize as many events or activities in relation to a fair anymore.  

A few times the entire staff has been invited to visit the booth the evening before the fair 
starts and also to visit the actual fair in order to see how the company markets itself. The 
people that work in the booth are sales people and the product manager. The newly em-
ployed get coached in the booth in order to do a good job. To encourage the employees at 
the fair the company organizes a number of different internal competitions every day. The 
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competition can be to generate the most customer reports, number or concrete tenders or 
number of pure orders taken.  

Evaluation and Future 

Internordic continuously makes different forms of evaluations. The company does not 
have a set date when it writes down its interpretations and experiences from a fair since it 
exhibits at so many different fairs each year. Instead the evaluation is continuously made 
through the company’s CRM system (Customer Relation Management) and at the sales 
meetings. The CRM system is a computer system that effectively adds all customer data in-
volving company data, previous/coming meetings and projects. The level of ambition of 
the selling company decides how much or how detailed data that should be saved here. 
Since the company is exhibiting at different fairs several times a year there is plenty of time 
to make sure that experiences from one fair are used to the next one by including these as-
pects in the company’s ‘to do lists’. All the meetings that the company conducts at a fair are 
written down, entered into the record and later on also put into the company’s CRM sys-
tem.  

Christian Wildstam stresses the importance of having strong relationships with customers 
since he believes that some kind of crisis will occur sometime between two parties and then 
the only thing that matters is the strength of the relationship between them. In order to 
maintain the relations, Internordic exhibits at fairs; makes personal selling visits and some-
times it makes shared trips to the suppliers. Christian Wildstam claims that a good way to 
establish trust is to deliver what has been promised in the right time since this gives the 
company the opportunity to do it again.  

Internordic constantly thinks about and evaluates the different marketing alternatives that 
exist on the market, but right now the fairs are the most important tools for the company. 
Christian Wildstam (personal communication 2006-04-28) claims that one alternative op-
tion to the fairs can be to be present at “dating fairs”. This term has existed for a couple of 
years and it is when sellers and customers sign up at a dating centre. The seller notifies 
what his/her company can offer; while a potential buyer informs what he/she is interested 
in. The agent coordinates so that sellers and buyers with common interests get an opportu-
nity to meet in a time efficient manner. This forum gives two parties that otherwise would 
probably not meet a chance to connect shortly at a set up meeting, and the option to con-
tinue that connection elsewhere to find business solutions for both parties. Today those da-
ting fairs are generally connected to “normal” trade fairs, but Christian Wildstam claims 
that this can be a future tool for an even more efficient trade fair business idea, which can 
compete with the “normal” trade fair.  

Emka Scandinavia AB  

Emka Scandinavia AB is situated in Jönköping and it was started in 1987. Today it is pre-
sent in 40 countries, with 23 subsidiaries. The company manufactures and sells metal parts 
to companies that make whole products. The company aims to increase its flexibility and to 
integrate simplicity to its customers. 

Trade Fairs 

Peter Magnusson argues that Elmia Subcontractors is a good fair and it has become one of 
the most important subcontracting fairs today and it is a very good place to meet both new 
and existing customers. Emka has also exhibited at the technical fair in Stockholm but it 
did not meet as many customers there as the company does at Elmia. Today the company 
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exhibits twice a year; at Elmia Subcontractors and at Alihankinta in Tammerfors, Finland 
which is also a pure subcontracting fair. The parent company of Emka exhibits at a total of 
36 international fairs, and also some fairs where the subsidiaries exhibit.  

Emka has exhibited since the company was founded. Back in those days, Elmia Subcon-
tractors was only held once every second year. One year Emka did not exhibit at Elmia 
Subcontractors since it wanted to check for other options and that caused the company to 
not get a spot at the fair for five years. Today the company has its own booth at the fair, 
and Peter Magnusson says that it is very important for the exhibiting companies to be pre-
sent at Elmia every year since otherwise they might loose their spot, and be forced to be in 
a queue for years. 

Peter Magnusson (personal communication, 2006-05-12) claims that he has seen a trend 
with the visitors at fairs in general. “Before there were generally more business trips for the personnel, 
which made constructors and other parts of the company staff visit the fairs. Today it is mostly the top-level 
managers that visit the fairs which make the purchasers, constructors and design engineers that used to visit 
them to stay home”. Emka most commonly prefers to meet with the lower level managers 
since the company produces products that are not strategically important (compared to 
bigger investments or things that change the structure of the company). Peter Magnusson 
argues that the trend has not affected Elmia Subcontractors and all kinds of industry peo-
ple visit that trade fair, which also makes it very important for EMKA as a small subsidiary 
to exhibit there. This is probably thanks to Jönköping’s location, which makes is easy and 
fairly cheap to send employees to visit this fair. Peter Magnusson also believes that it is easy 
for visitors to find the fair and that it receives a lot of publicity since Jönköping is not a 
very big town.  

He also argues that the fairs give the company a good way to show visitors what it can do. 
It is much easier to show some products in real life than to have a big catalogue where cus-
tomers just look at a few pages since they are not aware of all products that Emka offers. 
The trade fairs are argued by Peter Magnusson to be the most efficient marketing medium 
for Emka and approximately 20 % of the marketing budget is spent on fairs. From this 
portion of money, more than half of it is spent on Elmia Subcontractors.  

Objectives and Value 

Peter Magnusson thinks that it is hard to set goals that are easy to measure afterwards. 
Emka’s goals with exhibiting are to meet with existing and potential customers in order to 
create and maintain/strengthen relationships with them. Furthermore, the company also 
wants to strengthen its image and brand. The objectives are set in April when the folder 
from Hanover is received, and an example of a goal can be to get 200-250 new prospec-
tuses. Emka does usually not take any orders at the fair, instead they create contacts.  

Peter Magnusson says that one risk with inviting existing customers to a fair is that they 
might discover the competitors. But it is also possible to ‘steel’ other’s customers and if the 
company is perceived as the best option, the relation with the customer can be strength-
ened.  

Peter Magnusson argues that the meeting together with the message is the most important 
aspects of the fair. The meeting provides a unique opportunity to meet with potential and 
existing customers and to create and strengthen the relationship with them. The exhibitors 
can also show and explain their products. The message that Emka wants to communicate 
at the fairs changes every year since the parent company together with the subsidiaries have 
different mottos every year. 2006 the motto will be to ‘get the new technology first’. This 
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should communicate that Emka is leading the product development within its area and that 
the competitors are following it. Emka wants to be perceived as a good partner that can 
complement the products that its customers offer.  

Peter Magnusson says that Emka does not have any events in its booth and the company 
does not consider the experience to be as important as the meeting and the message are. 
Part from this, the company would like Elmia to have some events in the exhibition halls in 
order to attract people and to create a certain atmosphere at the fair.  

Peter Magnusson argues that it is hard to say what the trade fairs can give to Emka in terms 
of money. However, to exhibit at fairs gives the company a unique opportunity to meet 
with potential and existing customers and to show its products and what the company can 
do in a way that is not possible to obtain otherwise. Peter Magnusson says that most of 
their customers are men and men love to touch everything, which Emka has taken the ad-
vantage of by having a lot of stuff in their booth that they have made and that the custom-
ers can see and touch. Fairs also provide a chance to deepen the already existing relation 
with the customers and to strengthen the brand. The meeting is probably the most valuable 
outcome of the fairs for Emka. To meet a customer in person gives a face to the voice in 
the telephone which then makes it more uncomplicated to create a relation to that person. 
Additionally, it is easier to explain potential misunderstandings. To exhibit at fairs provides 
a lot of meeting each day in one place. “Nothing can replace the personal meeting.” Even though 
Peter Magnusson claims that it is hard to measure what the trade fairs bring to the com-
pany and if the money that has been put into exhibiting has returned, the fair is still too 
important not to be there.  

Actions for Value 

The planning for the company’s two fairs starts in April when the big fair in Hanover is 
held. At this fair, a meeting is held where the company discusses how and what it should 
show in the booths during the coming year and if there are any new ideas or products that 
should be promoted. The company is given a strategy of what to focus on during the entire 
year. Additionally slogans and mottos are created. Those activities are conducted each year 
in order to get the company updated as well as to communicate to its customers that there 
is always something going on at Emka.  

The parent company has a booth which it lets all its subsidiaries use since it wants to create 
a corporate identity and the customers to recognize the brand. However, the booth is built 
in Jönköping (designed) and everyone in the personnel is involved in this process. Peter 
Magnusson says that the company tries to involve every employee in the exhibition. He 
himself is always in the booth, mostly together with a salesperson. All Friday, everyone 
from the company is at Elmia since this is the most visitor frequent day.  

In order to attract the right customers to the fair, Emka sends invitations and tickets to 
some of its customers and it also schedules personal meetings at the fair. Furthermore, the 
company tries to promote the participation at the fair locally and uses checklists o see that 
everything is in place and arranged for. The booth of 40 square meters is furnished with a 
small kitchen, a few bar tables with chairs, while a short information about the company is 
showed on displayers.  

Evaluation and Future 

Peter Magnusson finds the outcome of the fairs to be hard to measure. He says that the 
fairs by themselves do not provide the actual deal. The fair makes up a part of it, but it is 
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what happens after the fair that matters. After the fair, the leads are followed up firstly by 
making phone calls within 14 days in order to find out how interesting the potential cus-
tomer is. If he/she is interesting, the salespeople will schedule a visit when they are in the 
customer’s area. At the fair, Emka asks the customers a few questions and lets potential 
customers fill in a form of what they are interested in (an entire catalogue, one or a few 
product classes, a personal meeting, not interested now but maybe later and so on) together 
with their contact information.  

In order to know if one fair has been good or not, Emka needs 6-12 months to be able to 
tell. The number of prospects that have been collected at the fair can be counted directly 
afterwards, and this can be seen as a first impression of the outcome of the exhibition.  

All information that is received at a fair is collected and saved in different databases de-
pending on if the visitor is on ‘customer level’ or on ‘prospectus level’. These are saved for 
about two years and if nothing has happened during these years, the company is deleted 
from the list. Peter Magnusson says that when the company attracts new customers and 
registers them into the database, the company asks them how they found Emka (fairs, 
meetings, ads, Internet, other contacts). This information is also saved in order to see 
which mediums that are the most valuable to the company. Peter Magnusson says that on 
this list, the trade fairs do not come as number one. However, many recognize Emka from 
the fairs. Peter Magnusson argues that although all this information is saved, it is not ‘used’ 
when planning for the new fairs. Instead he argues that this is something that the employ-
ees remember since they work with the fairs until December/January and the planning 
phase starts already in April.  

Peter Magnusson argues that the best marketing activity for Emka would be if the com-
pany could take all customers to the factory and show them everything. However, this is 
too expensive and the trade fairs are the next best thing. Peter Magnusson claims however 
that the importance of the fairs has diminished somewhat. He believes that Elmia has good 
activities around the fair and mentions last year when it had a matchmaking activity prior to 
the fair. (This is the same as the ‘dating fairs’ discussed in appendix 4 - Internordic). This is 
good since then companies and visitors are able to meet at a neutral place. They know who 
they will meet and can prepare themselves for this. Emka did not participate in this last 
year since the company did not have enough resources for it but would love to participate 
in the future.  

Peter Magnusson also has some critique for the fairs. He believes that Elmia Subcontrac-
tors is too expensive and that it is one of the most expensive fairs in Scandinavia in terms 
of square meter costs. Elmia Subcontractors is a very good fair but it is held too often ac-
cording to Peter Magnusson. This is also something that many of the visitors say as well as 
the fact that the air traffic to Jönköping has declined which makes it more complicated for 
visitors to travel efficiently. However, since the exhibitors are too afraid of loosing their 
spot at the fair, they feel that they have to exhibit each year. He claims that many of the vi-
sitors feel that there are not many news at the fair and that there is not a need for it to be 
held once every year. Peter Magnusson says that if the fair was held every second year 
Emka would put more money into the booth, the catalogue and to organize different ac-
tivities in connection to the fair.  

Peter Magnusson believes that the Internet is a strong competitor to the fairs since the use 
of emails and web pages have increased at the same time as the use of facsimile and tele-
phone has decreased. He furthermore believes that many of the trends in the fair industry 
today come from the US where the fairs have developed into almost disappear today. The 
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fairs have been replaced by the conventions and conferences where a lot of activities are ar-
ranged in relation to the meeting.  

Aero Materiel 

Aero Materiel (AMA) is a company that produces different kinds of lockers and hinges. 
The company was founded in 1926 and today it has 19 employees. It is situated in 
Jönköping and some of the biggest customers are Volvo, Scania and Ericsson.  

Trade Fairs 

Claes Skogeryd says that Aero Materiel is present at Alihankinta in Tammerfors, Finland, 
Elmia Subcontractors in Jönköping and at the Scandinavian Technical Fair in Stockholm. 
Except for these larger fairs, AMA is also present at smaller fairs organized by Euro Expo. 
Claes Skogeryd believes that Euro Expo has a good business idea when they design the 
fair. It is only built by smaller booths and these are organized as a labyrinth which ‘forces’ 
the visitors to pass all the booths at the fair. The Euro Expo fairs that AMA will exhibit at 
this year are the ones that are held in Kristianstad, Östersund and Sundsvall. AMA tries dif-
ferent fairs in order to find the right customers.  

Claes Skogeryd argues that the fair is a good medium in order to meet customers in person 
and to show them what AMA can do. The good thing with Elmia Subcontractors is that 
there are many purchasers and technicians that visit the fair as well as the fact that it is held 
every year. These are the persons that AMA wants to meet with (especially the technicians) 
since they are the ones that decide what to buy when making the drawings for their prod-
ucts. Claes Skogeryd says that the company mainly meets with the right people at the fair 
since those that are not interested in the company usually do not visit its booth.  

AMA has been exhibiting at Elmia Subcontractors for approximately 10 times and the 
company believes that it is a good fair, but that it is quite expensive. However, the com-
pany usually returns this money within a few months after the fair thanks to all the new 
contacts it creates. Elmia Subcontractors is an important fair for AMA since it generates 
contacts for the company for approximately six months and it needs the fair in order to 
meet with both existing and new customers.  

Claes Skogeryd says that about 50 % of the marketing budget is spent on the fairs and that 
the company has around five people working at the fair. He further says that a few years 
ago, the company used a lot of advertisements, but this is usually thrown in the garbage 
immediately when the customers receive it and it is very hard to evaluate the effects of it. 
“The fairs on the other hand are easier to have a feeling about how well or bad the company performed im-
mediately afterwards”.  

Objectives and Value 

Claes Skogeryd says that the objectives with the trade fairs are set in March when the plan-
ning starts and that the goals are somewhat different each year although the main goal is to 
find new customers. After reaching the target group, AMA thinks that it is preferable to sell 
technical solutions instead of only products based on a price comparison. He believes that 
one important aspect to think about when having the goal to find new customers is to de-
sign the booth in a good way. The booth has to be interesting and inviting in order to at-
tract visitors. Everything in the booth (the pictures, salespeople and colours) communicates 
a message and Claes Skogeryd believes that it is important that this message is consistent. 
This year, one of the objectives will be to promote a new agency that AMA has received. 
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AMA wants to be the only distributor of some brands and to be that the company has to 
be good at promoting that agency and selling its products. Claes Skogeryd says that to 
strengthen the Aero Materiel brand is not as important as it is to attract new customers.  

Claes Skogeryd thinks that the message is the single most important aspect when exhibit-
ing. AMA wants to communicate that it is a good partner that customers can trust. This 
year the company will communicate the new thing that the company has on the Internet, 
which is the ability to collect, draw and design things on its homepage. Claes Skogeryd is 
well aware of the importance of the booth when communicating different messages to visi-
tors and therefore he believes that it is important to have a good-looking booth with good 
salespeople in it. This is realized by working five employees in the booth on a daily basis.  

Except for the message, the meeting is also vital for AMA since it provides a good oppor-
tunity to establish and strengthen relationships, which are of great importance for the 
company. Claes Skogeryd says that the company meets with a lot of new customers at the 
fair and that the first meeting and the first impression is extremely important for the future 
relationship. Already the first time you meet someone you create an opinion of who this 
person or company is and if you like them or not. The personal meeting is important in or-
der to create relations and to establish trust. The meeting that takes place at Elmia Subcon-
tractors is also important since AMA gets the chance to meet with the technicians; which is 
many times hard to do otherwise.  

Claes Skogeryd says that AMA has never tried to give the visitors a certain experience in 
the booth by creating different events. He believes that this is more important when having 
B2C fairs compared to Elmia Subcontractors, which is a B2B fair. The only feeling that 
AMA wants to communicate through its booth is that it is an interesting and inviting booth 
where relaxed meetings can take place.  

Claes Skogeryd says that the services and products that AMA offers are about knowledge 
and experience and this is very hard to communicate through a catalogue. At a fair, the 
company gets the opportunity to meet with the customers in person and talk to them and 
discuss different solutions to problems that they might have. The personal meeting is also 
valuable when creating a relation to the customer and it establishes a certain level of trust 
that many times are needed in a business relation. All this can best be provided by the fairs 
and Claes Skogeryd believes that this is the best marketing tool. 

Actions for Value 

Claes Skogeryd argues that AMA starts to plan its fairs already in March. The first thing 
that is done at the planning stage is that the company checks the evaluations from the last 
fair to see what went well and what did not, and what needs to be changed. Claes Skogeryd 
and a seller from Finland prepare the planning. They together discuss what the company 
should promote at the fair; if they have any news, any new products or if there is some-
thing special that needs to be highlighted this year. When they have done this planning they 
contact a person in Tranås that builds their booth after their requests. The booth is used 
for both the fair in Jönköping and in Tammerfors and therefore they want to have it ready 
before the summer holidays. The booth is somewhat different every year since the com-
pany wants to stress different products or messages each year. “The booth should serve as a good 
meeting place both for establishing new contacts but also for talking to existing ones”.  

Prior to the fairs, AMA invites some of its existing customers by sending invitations and 
tickets to them. Many of these customers also come to the company and visit it before the 
fair and then walk to it together (since AMA is located close to the fair). Sometimes they 
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also arrange something special together during the nights when the fair is held. This is done 
in order to strengthen the relations between the company and the customers. 

AMA does not do anything special in order to attract interesting companies and potential 
customers to the fair other than to promote it on the company’s webpage. He says that the 
exhibitors at Elmia Subcontractors to some extent expect each other to invite their cus-
tomers and these might be interested in other exhibitors at the fair as well. Claes Skogeryd 
says that AMA has not given any education for the personnel during the last couple of ye-
ars but the company has received some education earlier. Then the personnel learned how 
to act and behave in the booth and how to be an active and good seller. AMA has chosen 
to have salespeople its booth. These salespeople are also technicians since they have to be 
able to speak the same language as the visitors do. Claes Skogeryd claims that the company 
does not have any special rewards for best seller at the fair or anything else since he argues 
that it is very hard to measure how much each contact is worth and that it can take up to 
two years before the contact becomes a good customer. However, he claims that there usu-
ally becomes an internal competition where the booth personnel competes against each 
other about who finds the most qualified customer and so on.  

Evaluation and Future 

Claes Skogeryd argues that the company has a feeling of how well the fair went immedi-
ately afterwards but that they cannot tell for sure until approximately six months later. He 
believes that it is much easier to evaluate the outcome of the fairs compared to evaluating 
ads for instance.  

AMA has tried to be better at asking the visitors at the fair what they want from the com-
pany. Before, the company focused more on collecting business cards and after the fair it 
was impossible to know how interesting each of the visitors were to the company. Today, 
Claes Skogeryd says that AMA instead has a short questionnaire where the company easily 
can evaluate how interesting each customer is. These questionnaires are used in the follow 
up of the fairs where the contacts are handed out to the salespeople within the company. 
Each salesperson has a different area in Sweden and it is up to them to decide which cus-
tomers to give the highest priority. They make a list of this and how much they believe that 
each customer is worth in money and present it to the board. This work is started immedi-
ately after the fair has been held and regular meetings are held where the progress is check-
ed. The first of these meetings are held one month after the fair, and additionally they are 
held once every quarter of a year. Except for these questionnaires, the company also has a 
shorter evaluation of the booth and other things from the fairs, which is done immediately 
after the fair. Every employee that worked in the booth gives its impressions and thoughts. 
This knowledge is collected and saved in a computer file. The file is always looked through 
before the planning for the next exhibition is started.  

Claes Skogeryd claims that the fair is the most effective marketing tool today and that it is a 
modern way of marketing that fits right in time. The fairs are easier to evaluate and it pro-
vides a unique opportunity to meet with the right people. The second most important tool 
is the company’s webpage, which the company has put a lot of money on. AMA also has 
some advertisements, catalogues and printed issues, although this is not something that the 
company focus a lot on since it is hard to measure the outcome of these activities. Claes 
Skogeryd believes that the Internet soon is replacing the catalogues. 

The biggest disadvantage with the fairs is that it is not always easy to meet with everyone 
that the company wants to meet with. Claes Skogeryd argues that it is very hard to control 
this and therefore the company makes follow-ups on those visitors that the company 
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wanted to meet but never did. He would like to have some kind of system that made all 
visitors come to the booth but he does not really know how to do this in practice. He 
thinks that the matchmaking that Elmia Subcontractors had the last year might work but 
says that this service was mainly for foreign visitors.  

AB Hedbergs Mekaniska Verkstad  

Hedbergs started in 1949, is located in Habo and has approximately 130 employees today. 
Henrik Pettersson says that the company does not manufacture whole products but instead 
work as suppliers in mainly metal details and has lately experienced a major growth. 

Trade Fairs 

Hedbergs was one of the first exhibitors at Elmia Subcontractors and this is now the only 
fair that the company exhibits at. Visits are made to other fairs in order to enhance new 
ideas and to get an impression of trends in the outer world. Henrik Pettersson argues that 
the company does not dare to stop exhibit since then visitors would start asking themselves 
where the company was. Henrik Pettersson says that rumours easily turn up at fairs and 
that it is possible to minimize those and to avoid discussions by just being there. He further 
claims that there is a lot of work with exhibiting (as well as a high cost – about 50 % of the 
marketing budget is spent on this fair) and therefore he believes that it would have been 
enough to exhibit at Elmia Subcontractors every second year.  

“Elmia Subcontractors is a good fair both in a geographical sense as it is easy to bring customers to 
Jönköping, most things are available at the fair and the company gets the opportunity to watch and talk to 
its competitors, although the most important thing is the meeting with the customers”. Henrik Pettersson 
further claims that one of the good things with having exhibited as many years at Elmia 
Subcontractors as the company has is that they now know which types of customers that 
visits the fair each day and can prepare for this.  

Objectives and Value 

The goal of the exhibition is not to find new customers, but instead the fair is seen as a 
golden opportunity to meet with existent customers and to strengthen those relations. The 
same main goal is set each year, but the partial goals differ since the environment is con-
tinuously changing. Everything that the company does has the purpose to reach the main 
goal; which is to grow larger and to be a profitable supplier. Henrik Pettersson believes that 
to strengthen relations with existing customers is the best way to be able to achieve the 
main goal set by the company. Hedbergs wants to carefully choose their customers in order 
to create a trustful relation with them and therefore the fair only works as a place for find-
ing new potential customers. Henrik Pettersson further says that the company most com-
monly reaches the goals set.  

Henrik Pettersson argues that the trade fair is generally a good meeting place since many 
people visits it. Many of the visitors are the right type since they are commonly sellers, sales 
directors and constructors. These are the people from the industry that Hedbergs wants to 
have contact with. Furthermore, Henrik Pettersson believes that personal selling is impor-
tant when doing business since it is vital to establish trust as a base for a good business re-
lation. In other communication channels, such as mails the risk for a misunderstanding is 
overwhelming and it is much harder to repair a mistake by mail than it is through a per-
sonal meeting. Henrik Pettersson says that the company wants to have a close and open re-
lation with its customers so that important information can be shared; for instance if 
someone has financial difficulties. The company puts a lot of focus on the personal meet-
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ing with its customers since they are seen as ambassadors for the company which can mar-
ket it by talking to their customers and suppliers. These ambassadors are regarded as the 
most efficient marketing tool. Moreover, Henrik Pettersson thinks that it is important for 
existing customers to get a face of the person from the phone and that this makes relation-
ship creation somewhat easier and it will ease further communication.  

Hedbergs does not use any customer surveys in the booth. Instead the booth personnel try 
to learn from the customers and listen to them and their problems. When understanding 
the customer view of the problem, the company presents a solution in which its advantages 
in relation to the problem are highlighted. It is important to be able to judge how people 
think and act when working at a fair since this is many times the first impression that a visi-
tor gets of the fair and the first impression lasts. The message that the company wants to 
communicate is that it is a reliable supplier with good ethics. This message is an important 
part in the creation of a good relation. Henrik Pettersson argues that the meeting together 
with the message is the most important issues at a fair. He further says that it is not impor-
tant what you talk about, but that you talk.  

To create an experience in the booth is not so important to Hedbergs. Henrik Pettersson 
believes that it is better to create a personal relation with the visitor since that is not some-
thing that can be forgotten as easy as a happening in the booth that is exceeded by another 
exhibitor the next year.  

Henrik Pettersson believes that it is hard to say what value the trade fair brings to the com-
pany, but that it brings goodwill. Hedbergs is part of a network with suppliers and custom-
ers from related industries and Henrik Pettersson argues that it is valuable to the company 
to meet with these companies at the fair. “The trust within this network is important since they all 
complement each other and recommend each other when customers need something that the company cannot 
by themselves provide”. 

Actions for Value 

The planning towards the Elmia Subcontractors is already taking place in the end of 
April/beginning of May. The booth is planned for and the objectives, profile and what 
message to communicate is decided for the exhibition. During the summer the invitations 
are created and sent to existing customers that the company wants to visit the fair. As the 
company is not so large, most of the employees are involved in the planning of the trade 
fair. Henrik Pettersson says that no education is given and neither is any bonus systems 
used at the fair. The booth is created and designed so that the visitors should visually be at-
tracted to it first and then the personnel has to be able to establish a contact and a relation 
with the visitor. The booth personnel consist of sellers from the marketing department. 
Each day there are three people in the booth. Also the CEO joins the fair at certain hours 
each day when and the visitors can meet with and talk to him. The sellers have a common 
attitude towards what they want to achieve at the fair since this is carefully discussed in the 
company prior to the exhibition. 

Evaluation and Future 

Henrik Pettersson believes that the money that is invested in Elmia Subcontractors is re-
turned but that it is hard to say exactly how much of it and when. Since it is hard to meas-
ure the outcome of the fair in financial terms it is instead very subjectively measured by 
trusting everyone’s intuitions. When evaluating, the company does not count prospects. It 
is enough to get one right customer to pay back the whole cost of the fair. The outcome of 
the fair is discussed in the sales group directly after the fair. The intuitive outcome of the 
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exhibition can be made then, whilst the actual evaluation in a financial sense can be made 
only later when it is possible to see how the contacts have developed and this can take 
some time since the actual deal can arise several years after the fair. 

Evaluations are later used when checking what has been done good and bad, and sugges-
tions for improvements for the next year’s fair. A marketing database is used to write down 
the results and to be saved for the future.  

Henrik Pettersson cannot see any competitors to trade fairs in the future since it is a broad 
medium while other events are more focused. For Hedbergs the trade fair works fine and 
the company do not want to exhibit at any other fairs than Elmia Subcontractors.  

Henrik Pettersson further says that Hedbergs focuses more on contacting activities and do 
not see any reason to make other events for instance with its network. Henrik Pettersson 
argues that it is enough work with one fair a year; there are no resources for more event ac-
tivities. Actually, he would prefer if Elmia Subcontractors was to be held every second year 
instead of each year. To exhibit every second year if the fair is held every year is not possi-
ble for the company since then people would start to talk and this is something that Hed-
bergs wants to avoid. 
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Appendix 5 – Future 

Lawson (2000) believes that the meetings, conventions and exhibitions will increase in the 
future. He argues that the trend in the world has been on these aspects for some while now 
and that the trade fair industry usually lags a bit behind. These concepts are not very de-
pendent on the price but by the value they bring in achieving objectives. Montgomery & 
Strick (1995) claim that the meeting will change in the future. Due to the Internet and the 
globalisation; the meeting, convention and expositions will change and people will have 
more possibilities to participate and integrate with people all over the world. This implies 
that the visitors on an exhibition may come from many different cultures and they might 
have many different needs. 

Also Jansson (2004) and Lawson (2000) discuss the increase in the use of teleconferencing 
and videoconferencing and that this will increase the need for the personal meetings. The 
authors furthermore discuss the growing importance of being cost- and time efficient and 
they argue that this is something that will last for a few more years and that the trade fairs 
are the best medium to use for reaching this. Another thing that Lawson (2000) discusses 
when talking about future trends is that hotels will be built close to the fairs and conven-
tions for out-of-the-season conference use and that this trend will increase during the up-
coming years.  

According to Hosford (2005) the big fair in Hanover is now experiencing a trend that is 
not good for the fair organizers and this is that private events are increasing in popularity at 
the same time as companies that exhibit at fairs decreases. However, Hosford (2005) is sure 
that the visitors to the private events and to the fairs will value the personal meeting at the 
fairs higher than that received at a private event. Also, the private events will most com-
monly contain complementing products and not competing. This is something that the 
customers will not appreciate since it will get much harder for them to compare the differ-
ent offerings since they now have to devote several days to visit many different private 
events in order to compare the offerings. When visiting a trade fair, customers are able to 
see offerings from the entire industry at one place. 

Bodner (1995) argues that the trend has for 20 years (since 1975) been to more focused and 
specialized fairs and Murphy (1990) says that the best shows – when measured in money – 
are those that only contain one product (vertical shows). Both these authors argue that the 
trend towards more specialized fairs will continue for a long time.  

Jansson & Dahlqvist (retrieved 2006-04-23) have put together a list of different trends in 
the trade fair industry that they have observed during the last couple of years. Some of the 
trends they can see are that the importance of the personal meeting has increased rapidly 
during the latest years - probably because the personal meeting helps companies to create 
relations with their customers; the focus of the personnel in the booths has increased and 
this might be due to that the booth personnel are the most important aspect in order to 
create a good personal meeting and to establish the trust needed in a good relation. Also 
the importance of being able to measure the results from exhibiting has increased and the 
visitors at fairs tend to have a ‘higher quality’ than before in terms of that they know ex-
actly what to accomplish at the fair and they have a lot of meetings scheduled and compa-
nies are able to meet more qualified visitors.  
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Conlin (1994b) says that managers in general do not like trade fairs, probably because they 
only see the cost and not the benefits of them. The author believes that if the fairs can be 
measured in a good way this attitude will change.  


